
 



Coming out of the closet by Mapule Khoza “Free Knowledge For All” is 

the motto of Www.Todaynovels.Com Team. Chapter 1 No no no! What 

kind of dream is this? I have never dreamt of a dream this disturbing. I 

normally have dreams where I get intimate with a guy but this one is 

really making me feel somehow. I cannot entertain this kind of dream 

I’m sure it is nothing. It has been months since I started my first yeah in 

varsity and I already made a lot of friends and if I happen to tell them 

about my dream they will take me somehow. Let me keep this to 

myself. It’s time to prepare for my classes I took a bath and wore my 

not so fancy dress since I’m form a middle classed family and didn’t 

afford fancy clothes. My bus ride to school felt like the longest of all 

days. As I reached varsity my friend Sorpresa came towards me. Good 

morning Lluvia you look great this morning good morning to you and 

thank you for making fun of me. How can I be looking great in this old 

dress please stop kidding me. Whoa Llu don’t bite my head off I was 

just complimenting you because even in your so called old dress you 

look amazing. I shrug my shoulders so called huh? Let’s go we will be 

late for Communications class. I didn’t mean to be rude to my friend 

but hey that dream was still bugging me and I didn’t want to share it 

with everyone in my cycle of friends it’s not like they were judgemental 

but hey you’ll never know in cases such as this one. Hey Llu Palmira 

called out and woke me up from that thought. Oh hey madam I didn’t 

see you come towards me what’s up? Presa told us what happened 

earlier on and now I find you sitting here alone day dreaming what’s 

happening with you today? Let’s just say that I woke up on the wrong 

side of the bed. Don’t worry yourselves my dear I am perfectly fine. 

Perfect is it that obvious that I am bugged by something today? I asked 

myself; it seems that my girls are so concerned about me. Let me just 

gather all of them and tell them about my dream maybe they will lift off 

the burden off my shoulders. I called out Presa (Sorpresa) Mira 



(Palmira) Belle Pia Nita & Telma. These were my girls and I trusted them 

with my life. Ladies I need your advices. We knew you were not okay 

they said. Nah I am super it’s just that I I had a scary dream. Was it a 

nightmare? Presa asked. Maybe it was but it felt so real I dreamt having 

passionate intimacy with a lady a bit older than I am. Oh Pia said 

Sponsored Pia said that is not enough for you to have a bad day. You 

know you like guys then why do you look so unsettled? I’m so scared 

that I might be in transition or maybe I’m about to become pansexual. 

You know we love you right? Presa asked and I must say she is the most 

supportive and concerned of them all. Yeah I am aware of your 

unending love and support. We will stick by you no matter your sexual 

orientation Pia said with a smile. I gave them a smirk and thanked them 

for their support. I knew they wouldn’t judge me but I just didn’t want 

them to know about this dream as they might start looking at me with a 

different kind of eye. Once we were done with our day we went our 

separate ways. Upon reaching the room I sat there still thinking of what 

everybody would say if they were to find out that I am pan? Would my 

family understand? Would my cute little twins be treated wrongly due 

to my sexual orientation? I got really scared that I listened to worship 

songs and prayed after the songs. My prayer was: Father God I know 

you are testing me and please give me strength to overcome this test. 

You said you would never forsake me and I believe that you will be with 

me in every situation. You love me so much and wouldn’t let me suffer 

in the hands of those who want to see my downfall. Dear Lord please 

fight this battle on my behalf I don’t have enough strength to fight this 

battle alone. Come rescue me if it’s your will then let it happen but if it 

your will then let it happen. Amen. I was in tears after the prayer. I am 

not that much of a church person but I am aware that there is God who 

sacrificed His son Jesus for us to have eternal life. I didn’t feel hungry at 

all and even after the prayer I had what ifs. I decided to call another 



varsity mate of mine who spent much of her time in school with her 

crew but we were close and she would hang out with me and my crew 

if her best friend wasn’t at school. Hello? Neiva questioned Hey Iva. I’m 

a bit restless so I decided to check up on you. How nice of you to check 

me up I’m wonderful my dear friend and what could be making my 

friend have a bad evening? Oh well let’s just say that I prayed about it 

and I’m a bit better now. Who are you and what did you do to my 

friend? Iva asked laughing oh well you make it sound as if I am no 

prayer person. FYI I do pray when I eat or sleep duh. She laughed so 

hard that she chocked okay my little sister let me deal with my school 

work see you tomorrow at school. One year later… I was tossing and 

turning in my rented room and by that time I had a temporary 

roommate who needed some help with accommodation until she find 

one for herself. I decided to take her under my wing because we were 

somehow related some long distance cousin kind of thing. Tierra was 

such a beautiful girl the ground she walked on worshiped her and every 

guy wanted to hang out with her around where I was staying. She was 

sleeping peacefully near me we shared the same bed and she would 

sleep with only her panty and nothing more. Her breasts omg she had 

well rounded big boobs and she was caramel in complexion. She really 

got my attention I’m not into girls but she she is a girl I’ll be intimate 

with any day. My p*ssy was twitching and ready to be licked by her; my 

nipples were so hard as hard as a rock. No Llu step out of those 

thoughts. I ended up touching myself just so I could release the stress 

that build up in my whole body. Can my dream from a year ago be 

coming to reality but how? I’m so scared and I cannot possibly tell a 

lady that I’m into her. No freaking way. I spent the night busy admiring 

her body shape and skin tone. I slept way too late just strategizing how 

I would tell her that I am in love with her. Wakie wakie Lluvia don’t you 

have classes today? She wore such an amazing smile and I couldn’t help 



but look at her with a smile on my face. Did you at least hear the 

question I asked you? Oh what yeah I did hear you I do have classes and 

I think I am already late. No cuz you are not late. Don’t forget to thank 

me though for waking you in time. Can I kiss you as a way of thanking 

you? I’m glad it was just a thought. Of course I’ll thank you my beloved 

cousin. Www.Todaynovels.com Chapter 2 Presa’s POV Llu has always 

been a humorous being and I like her so much but of lately she has 

been strange. She spends most of her days alone and I’ll sometimes 

find her crying and when asked what’s wrong she just force out a smirk 

and says she is counting her blessings. I hate seeing her so dull and 

pale. Since that dream of hers last year she has changed drastically; she 

hardly talk or hang out with us as her friends. I’m really scared that she 

might try to do something stupid because she was once hospitalized for 

a suicide attempt. Sorpresa! Sorpresa! My dad called out. Y yes daddy 

I’m coming. You called for me father? My child I will be out on a 

business trip next week and I’d hate if you were left in this mansion 

alone he smiled I am aware of how scared you can get. Uh father I am 

no coward I can manage alone in this our family house. Maybe you 

should make some of your friends aware so they can come and stay 

with you. Remember no party is allowed in my house okay princess? 

Okay dad there won’t be any parties and there might not be any of my 

friends in this house my eyes were watery. Hey princess what 

happened? Did I say anything wrong to make you cry? You didn’t father 

everything is okay. I’m gonna go and run a bath. Let me call Mira and 

see if she is keen to spend her time here with me next week because I 

doubt Llu would want to be around here. Hey daddy’s girl what do I 

owe this late phone call because normally around this time you are 

chilling with daddy dearest? I rolled my eyes Oh really now is that what 

you ladies think of when you think of me? A little spoiled brat? No 

sweetie this is only coming from my side but you do know that you are 



daddy’s little princess. Enough with you silly talks okay; my dad is going 

on a business trip next week and was checking if you can come spend 

time with me? Why not after all your family house is so darn beautiful 

(Chuckled). You mean I am sorted with a house mate for this coming 

week? Yup you are. Thanks a bunch bitch have a lovely evening. 

Wonderful I won’t be alone next week and I am still concerned about 

Llu. I’ll have to ask her in person if she can manage to hang out with 

Mira and myself next week. It is worth a try after all she needs our 

support as her friends. I can’t stand seeing her in deep thoughts every 

time I find her alone. She is one of my badass friends in the whole crew. 

Her humour brings out my most amazing smile every one has ever 

seen. Let me bath and go join dad for our evening meal before going to 

bed. (Morning alarm x3) ugh I hate waking up in the morning. Goodness 

gracious I rolled out of bed and made my bed then headed to the 

bathroom. After the bath I applied body lotion and then wore my blue 

jeggings a white sleeveless top and a bright yellow jacket with my white 

adidas sneakers. I tied my hair into a messy bun and applied make-up 

with yellow lipstick. Took my adidas school backpack and headed 

downstairs. Good morning sweetie wow you look amazingly beautiful. 

You are indeed a princess. Stop making me blush this morning daddy 

how was your night your highness? My night was peaceful and my 

morning is wonderful as I got to see my princess before leaving to the 

office. That is good to hear and I’m leaving now. Are you not having 

breakfast today sweetie? Dad please don’t make me sit down I will buy 

something at school before my morning class commence I promise. At 

least take a fruit and your father will be more than happy. Okay daddy. I 

love you and have a great day at the office. You forgot something 

though! You mean your kiss? I’m glad you remembered I gave him a 

kiss on his check and I smiled are you satisfied now? Very Sponsored he 

said. Take care of yourself princess. Since I am my father princess I get 



to drive myself to school. My daddy bought me a convertible as a gift 

for excelling on my matric results. My car is bright yellow and today I 

decided to match my jacket with it. I drove to school while I put on RnB 

songs on the radio. Good morning beautiful ladies my friends are the 

most beautiful ladies and they also have beautiful hearts. Oh my 

goodness Presa you look like a model. Stop it Pia. Is Llu not here yet I 

asked with a concerned voice? Presa not everyone has the privy of 

driving to school and not all of us can afford staying on the student 

accommodation of the campus. Damn it Elle I know that but I am 

worried about her since she hasn’t been herself of late. And who is that 

so I can smack his or her face? Llu asked with a smirk on her face. 

Speaking of the devilish devil I was talking about you. I am here now 

and I she immediately paused. Tell me I am dreaming. Dreaming of 

what you crazy lady I gave her a pat on her shoulder? Is that not the 

jacket that Selena Gomez was wearing on the BET awards early this 

year? I broke out a loud laughter it is not the one but it is from the 

same designer. Less I forget Llu would you please join me and Mira next 

week in our house? I wish I could but I can’t you know I am still helping 

my cousin find a room for herself in the neighbourhood. Please Llu you 

need a sleepover with your girls. We can all be there Telma said. Yes Llu 

we can even have a pyjama party. She will come as long as I am there 

she has a crush on me Pia said jokingly. Okay okay I’ll join you on one 

condition. Name it we all said in unison. I get to sleep on the biggest 

guest room and not share with anyone. Let me think about it consider it 

done honey. Later on after our classes I gave Llu a ride to her rented 

tiny room in the neighbourhood. I then drove home. I was so happy 

that my friend would be able to join us in the house and she will get 

some fresh air. My thoughts were interrupted by my dad’s knock in my 

bedroom. It’s open you can come right in. Are you decent though? Dad! 

Would I tell you to come in if I was not? He came in laughing Princess; I 



have a question for you. Before you ask dad please stop calling me 

princess because even my friends call me that and they think I am 

spoiled as fuck. What the heck did you just say to me? My apologies 

dad pardon my French. Okay sweetheart I know you don’t want me 

calling you princess and I’ll stop. He stood up and went to the door. But 

dad you had something to ask me. I did? He acted so surprised. Father 

please forgive my language usage earlier and do ask me the question 

you wanted to ask even if you need my blessings to marry a new wife. 

We both laughed. Sweetie what do you want me to get you for your 

graduation day? I’m still doing my second year we will talk about it 

once I’m done with my third year and getting ready for my graduation. I 

love you daddy and I love you too sweetheart. We embraced each 

other and he left my room. Chapter 3 Llu’s POV I wonder how my crew 

managed to make me agree to their silly idea of being with them for an 

entire week. I hate being around them until our classes ends how am I 

going to deal with the ladies for a whole freaking week. I have to tell 

them that I changed my mind I cannot spend that much time with them 

besides I don’t have those fancy clothes they wear and I can’t afford a 

fancy cell phone. Hey cousin I have splendid news to share with you. 

What is it Tierra? Geez Lluvia why are you always aggressive? I am so 

glad I won’t have to deal with your tantrums anymore. Whoa cousin am 

I that bad for you to say that? You know what I am really glad that I 

won’t have to deal with your slutty self. We both know that you have 

slept with almost every guy around here because you think you are the 

most beautiful lady in this hood. At least now I get to go spend next 

week with my girls and nothing in this room will disappear or become 

swapped. What are you on about Lluvia? Hey you little bitch do you 

think I didn’t see that you swapped my toothbrush with your old 

stinking one? You were also cooking my food when I was in school and 

you would share my bed with your ugly ass niggas when I went home to 



see my family. I won’t deny all the things you said but at least I am no 

pervert. Who are you calling a pervert you ungrateful thing? Who am I 

talking to now other than my cousin who doesn’t know where she 

stands? What TF? All those nights you were busy romancing me 

thinking I was asleep does that jog your memory? I’ve never done 

anything as such cousin; do you think I am attracted to you? How could 

you think so low of me I would never date a girl let alone a slut like you. 

You can call me by any names you like but I know you are dying to kiss 

me right now. Pack your bags and get the heck out of my room you 

stupid fool (angrily). I’ll leave with a pleasure my lovely innocent cousin 

and don’t forget to greet me when you bump into me on campus. Like 

hell I will now get out. Oh and one last thing Llu or whatever your 

friends call you if you grew some balls and approached me I would have 

said yes because you are one striking lady anyone would wish to get 

intimate with. Okay bye Tierra. Stay well Lluvia Tierra said while 

blowing a kiss towards my direction. Finally I get to enjoy my room to 

myself with no distraction. I will miss Tierra though she is not a bad 

person but she makes quite a wonderful prostitute. Oh well she is no 

different from those girls who stand by traffic lights waiting for men to 

sleep with and get money after the deed has been done. She wore so 

decent and slept with different men in return for gifts and money. My 

God I had one shameless roommate and I’m never allowing any lady in 

my room for weeks or even months. Let me call Mira and tell her I 

won’t make it next week. Hey girl I’ve been meaning to call you but 

something came up. Since I called you now I’ll be the one to tell you the 

reason why I called. Huh fine by me. I am supposed to tell Presa this but 

I am afraid it will not sit well with her and I thought of you because you 

know how to break out sad news to her. Wait wait wait just calm 

yourself. I already know what you want to tell me and I am not taking it 

you are our sister you are our sister we may all not share the same 



blood but we share some of our goals and dreams. I understand you 

Mira but just don’t make me go to Presa’s house next week. I won’t 

make you go but you will go at your own free will. We all got your back 

and don’t forget that it is your birthday next week Presa’s dad couldn’t 

choose the best week to travel and that worked on our favour. Oh 

please Mira you know I never celebrate my birthday because there’s 

nothing good about it. Llu listen you may not know your biological 

parents but you have your foster parents who made sure you were able 

to see the gates of a university. You should be grateful to God that He 

gave you parents who cannot afford fancy things for you but were able 

to let you further your studies. You are more blessed than any of us Llu 

we may strike you as the happiest kids in the crew but in truth we are 

not you are. We hardly see our parents and they hardly talk about life 

with us but you have your strict foster parents who tell you about all 

the realities of life. They hate me Mira; I disappointed them by getting 

pregnant while in high school doing my grade 9 and the situation 

worsened after I gave birth to the twins. They are always yelling at me 

for no reason and make me feel like less of a human being. Girl calm 

your nerves. They don’t hate you they are showing you what is called 

hard love they do not hate on you but they know that when they groom 

you in a firm manner you will be a warrior and a blessing to your kids. 

They are crowning you with the most priceless crown. Do you trust us 

as your friends? Indeed I do. Then please do show up next week so we 

can catch up on life. What can a poor lady do without all of you guys 

and your support? Nothing at all we both laughed. I will show up I 

promise. I love you Mira. And I hate you so bad bye Felicia and she 

hung up. Did she just hang up on me I have bitchy friends. How can she 

hang up on me when I am the one who phoned her? Ugh today is 

Thursday and Monday we start sleeping over at Presa’s house for 5 

good nights. At least I’ll be going home once I leave her house since we 



will be going on recess next week Friday for 3rd semester. I cannot wait 

to see my 5 years old twins. I suffered in life I was told my biological 

mother gave birth to me and she left me on the entrance of a church 

and that’s where the church pastor found me and he phoned my foster 

parents since they were struggling to get children and they took me in. I 

was told that my foster mother would take in and miscarry after 2 

months until God decided to bless them with a baby boy when I was 9 

years old. Their child didn’t change how they treated me I was still their 

little sweetheart until my foster father’s brother raped me and I got 

pregnant to the twins. My foster mother really wanted to get the rapist 

arrested but her husband threatened to send me and her packing if we 

reported this incident. We made peace with it until 3 years ago when I 

was doing my matric we got the most heart breaking news that he was 

poisoned by his wife after he was caught red handed with the wife’s 

sister. I felt so bad I never wished ill of him even after he deflowered 

me and got me pregnant. He was the father of my kids after all and I 

never wanted my kids to grow up without both their parents around. 

My name Lluvia was given to me by the pastor after he got me and the 

name is a Spanish name for rain. I once asked why the name and our 

church pastor told me that the day he found me outside it was pouring 

so hard and there were heavy storms. He told me that when he found 

me I wasn’t even crying but I was playing and laughing through the rain 

and the storm and that’s when he decided to name me Lluvia. Yes the 

name is so beautiful but some would wonder why not an African name 

oh well my pastor’s wife is from Spain and he goes to Spain every now 

and then to visit his in-laws. I am grateful for the family that the Lord 

has given to me. I have my beautiful twins even though they are 

products of rape but I would kill for them I have my foster parents my 

foster cute little African-Hispanic brother and my varsity crew. Chapter 

4 Monday morning came by and everyone is obnoxious of the whole 



situation of sleeping in a different house let alone a mansion. It is a 

great way to learn more about each other and find out what makes 

each one tick. Fortunately we had only two classes for the day and we 

were all able to go and pack our getaway bags to go party and maybe 

eat first class meal since the Serrano family has a specialized chef and 

maids yeah right Sorpresa is a Serrano. Good evening sweetheart we 

managed to get to your house together at the same time we all said in 

unison. Please introduce yourselves to our family chef and maid so they 

can know who you are and your last names Presa said excitedly so. 

Hold on young madam the chef said let me go first before they could 

introduce themselves. I am Nakia Zagalo and I’m from Mozambique I 

like calling myself the head chef of this household and this is the house 

assistant Kwazi Nhlumayo from oh well I forgot. Kwazi laughed don’t 

mind this one. As he said I’m Kwazi and I’m from this place Kwa-Zulu 

Natal I am the maid of this house. It is a pleasure to have met the 

infamous Nakia and Kwazi because we have heard a lot about you. I’m 

Lluvia Khanyile all these ladies call me Llu and we are all tight varsity 

friends of Presa here. This is Palmira Zavala Belle Meva Pia Ngcamane 

Sponsored Telma Davis and Nita Villar. Once again it is a pleasure to 

finally meet the groomers of this princess and to you Mr Nakia thank 

you for cooking healthy meals for Presa here so to keep her fit and to 

you Ms Kwazi thank you for being the mother she never had. Don’t 

make us cry with your compliments Nita Sorpresa here is more like a 

daughter to me and I’ve been with her since she was 5 years of age and 

I was told that her mother passed away while giving birth to her. Okay 

don’t you think that is too much for the evening mom? Ladies let’s go 

to the rooms my beautiful mother prepared for you. I’m sure you won’t 

have problems sharing? But Pre… I remembered Llu that you are my 

guest of honour and I wasn’t referring to you duh. So Mira and Elle will 

be sharing Pia and Telma the both of you are very fond of each other 



and you are also together. Nita you will be with me in my room and 

madam speaker Llu you get the biggest guest room alone but there is a 

catch. I knew it and what is it? We get to play games in your room and 

the pyjama party will be there also. I laughed so hard no wahala. So our 

game for tonight after taking a shower and eating will be truth or dare 

Presa said with a worrying face. Why the long face princessa? We all 

know the game and I’m sure no one would dare one of the ladies to kill 

someone Belle said. It’s not about that I’m just so happy for having you 

here together at the same time than having just one of you with me. 

Enough sweetie we are here and you will grow tired of us in no time I 

tell you especially with the talkative Llu who cannot keep her mouth 

shut except for when she is sleeping. Stop insulting me Mira or else I 

will deal with you during our game. We all took a shower and they all 

wore their pyjamas except for me the poorest of them all who cannot 

afford ordinary pyjamas. On my way to the dining table Presa called me 

since our rooms were not far from each other. Babe the other ladies 

and I deemed it better to get you some surprise general clothing for 

your birthday. But my birthday is in two days not today Presa? Shush 

just open the bags. If you insist I opened the bag and yes it was an 

extra-large shopping bag from Truworths. I got everything from shoes 

to a set of short pyjama pants and its vests and even fancy slippers. 

What did I do to deserve such friends like you guys? Thank you so much 

and I will thank the other ladies at the dining table. I gave her a very 

warm hug and went to her bathroom to change my extra-large tee to 

the pyjamas and took off the flip flops I was wearing and put on the 

slippers. Chapter 5 This is indeed a perfect night it is a bit after 8pm and 

the moon is twinkling brighter and the night seemed like a day. The 

moon’s glow could be seen through the window. We went to the dining 

place only to find no one and Ms Kwazi came in from outside ladies 

your dinner is served by the garden outside. Chef Nakia and I saw how 



beautiful the moon was and decided to setup the table outside for the 

dinner and so you can even play your games outside. You are right 

mom the moon is a great phenomenon tonight and you can even see a 

needle on the ground this night. We went to the garden where all the 

ladies were. Hey ladies I can see just how much you love food. You 

couldn’t even call us to come outside together. Oh well Llu stop wasting 

time we are famished it seem you forgot that we didn’t have time to 

eat after returning to our houses due to prepping for coming here. I 

didn’t forget anything and my lips are sealed now. Okay ladies can the 

owner of the house bless these mouth-watering meals so we can dig in 

and start having fun Telma said. Okay I will bless the food but can I at 

least pray in Spanish? No worries sweetheart we all said with smiles 

across our faces. Padre Dios bendice esta maravilloso comida con la 

que nos has bendecido esta noche. Amen. Amen we all said. I don’t 

care what you were busy praying about even if you were asking God to 

let the food choke us but I will still enjoy it to the fullest. Elle what is it 

with you; you can’t think well when you are hungry. Never mind her 

sense of humour Nita and let’s dig in. We all were taught about table 

manners and so no one really bothered to make jokes at the table until 

we finished eating. The food was luscious and the dessert couldn’t be 

more heavenly. After eating we all helped with the clearing of the 

dishes and washed them. That is the least we could do after such an 

amazing food prepared by the chef. Okay ladies here come the time to 

play tonight’s game and the night has a cool breeze and our setting is 

awesome. So we are stuck in this awful family of yours Presa I 

sarcastically said. Llu Presa will kick your crazy ass if you try to pull her 

leg in that manner. Let me keep quiet since I know she is a cheeky 

person. Here is the term of this game if you face to do someone’s dare 

we will happily seize your phone for our entire stay Telma said. Agreed 

then and who will go first? I’ll start Telma said. Pia said truth or dare my 



darling Telma? She hesitatingly said truth. Who do you like the least in 

this crew and why? That’s a tough one hey that person is Llu because 

she is the most insecure sassiest and talks none stop. I’m not offended 

because I know she said the truth and I’m going to ask the next one. 

Elle which one are you choosing truth or dare? That’s obvious truth. 

What is a bad habit that you have? Hahaha ink as in tattoo inks as I 

already have about 7 tattoos on my body at the age of 21. Belle got the 

easy one you are weak Llu you were supposed to make her say her 

darkest surreptitious. Not everyone is a villain like you Mira. Okay who 

wants to dare me Mira said. I will dare you my crazy sister Presa said 

laughing. I dare you to pound on your chest and act like a gorilla for the 

next minute. That’s not fair Presa. I know it is not but you are a big 

mouth so I had to. Okay I’ll do it since I love my cell phone more than I 

love myself. She started pounding on her chest and we were all dead 

with laughter. I want you Telma to dare me and don’t forget I am a 

princess Presa said. Don’t try to manipulate me my dear I dare you to 

knock on the neighbour’s door and ask if you can park your helicopter 

in their driveway. I am dead meat Telma I trusted you little bitch. I 

know I am and now let us get going. I love all my neighbours even 

though I hardly go to their houses since they don’t have children my 

age but I will go to Pedro’s house as I noticed that he has a crush on 

me. We all hid by the corner of Pedro’s house barricade and let Presa 

walk in alone. I was so scared and it seemed they already went to sleep 

and now I had to wake them up. I knocked softly on their door while 

shaking I was so scared. They didn’t hear my first knock and I knocked 

again this time a bit louder. They switched on their light and I heard 

footsteps coming to the door. Jesus tonight I’ll be killed. The door 

swayed open; a muscular man stood on the doorway good morning oh 

buenas noches sir has visto a mi gato? In case you are wondering what 

she meant she said to the poor man Sponsored good night sir have you 



seen my cat? Sorry Ms I didn’t get what you were saying. Pardon my 

stupidity sir; can I park my helicopter on your driveway just for the 

night? What helicopter are you talking about? I froze and fell urine 

coming out my pyjama pants were now soaked. Nobody told me to run 

I ran as fast as I could while shouting I am sorry to interrupt your sleep 

sir! The ladies came running behind me laughing I’m sure their 

stomachs were aching after how hard they laughed. We all met again at 

the garden and they were still laughing. Telma I would never forgive 

you for what you did to me tonight. Hold up bitch this is just a game 

and it was your own goddamn idea so brace yourself and let’s continue 

playing. Thanks Llu for standing up for me even though I said I don’t like 

you that much Telma said. Anyone who wants to ask me the truth? Yes 

Llu if you could erase one past experience what would it be? Nita 

asked. My eyes became teary at that instant I I would would erase the 

day I was raped. What??? All the ladies questioned themselves except 

for Presa. Look at the time it’s already 11:45pm and we have classes in 

the morning Presa said. I agree we should call it a night but right after 

Llu here told us her story and why do I have a feeling that you Presa 

knew about this all along except for us? Elle asked. That is not 

important and maybe Lluvia will tell us everything when she is ready to 

but right now let’s us go and rest. I reached my big room and I felt like 

all the walls of the room were closing up on me I recalled just how 

terrible the day my uncle forced himself on me just because my parents 

were not around and he promised to end my life if I told anyone about 

that unfaithful day. Yes it was during the day and I was left all alone to 

do house chores while my parents and my younger brother went to 

town. Fortunately for me they didn’t take long to return and they 

caught him right after he had done the darkest thing to me. My eyes 

were now way too red due to crying and I even developed a headache. I 

have no Idea how I fell asleep but before I knew it I was woken up by 



Presa so I could get ready for school. My dear I am extremely sorry for 

coming up with a game that made you relive your past. I wasn’t my 

intention to make you go back to that hell hole; I was only trying to 

make us laugh but to my surprise one deadly question was asked to 

you. I know you are already broken due to the dream that you had last 

year and now I have added a lot on your plate. Please forgive me. 

Everything is okay Presa; any of this is not your fault. Wait a minute; did 

you cry yourself to sleep? I forced a smirk and said not really I am just 

not feeling well maybe it’s the fancy food I had last night. Don’t even 

try to be sarcastic because I can see you were crying go shower and 

meet us downstairs so we can go to school. 30 minutes later we were 

all in the dining but one person was not amid us. I wonder what this 

crazy girl is busy doing because we are getting late for our classes Elle 

said. I wonder how you can ask that question because you know she 

loves school and has never been late to school ever since we started 

knowing her and Elle you must know better because you were friends 

with her even before she was friends with us you all went to the same 

kindergarten same pre-school same high school and now same 

university. You must be ashamed of yourself for saying that Mira said 

with an annoyed face. Maybe she is busy with an important phone call; 

let us wait for her for a few minutes before someone goes to check up 

on her. 5 minutes went by and we heard footsteps upstairs. See I told 

you she was gonna come I wonder why you ladies get so impatient way 

too easily. Before we knew it she was standing on top of the stairs 

wearing her short white lace bodied dress and brown stilettos. She 

started climbing down the steps but unfortunately tripped and rolled 

down the steps and landed near our feet unconscious. Chapter 6 Jesus 

Christ! Nita! Nita! We tried to wake her up but to no avail until Mama 

Kwazi came to help us. Move aside ladies and give her space to breath 

okay. She checked her pulse and reassured us that she will be okay. 



Somebody please call 112 for an ambulance while I put her into a 

recovery position. Mama Kwazi are sure that you will be able to put her 

on the position you want to put her into without causing much 

damage? Don’t trouble yourselves Belle Presa is aware that I have a 

first Aid certificate and it is still valid. We were all scared for Nita’s life 

even though mama Kwazi assured us that she will be okay and we 

prayed for her speedy recovery while Mira was busy on her phone 

calling the ambulance. She is the crazy one and also the fearless one. I 

managed to get through the emergency contact number hello what is 

your emergency? Hi sir my friend just fell down the steps and she is 

unconscious and we need your help at 145 Chapel Street in Pinetown 

suburbs. Okay help is on its way. This whole ordeal meant no school for 

us until she recovers but fortunately enough on Friday it’s our recess. 

Did anyone call Nita’s parents to let them know about the situation? I 

forgot to call them. Belle what is wrong with you? You are the only one 

who has Nita’s parents’ contact details and you want them to hear 

about the situation while she has already been admitted to hospital 

sometimes I wonder if you are selfish or bewitched. Llu I forgot okay 

there is no valid reason for you to start insulting me. My apologies Elle 

this whole thing has taken its toll on me. Now please go on and inform 

her parents. Elle went ahead and phoned Nita’s mother hello? Nita’s 

mom questioned. Mom Elle said with a shaky voice. Mom why do you 

sound so sad? Didn’t Nita tell you about our phone call about 30 

minutes ago? Elle quickly put her cell phone on speaker so we can all 

hear what Nita’s mom was on about. No mom we didn’t get the chance 

to talk to her could you please enlighten me? My dear child my 

husband passed away this morning in hospital after he was involved in 

a fatal car accident. Oh my world what has this world turned into? Our 

condolences to you and your family and we will try and comfort Nita as 

best as we could. Thank you my child and I would appreciate if you 



could take care of the apple of my eye for me. Don’t worry yourself; she 

is in good hands bye for now. About an hour later the ambulance 

arrived and took Nita to Addington Hospital to be admitted. Both Mira 

and Presa had cars so we drove behind the ambulance headed to the 

hospital. We were all in silence and didn’t know what to say. We 

reached the hospital and she was admitted we sat on the waiting area 

for God knows how long. A doctor came towards us later on and asked 

us if we knew the young patient who came from Pinetown and we 

answered. Ladies the worst is over and we were informed that she was 

found on a recovery position when the ambulance went to get her in 

the scene and that position saved her life. Thank you so much Doc and 

when can we take her out of here? Presa asked. She is out of danger 

and miraculously no bones were broken and so she will be discharged 

tomorrow Sponsored she just needs to rest for now. What the Doctor 

said really took us out of misery but still who was going to break out the 

news of going to her house for her father’s burial once again. Did 

anyone remember to call someone at school? Telma asked. Of course I 

did Elle said. I wonder what lies you told the poor person. Mira you are 

a stupid fool was I supposed to break out the news of Nita being injured 

while they already knew about the accident that happened last night in 

New Germany. Okay ladies this is neither the time nor the place to start 

scratching each other’s faces. We have a lot at hand to deal with and a 

friend that needs our support in this hard time. Thanks Llu that was a 

mouthful Pia said. Belle! Belle! A nurse called out not knowing the exact 

person she was looking for. Yes mam I am Belle who wants to know? 

Nita called out your name right after she woke up. Thank goodness she 

is awake ladies excuse me let me go and find out what she wants. Elle 

left us in a devastating state as we all know she can be an arse at times 

but hey what did we know the patient herself wanted to see her and 

there was nothing we could have done about it. Hey Nita we are all glad 



you are awake but to tell the truth you really got us worried. I’m feeling 

fine Belle even though I’m not sure what really happened my body is 

aching and my arms are bruised. Don’t get yourself worked out be 

happy you are okay and not much damage was done to your beautiful 

body. When did the Doctor say I’d be discharged because I have to go 

home for my father’s burial? Tears were falling down her cheeks. Wipe 

yourself my love; we will accompany you to your house on Friday 

morning. Did you tell my mother that I am in hospital? No I didn’t tell 

her after she told me about your dad; I didn’t have the guts to tell her 

about your accident. Thank you for being there for me and please go 

and call all the ladies for me. Oh well I’m sure they are outside the door 

you know how crazy they all are. She laughed and we all just went 

inside her ward. Look who is awake we thank God for saving your life. 

Thank you Presa and I know deep down you mean to say thank you 

bitch for not dying at my crib. Nita! We all call said at once and we all 

hugged her. We spent the entire day in hospital and even slept at the 

waiting area so we could go home together with Nita after she gets 

discharged. To my surprise I saw someone who looked like another 

version of me in the waiting area even though she looked much fancier 

than I was. I looked at her for a while until someone called out Llu! Llu! 

Wake up its time to go home. 😏 Chapter 7 Days went by and it was 

already Friday morning. The day we were supposed to start our recess 

but most importantly the day for us to attend a night vigil at Nita’s 

house so we could bury her father the following day. We all prepared 

for the journey to New Germany; yes he was on his way to his house 

when he was met with the catastrophic accident. We were all not in 

good shape and as for me I am not a person who likes attending 

funerals because they remind me of the dead me. Of course I had to 

bury myself after the rape incident and got reborn again with a heart as 

hard and ruthless as that of a mafia gang. Being weak was not an option 



after that ill-fated situation. The weekend was spent in New Germany 

and even though I was supposed to have gone home on the day of the 

funeral but supporting my friend was the most important thing to do. 

The funeral went well and Nita was happy to have us around and we 

exchanged goodbyes with the family so we could be on our way to 

Pinetown to get our stuff and go to our respective places. The week 

that was supposed to be fun-filled went gloomy and there was nothing 

we could do. We reached Presa’s house and found her father and the 

house staff. We stayed for a while until we decided to part ways. I had 

to go to my flat first before taking a taxi to Johannesburg. I am from 

Johannesburg Gomora to be precise so you see I am not a spoiled brat 

and I am surprised how I managed to be a good child. Maybe it’s 

because I was raised by a Christian family and they were also firm. I got 

to my flat around 2pm and I neatened up the room but then I finished 

up late and had to spend the night. I woke up early and showered I was 

singing I know who I am by Sinach for the duration of my shower. I 

loved the song because I could relate to it more than any gospel song 

out there. I applied body lotion and decided to wear my old floral maxi 

dress that my mom got me for Christmas 3 years ago. It was such a 

beautiful dress and I styled my long hair and took my luggage stood by 

my door and prayed. I asked God to grant me safe travels on my 

Journey from Durban to Gomora. I set out to the taxi rank and sat there 

waiting for more people so I can go see my kids. My journey home 

seemed too short because I was more than excited to see my family but 

mostly my little prince and princess. The sun was about to set when I 

reached home. Everyone was happy to see me and we talked about life 

before I went and took a shower then bathed my kids and went to bed. 

I had a peaceful sleep due to sleeping on the same bed as my angels 

after few months of being away. Hey you lazy girl are you going to sleep 

the whole day with your rats? I jumped out of bed I’m sorry mother I 



didn’t realise that I didn’t set an alarm before sleeping due to being 

tired. Who is your mother? Have you forgotten that I didn’t give birth 

to such an idiot who failed to make wise decisions when she had the 

chance? Don’t you think it is too early for you to shout at me? Let alone 

in the same room where the children are? Oh I made you a person and 

begged my husband to let you further your studies and now you think 

you can talk back at me. This is my house and I will shout insult and 

scream at you anytime I want you ungrateful thing. You may see me as 

a thing but my children see a mother in me you may call them rats but 

they are the best people in my life and I would die for them. Before I 

knew it I felt a slap across my face and all I could manage to see was 

tiny stars. Luna woke up and came towards me mama I am sorry that 

granny slapped you for no just reason. It’s okay princess Sponsored 

grandma mistakenly slapped me she didn’t mean to. Nxxa useless 

things my mother said. She went outside our room and banged the 

door so hard you’d swear she wanted to break it. Mom what did you do 

to granny that she grew so much hatred towards you and now she 

hates us? Princess you are still young to understand you will know 

when the time comes. Lubandzi my boy please wake up before we all 

get into trouble. I was awake either way and I heard what was 

happening and I am furious at gran for slapping you. I will deal with her 

when I am man enough stay out of adult stuff my kids and don’t forget 

that grandma loves you unconditionally. We knew you will defend her 

but we know she hates you and the only thing we demand to know is 

why she hates the sight of you. Enough kids! I will tell you everything 

before we sleep tonight and I don’t want any of you remind me about it 

but I will tell you everything you need to know. I did all the house 

chores with the help of my 5 year old kids. They didn’t even try to talk 

about what happened in the morning to their grandpa or their uncle. 

They were able to pretend as if everything was alright. I couldn’t help 



but ask them why they were so silent. Mom please let us go and tidy up 

our room since we are done with everything that our evil grandmother 

wanted you to do Luna said with a very serious tone of voice. Hey 

young lady mind your tongue when you talk about your elders. Forgive 

me mom I swear it won’t happen again. I gave both of them a tight hug 

not because of how Luna spoke but because I was scared of their 

reaction when I tell them the truth tonight. We had our evening meal; 

no one spoke throughout the meal. I bet it wasn’t about table manners 

but something was up. Everyone was cold and I know why the twins 

were quiet but as for the other members of the family something was 

eating them and it felt like a bomb was about to explode on someone’s 

face and I pray it’s not mine. I stood up to clear the table but before I 

knew it my father held my hand and pointed on my chair. I sat down 

without questioning him and he portrayed a very serious face and I 

wasn’t going to defy him or question him because I could get the 

beating of my life if I dared him. He ordered my little brother and the 

twins to clear the table and to wash the dishes when they reach the 

kitchen. The whole situation startled me but I sat there not knowing 

what I was about to hear. Lluvia I am aware that you are nervous and 

you are wondering why we want to talk to you. I just sat there 

pretending to not be frightened by their coldness. We have something 

to tell you and it might come to you as a surprise. Nothing from them 

really catches me off guard because they have always been so harsh 

towards me. It wouldn’t surprise me if they were about to send me 

packing with my kids. Sweetheart I am sorry I slapped you this morning 

the matter at hand got to me. I made peace with that mother; I said 

those words because I had to say them and not because I wanted to 

because I know my mother can be nasty at times. We had a visitor last 

Saturday and the kids were happy to have seen the strange visitor. How 

do you mean by strange mom? My little brother came in followed by 



the twins and said ‘’ sister your twin sister came looking for you.’’ 

Chapter 8 I remembered the dream that I had seconds later I heard 

mother say penny for your thoughts. I don’t know what you all are 

trying to achieve by being mendacious towards me but I won’t take that 

kind of deceit I would take a slap from you anytime mother but not that 

kind of a jest. Father I told you sister wouldn’t believe this. The twins 

came towards me and Bandzi looked me in the eye and told me that 

they saw my duplicate. Bandzi shut it okay I don’t like the game you 

guys are playing! It’s not that I didn’t want to believe them but it was 

the fear I had of having to meet my twin sister and the fact that my 

dreams may be showing me what will happen in future and that was 

alarming as I remembered the dream where I was intimate with a lady. 

Luna and Bandzi follow me to the bedroom and let your grandparents 

and your uncle to think of another tale to tell me. The twins didn’t 

budge. Hey you kids did you not hear what I just said? They hesitantly 

followed me to our bedroom. I locked the door after they entered the 

room I was confused but still I had to tell them the truth tonight and I 

will deal with the twin sister situation in the morning. After all I 

promised the twins nothing but the truth tonight. I need you to listen to 

me assiduously and don’t blame yourselves for anything that I would 

tell you. We promise to not interject you while you tell us the story we 

waited too long to hear Bandzi said. I began narrating the incident that 

happened some years ago. One faithful Saturday morning my parents 

and your uncle went to town to get provisions for the house and I was 

left alone in this 4 roomed government house to do the chores as you 

may have already noticed that when I am around I am the one to take 

care of the house. They nodded at the same time. Relax my babies 

because your mother loves you more than anything in this world. We 

know and you may now continue telling us what happened. As I was 

busy washing the dishes in our outside kitchen your grandpa’s brother 



came in and greeted me. He asked about the whereabouts of the other 

family members and unsuspectingly so I told him they went to town. He 

came closer to where I was and started complimenting my beauty I was 

14 years old that time doing my grade 9 and it was mid-February when 

this incident took place. Before I knew it he tried to kiss me and I told 

him to stop for I will tell my father when he returns. He opened up old 

wounds; he reminded me that I don’t belong to this household and that 

I am an adopted child. He told me that my mother was a slut and 

wanted to continue her job as a prostitute that is why she abandoned 

me. He then forced himself on me right there in that kitchen. I cried on 

top of my voice for help but no one came to my salvage in that kitchen. 

I cried on top of my voice for help but no one came to my salvage he 

deflowered me and he was so proud of himself. Unfortunately for him 

my family came in right after he has done his bad deed to me. My 

mother broke down after seeing the whole incident and was about to 

call the police but my father threatened to send us packing if we spoke 

about what happened that day. Two months later I found out that I was 

pregnant and I knew that my uncle was responsible for it as I was not 

dating any boy. I told my mother about it and she advised me to go to 

the clinic and terminate it I knew that the pregnancy wasn’t planned 

but I wasn’t going to kill an innocent soul. I was already in tears but I 

had to finish telling the twins how I conceived them. My mother forced 

me to go abort but I didn’t agree and both my parents ended up saying 

I seduced my uncle because I needed money from him. Those words 

from them broke me into pieces but I had to stand tall and stand by 

what I believed in. I didn’t want to kill my child no matter how he or she 

was conceived. My mother always insulted me and would sometimes 

beat me into pulp for no reason at all but I never held any grudge 

against her. She was a mother I knew all my life and she brought me up 

with love and I admired her strength. I know they were disappointed at 



me for not agreeing to the cessation of the pregnancy and so that is 

why they treated me differently. Later that same year I gave birth to 2 

most precious kids a boy and a girl. I named them Luna and Lubandzi. 

That is why my mother hates us. But mom none of this was your fault 

Luna said. I must say I admire your strength mother and I doubt there’s 

anyone out there who could sustain the pains you went through when 

growing up. Thank you my boy. Mother would you please permit me to 

ask you a question. Go on Bandzi where is the man who forced himself 

on you now? He died from food poisoning. That served him right 

because I would poison him myself. Don’t speak ill of the dead my boy 

and please go to bed. Before we sleep mom what uncle said is the 

whole truth we ran to hug the person thinking it was you until she 

asked us our names and we were so confused and disappointed at the 

same time Luna said. I know it is true but it is just hard to take in I 

hugged them and we went to sleep. Chapter 9 My life has been a series 

of torments and weeping. I had to brush off my parents every time they 

wanted to talk about the strange visitor. I was left with few days before 

going back to school and I heard voices outside but I continued cleaning 

the house while I wondered who would visit us so early in the morning. 

It was after 9am that is why I was surprised because we hardly get 

visitors let alone this early. It bugged me but I focused on the chore at 

hand. Mommy dearest! Mommy! I’m in the kitchen princess. Mom 

there is someone outside who is eager to see your beautiful self. Do 

you know something I don’t? I asked surprised. Maybe I do but please 

leave whatever you are doing and follow me to the marula tree to see 

your varsity friend. I wondered what Luna was talking about but I had 

to go outside to see this mystery varsity friend of mine who didn’t 

deem it fit to call me first before showing up. Ms Smukelo I present to 

you my queen mother Luna said with a broad smile on her face. I hate 

to pop your bubble but I am busy inside could you please make it 



swiftly. Forgive me for wasting your time I am Smukelo Zikode from 

eSwatini and I came to look for my twin sister. I came about a week ago 

and I was told you are not around. Continue looking for her it is obvious 

she is not here and even if she was she wouldn’t want to know you. 

Please mom allow her to explain everything to you Bandzi said. For the 

sake of my family I will lend you an ear and after that you evaporate 

from here and never come back. As I already mentioned that I am 

looking for my sister earlier my mother told me the truth right before 

she died about my twin sister whom she abandoned on a rainy and 

stormy evening in an entrance to a church in Gomora. I blamed her for 

doing what she did until she told me her story of being forced to marry 

a man she didn’t love. And later she eloped with our father to come 

and start a new life here in Johannesburg but before she knew it our 

father died while she was pregnant and when she gave birth she found 

out that we were twins and then she decided to abandon the other 

twin hoping the twin would have a better future. She later on went to 

the husband she left eSwatini and that is where I grew up thinking I 

belonged there until a month ago when she decided to tell me the 

whole truth and then died. She didn’t send me to come looking for you 

but I was happy upon hearing that I have a twin sister and then decided 

to venture out looking for you. Okay Smukelo or whatever they call you 

I heard your sad story and you have seen me now do me the honours 

and leave here to never come back. My child don’t crucify your sister 

for a sin she didn’t commit she is also a victim just like you my mother 

said. I have a lot on my plate right now I’ll just give you my contact 

details and we will talk. I gave her my cell phone number and my 

Facebook username so she could search me and we would text. Bye for 

now until we meet again Smukelo. Few days passed by after meeting 

my twin sister and it was my day to return to school. I felt like not 

leaving my kids behind but I had to and go study so I could become 



something better. I hate goodbyes and that is why I woke up so early in 

the morning and prepared then vanished into thin air without saying 

anything to my family. 2 years later My twin sister helped me secure a 

job as a nurse at the biggest hospital in Cape Town through her 

husband who is a Doctor there. Yes we were getting along just fine 

now. I stayed in a shared apartment. I had a new roommate and she 

was unemployed she depended on her boyfriend to cover her bills. 

Nadine was about 5 years older than me her body was a bit muscular 

and she walked as if she was a guy. Don’t get me wrong she was 

beautiful darkish and had curly hair. One day she came back with her 

boyfriend and the boyfriend’s friend I was off work that day and just 

wore my short sexy nighty and was watching movies on Netflix in my 

bedroom. I heard a knock on my door; I wore my silky night gown and 

went to the door. Nadine is that you? What? Were you expecting your 

doctor boyfriend? Silly you I opened the door and she dragged me out 

of the room to our tiny living room. Guys meet my workaholic and 

boring friend she said. Hi and bye guys I am watching a movie. Can I join 

you the friend of Nadine’s boyfriend asked? No thanks. I don’t bite and 

either way I like you even though I just heard Nadine say that you have 

a boyfriend. Thanks for liking me but I don’t and it was nice meeting 

you boys I went towards my room. I felt eyes on me as I was walking to 

my room but didn’t bother looking back. Nadine always teased me 

about a doctor boyfriend but it was a pity because I was single and she 

never believed me. My roommate and I are 2 different people; she is 

fond of late nights whereas I love staying indoors. She would invite 

different men to the apartment and fuck them but that didn’t really 

bother me because it was obvious that was her source of income and 

that was how she was able to afford her expensive life. Yup her life was 

an expensive one judging from her clothes shoes handbags wigs and 

weaves; you’d swear she had a better paying job. I liked her though 



because she was so fun to be with. I continued watching my movies 

until Nadine came to interrupt me again. Hey bitch I am not in any 

mood of entertaining you or your niggas just let me be. Lluvia you are 

such a bore and a party pooper. Tell me something I don’t know already 

girlfriend. That’s not really why I am in your bedroom Duncan 

technically begged me to come talk to you on his behalf. I don’t want to 

hear anything about any David Duncan or Dennis disperse from here 

bitch. I knew you wouldn’t agree but I had to try Lluvia. See you later 

though after your niggas have left so we can chill as I am working a late 

shift tomorrow. Chapter 10 Hey Lluvia come out my niggas have already 

left and I have something that I need to discuss with you. Bitch please 

let your discussion not be about Duncan because I will go and lock 

myself in my room. I noticed since I started staying with you that you 

are always in your room but that is beside the point. Lluvia I love you. 

Nadine was holding a kitchen knife as she was busy cooking. I don’t love 

you Nadine and I am straight I said this while looking at the knife she 

was holding. I know you are straight and so is spaghetti until it gets wet. 

Nadine I have to go make a phone call. Would you please join me for a 

shower once you are done with your phone call? No I can’t. I insist and I 

won’t bite I just want to assure you of how committed I am to you. 

Okay fine I will let you know once I am done. I went to my room and 

locked myself inside; I felt my cheeks becoming hot. I’ve never been 

approached by a woman but I wanted to be intimate with a woman so 

bad and this was my chance of experimenting. After a while I went to 

the living room with only a towel wrapped around my body I am done. 

Perfect go and wait for me in the shower while I go and get my towel. 

At this point there was no turning back; I had to take a shower naked in 

the presence of a lady. She walked in and I already started taking a 

shower even though I still had my panties on. She laughed you are 

scared of cold water and are you going to take a shower wearing your 



panties? No silly I am not going to shower with my panties on and yeah 

I am not used to showering with cold water. Don’t worry I got you she 

said. She got behind me and embraced me it felt so damn good and I 

took off my panties and she scrubbed my back. She applied soap on my 

skin and rubbed my breasts. I tried to stop her but she whispered on 

my ear I don’t bite. My body was shaking and I wanted her to take care 

of me in bed but she washed my whole body even my genitals and 

thanked me for allowing her take a shower with me. I went to my 

bedroom and applied body lotion on my skin while thinking of how my 

first intimacy with a lady would be like. I then wore my black thong and 

a matching lace bra. I slept on my bed facing up letting my imagination 

run wild. I tried to remember the dream I had while I was doing my first 

year in university. My body became numb due to thinking of all the 

sexy sounds that I was making in that dream and the soft moans from 

the mystery lady I was with in the dream. Snap out of it Lluvia Nadine 

was just testing you; she isn’t into woman because she has a boyfriend 

or should I say boyfriends. Before I knew it the door swung open and a 

beautiful Nadine stood on my door wearing a knee length jacket. 

Na..di..ne what are you doing in my room without knocking? I wanted 

to surprise my girlfriend; she smiled and untied her jacket belt. She 

then took it off and came towards my bed wearing nothing. Her p*ssy 

was clean and she had well rounded boobs I woke up and sat by the 

side of the bed. She sat on my lap and started planting kisses on my 

neck up to my lips I responded to her kiss on my lips. It felt so good that 

I started letting out soft moans. She moved from my lips to my neck 

then pushed me on my back and she started kissing my whole body she 

suckled my already hard nipples it was heavenly. She kissed my belly 

button and went towards my hairy p*ssy and I stopped her. I whispered 

in case you didn’t notice when we were taking a shower I am on my 

periods. Don’t worry okay sweetheart I am not scared of your body I 



just want to give your body the attention it deserves. She went on to 

my clit and muffed it so hard that I felt my body vibrating. She was 

showing me heaven on earth and I wanted to try to please her even 

though it would be my first except when I was giving myself pleasure. I 

helped her to my lips I just want to give your body the attention it 

deserves. She went on to my clit and muffed it so hard that I felt my 

body vibrating. She was showing me heaven on earth and I wanted to 

try to please her even though it would be my first except when I was 

giving myself pleasure. I helped her to my lips I kissed her like it was 

going to be the last kiss I would get from her and I rolled her so I could 

be on top and she on the bottom I was ready to embarrass myself. I 

was worried that I might mess up and turn her off but it was a step I 

was willing to take and either fail or excel. I started planting kisses on 

her body; I worshiped her breasts because they were so amazing. I 

went towards her belly button and kissed it and then went to the 

Promised Land. Her p*ssy was twitching it was ready to be devoured I 

carefully caressed it and I kissed her clit while blowing air so she feels 

the cold sensation. She grabbed me by my hair so tight while I was 

inbetween her legs I muffed her p*ssy while fingering her she begged 

me not to stop. I smiled I could see that I was doing a great job I 

fingered her so hard that she held me tighter and I felt her breathing so 

hard and she let out a hard moan and I quickened my pace until she 

came. She smiled; wow you really knew what you were doing. I smiled; 

I bet you are pulling my leg. Nah I am not is it your first time with a 

woman or what? Yup it was my first time and someone wanted me to 

continue and not stop. Hahaha I saw a rat vibrate when I was in-

between your thighs. I lay on her chest. She spent the night in my room 

cuddling with me. Wow this was the best sex I have ever had with any 

anyone. The sex was beyond my imagination and I bet I would never 

enjoy being fucked by guy after what happened last night. I may date a 



guy but this experience is priceless and I wouldn’t trade it with any 

other. I woke up thinking maybe it was a dream only to find Nadine 

beside me without any piece of cloth. She was sleeping peacefully and 

she looked happy. I kissed her lips and she returned my kiss good 

morning sleepy head. Good morning sweetie I hope you enjoyed last 

night. I did Nadine and thank you for making my fantasy come true. I 

also enjoyed the session. Can I ask you something Nadine? Yeah sure go 

ahead ask anything. Have you ever dated a girl? I did but she was so 

selfish and thought of her own needs she would ask money from me 

and I would give her but if I asked her she would tell me stories. Oh that 

is so sad and what about us because you have men in your life and I 

have a potential boyfriend? You are allowed to date any man as long as 

it is not a girl because you and I would have a problem. So you mean I 

should be okay with you fucking a guy and you would be okay with it 

too? Babes you are free to do what you want because you are a lady 

and may want to be fucked by a guy don’t feel bad if you get intimate 

with a man. I am okay with anything as long as you are happy and 

remember that I am crazy about you. I love you Nadine and I love you 

Lluvia. Can I kiss you yeah you sure can. I kissed her and we had our 

morning session which was more breath-taking than last night. Damn 

bitch you really know how to handle a p*ssy and I bet you are way too 

good with men. Look Lluvia I’ll tell you one thing you don’t do okay? 

What is it? Don’t ever talk about anyone else who you’d fuck in the 

presence of the person you are dating because it is a turn-off. I get your 

point my love. Now let’s go take a shower before we have our 

breakfast. We had our shower and it was amazing as we would kiss 

every here and there. We were so drained and no one was in the mood 

for making breakfast so we ordered a pizza. Chapter 11 My relationship 

with Nadine continued and it was the best that has ever happened to 

me even though her men would come every now and then I was 



supposed to act as if I’m okay with it. I really love this lady and I wish to 

get married to her but there is a challenge that I will have to deal with 

my family of course. I know my family isn’t going to give me their 

blessings because they are Christians and they will tell me that my 

union with Nadine is unholy. Hey slut are you not going to work today? 

Oh hey Nadine I didn’t see you come in. Are you avoiding my question? 

Did you ask me any because I heard you blabbering from a distance? 

Lluvia I asked you if you were going to work today and here you are 

prepared to eat me raw. Pardon my imprudence babe you caught me 

off guard and I was in my own world for a moment yes I am going to 

work and will be travelling home in 2 days’ time to see my family. Don’t 

you want me to go with you? Not this time maybe next time and 

besides what are you going to tell the men in your life? I knew that you 

are hurting every time you see me with my boyfriends but you try so 

hard to hide it anyways it is okay I am not gonna rush you. I’m going to 

my bedroom to call my sister okay butch? So you want her to come 

along but won’t allow me to go with you and FYI it is OUR room not 

your room. I smiled at hearing her say that because her presence makes 

me lose control. I went to my bedroom and texted Smukelo hey sis are 

you free for me to video call you? She replied after a couple minutes 

yeah sure my copy the office is not too busy and I was thinking of 

calling you. I went ahead and video called her. She picked up at one 

ring. You’d swear we are one person and I am glad we don’t work at the 

same place because I know you are naughty and you would get me into 

trouble. Shut up Smukelo I have to ask you for a favour and just stop 

bickering before I hang up on you. This must be serious no wonder you 

opted for a video call so I would be terrified and agree to whatever you 

want to ask of me by the way you are glowing did you finally accept 

Doctor Willy’s proposal? Jesus Christ do you ever shut up? I am going 

home in 2 days’ time and would be glad if you tagged along to support 



me over there. Lluvia this sounds so serious and you want the both of 

us to be killed the same day by your parents. Don’t say that twin I am 

anxious about the thing I want to do at home even though I am not so 

sure that the person I want to talk about is as serious as I am. I don’t 

want us to be killed but they say two heads are better than one and I 

would need your support really bad. If not for the fact that you are my 

only living family I wouldn’t agree because this sounds like a suicide 

mission but of course I will come with you. How long are we going to be 

there so I can ask for leave? I’m sure 5 days will be enough and thank 

you for agreeing. Lluvia what is this whole thing about because I have 

to know what I am getting myself into? Sis this is neither the time nor 

place to discuss it but I will tell you when we reach Johannesburg so 

you wouldn’t ditch me. You know I always stand by the truth and reality 

so your mind game won’t work with me because I can ditch you at OR 

Tambo. You wouldn’t do that bitch because I would disown you right 

there and then Sponsored don’t dare try me. Don’t take advantage you 

silly ghost. Hahaha I am sure you are the ghost not me and that is not 

scientifically proven it is just a myth or a belief from you traditional 

people. Whatever look I must run to a meeting; we will talk before 

going so to tell me what to pack. Okay Smunku wamama I have to prep 

for work either way. Bye Llu. I doubt Smukelo would support me in this 

matter and after all this will come as a surprise to all of them and they 

might disown me due to this. I took a shower and got ready for work. I 

went to the dining to tell Nadine that I’m off to work. I got the surprise 

of my life upon reaching there. Nadine!!! What on earth is happening 

here? I can explain babe. I don’t wanna hear a thing from you I am glad 

I found out before I made the worst mistake of my life. You don’t 

deserve me because you are worse than a female dog. I was broken 

beyond imagination she betrayed my trust and I wasn’t going to forgive 

her for this insolence. I walked out of there with tears flowing down my 



cheeks she betrayed me and let alone in the dining room that we both 

share. I drove to work; yes I bought a car few months ago because I 

didn’t want to use a cab to and from work and the fact that I worked 

night shifts most times. I had to fix my make-up before going ahead and 

do what I love most which is preserving lives. Good evening Ms Lluvia 

the head Doctor requested to see you before you start with your daily 

routine the hospital receptionist said. I wonder what it is that I have 

done this time oh well everyone knows that I am a cheeky person 

around here. Okay Glad please let him know that I am on my way up to 

his office. I went to the head Doctor’s office hello Doc Willy. Yup the 

Doctor who is dying to be my husband is the head Doctor here. Hello 

Ms Rain I have something I have to discuss with you and I’m sure you 

will love it. I have lives to save and would appreciate you being quick 

with whatever you want to discuss and I don’t want to hear some crazy 

things from you. Mam don’t be too sassy because that may cost you 

your job he winked. I wouldn’t even want you to fire me but I would 

happily resign. Okay back to business there are few open posts in other 

provinces and we know how dedicated you are and so we wanted to 

know if you will be okay with a change of location. I don’t follow would 

you stop beating about the bush and tell me why you called me here. 

Pardon me; I sometimes forget how impatient you can get. Chris Hani 

Baragwanath Academic Hospital and Mecklenburg Hospital have posts 

available for maternity ward matrons. So you are offering me a 

promotion just not in this hospital? We didn’t see it like that but yes we 

are. Okay I will take the one in Limpopo. Lluvia are you not from 

Gauteng? And then what Doctor? You gave me two options and I chose 

the location I want do you have a problem with that? Not really I’ll go 

ahead and start your transfer paper work and please don’t be too 

mischievous when you reach there because they might not be as 

lenient. Whatever Willy can I go now? You sure can but first I need to 



ask a favour from you? There we go again surprise me. Can I have my 

break with you when you take yours? Sure why not I’ll see you around 

3am. I’ll be gone by then Lluvia. I know and that is why I agreed and see 

you probably tomorrow. If I wasn’t broken I wouldn’t have made such a 

hasty decision but still this is a great opportunity for me to grow my 

expertise. I know if people heard that I was given two options they 

would question why I chose to go to Limpopo. I chose Limpopo on 

purpose because I didn’t want to be faced with too much pressure at 

Chris Hani as it is the biggest hospital in South Africa. I will move there 

once I know my story well or maybe not at all. I would love to give back 

to my community by serving them but I am not ready to be at home full 

time and see my parents every day. Those people wouldn’t hesitate to 

find a husband for me at the blink of an eye. Chapter 12 My shift ended 

at 6am I wasn’t in the mood of seeing my roommate and I’m sure after 

spending a week at home I wouldn’t be coming back to Cape Town but 

will be going straight to Limpopo. I had no friends except Nadine and 

my twin sister and I didn’t want to wake Smukelo up this early. Maybe I 

should go ahead and call Willy he would be so glad to receive my call. 

Snap out of it Willy has to be at work this morning I’ll never know 

unless I give him a call. I decided to call him and he picked up before 

the phone could ring on my side. Hey Willy what time are you going to 

work? Hello gorgeous I have no appointments for today just your 

transfer papers. Does that mean you can manage to join me for a cup 

of coffee at the coffee shop by the hospital? For you sweetheart I can 

even spend all my life savings. I like your sense of humour; I’ll be 

waiting. Bye for now. I went to the coffee shop and ordered a cup of 

Frappuccino to sip on while I wait for Willy. Few minutes later he 

showed up. Hey pretty lady why are you still on your work outfit? Is it 

not obvious that my shift just ended about an hour ago? My apologies 

but you never wanted to see me outside work what happened today? I 



said to come join me for coffee not to interrogate me. He called the 

waitress and ordered a latte Frappuccino and bagels. We sat there for 

close to 3 hours while chatting and laughing to a point where I forgot 

that there is Nadine in my life. Willy is actually not a bad person and if I 

wasn’t moving to Limpopo I would go out with him. Willy’s cell phone 

rang and he went outside to take it. I checked my phone only to find 

thousand missed phone calls from Nadine and a trillion texts. What 

does this bitch want? Thank God my phone is on silent and I don’t wish 

to see her when I reach the apartment. Willy came back after a couple 

minutes and told me that he is needed at work because there is an 

emergency. We said our goodbyes and I drove to the apartment that I 

didn’t really want to see. I reached the apartment parking but stayed in 

the car I really didn’t want to hear any of her explanations because she 

is a two-timing bitch. I sat there like a homeless person and I don’t 

know when I dosed off because when I woke up it was already 30 

minutes before my shift. I didn’t have any other choice but to drive to 

work and without taking any shower. I reached work slightly after 

10pm. I didn’t care though because I had to freshen up and they would 

have to forgive me just this once. I went to the staff shower and 

freshened up for a good 5 minutes I wasn’t dirty. I just wanted to smell 

good that’s all. I started my shift until later on when Glad came to tell 

me that someone wants to talk to me on the hospital phone. I was 

surprised because no one has ever phoned me on the hospital phone 

before. I went to the reception and picked up the phone hello? Lluvia 

what is happening with you? I have been trying to reach you on your 

cell but you don’t pick up your phone. Forgive me Smukelo I dosed off 

after knocking off here at work and then I went to the apartment to 

rest. What’s up did anything happen? Yeah it did I can’t go with you 

anymore to meet your family. Is that why you were calling? Just to tell 

me that you can’t tag along only that? Aren’t you mad at me for 



ditching you? No sister I am not and may I please go back to work? I’ll 

call you when I reach my apartment after my shift ends and I love you 

Nana. I don’t know what is wrong with you Llu and I love you too. I 

went back to work and didn’t even bother to check my phone. My 

parents hardly call me and my twin sister calls me when she wants to 

tell me something or ask for a favour and so I am fine. All my varsity 

friends have gone AWOL and we even lost contact. My shift ended and 

as I was about to leave the hospital Glad called out to me really Glad? 

I’m so sorry Ms Lluvia but Doctor Willy requested that you wait for him 

to arrive because he has to discuss something important with you. 

Perfect if it’s not Willy then who else? I waited for him from 6am to 

9:30am and I was already losing my forbearance. One would swear that 

you are avoiding him; I had to end up calling Glad on her personal 

phone because you were not picking up yours. Hey Willy are you aware 

how long I had to wait for you? My apologies but I could have met up 

with you at the coffee shop but you were not picking up your cell and 

besides I enjoyed keeping you waiting for the last time. Hahaha listen to 

yourself either way how did my paper work go? That is why I kept you 

waiting everything is set and everyone is awaiting your arrival in the 

maternity ward. I hope you didn’t make any mistakes? I didn’t and you 

will be starting there in 10 days’ time. Thank you for everything and I 

will miss everyone and please update my colleagues because I hate 

goodbyes. Don’t worry yourself Ms Lluvia Khanyile everything is set and 

everyone is awaiting your arrival in the maternity ward. I hope you 

didn’t make any mistakes? I didn’t and you will be starting there in 10 

days’ time. Thank you for everything and I will miss everyone and 

please update my colleagues because I hate goodbyes. Don’t worry 

yourself Ms Lluvia Khanyile when are you going home? I will leave 

tomorrow morning and since I’m leaving here for good I will have to 

drive down to Joburg. Goodbye Lluvia and please do keep in touch. 



Goodbye Willy and I will keep in touch through my twin sister though. 

We both laughed. And I left the hospital. This was it my days in Cape 

Town are over and soon I will forget there was a Nadine in my life. I will 

have to face her today I have no other choice. I had mixed feelings with 

relocating but hey it is not a new thing. I grew up in the ghetto in 

Joburg studied in Durban and secured my first job here in Cape Town. I 

drove to the apartment and I wanted to talk to Nadine so bad even 

though gut feeling didn’t really want me to. Finally the prodigal 

daughter decided to come back. Nadine cut the crap and your silly jokes 

we need to talk. We sure have to but first I am sorry for what I did to 

you and I know I might have broken…before she could finish her 

statement I interrupted her might is an understatement because you 

have hurt me beyond your wildest imagination. I know and I am sorry 

for that babe. Don’t babe me okay and now tell me what came over 

you to fuck another bitch in the dining room our dining room? I said I 

am sorry and I don’t have any excuse. You sure don’t because that was 

a big blow. I know I blew it but I had no other choice. That lady you saw 

me with is a millionaire and so I had to seduce her so she could dash me 

some money but before I knew it one thing led to the other. Good for 

you so you decided to fuck her here in the same apartment you are 

sharing with me? Everything in your life is about money Nadine just go 

ahead and enjoy it but you are leaving me with no other choice but to 

not tell my family about you. I wanted to go home this weekend to tell 

them about us and that I am ready to get married to you but you 

showed me your true colours so soon. She kneeled down and 

apologised claiming that she doesn’t love the men in her life or the lady 

I caught her in our couch with. I wasn’t going to forgive her and I am 

leaving tomorrow not to return to Cape Town and so there was no 

point in continuing with the relationship. Nadine please get up I love 

you a lot but I just can’t get past the fact that you cheated on me with 



some rich bimbo. She stood up and I planted a quick kiss on her 

forehead and I left her standing there in our dining room. I went to lock 

myself in the room. I took a shower and then wore my pyjamas. I 

decided to call my twin sister even though I knew she already know 

that I am being transferred to another hospital but I had to say my 

goodbyes to her. I called her and she took her time picking up. Hello my 

other version. Stop that Smukelo I know you already know that I am 

leaving but I have to officially say goodbye and I wanted to thank you 

for helping me secure a job here I couldn’t have done it without you 

and your husband. Okay Llu you are going to make me cry. I am a bit 

disappointed though. What is it Smunkumunku? I thought you were 

going to invite my husband and I to a mini diner but I get to get only a 

phone call from you. Shame man I will plan a vacation and invite you 

and that husband of yours with my twins. I knew you wouldn’t 

apologise for not formally saying goodbye and so I decided to book a 

table for 3 at 95 Keerom an Italian restaurant. Can I pass? Nope not this 

one be there at 8pm sharp otherwise I am going to disown you. I hate 

you Smukelo. And I love you so much my beautiful twin go on and rest I 

shall see you later. Chapter 13 My Twin sister is such a pushover; I knew 

I wasn’t going to win even if I tried to debate the case of going out with 

her and her husband. Let me stop sulking over this and start prepping 

for the farewell dinner planned by my sis. I went to the shower and 

took a hot shower while thinking about the new environment I’ll be 

working in for the upcoming years. I finished with my shower and dried 

my skin with my pure white towel and wrapped it to cover my body 

then wrapped a hand towel on my head so that the water from my hair 

doesn’t drip to my skin. I went on and applied body lotion; blow dried 

my hair and then took out my knee length silver glittery dress that is 

reserved for a special occasion just like the one I am going to tonight. I 

wore my dress and applied just a touch of makeup and then styled my 



hair to match the occasion and also the restaurant standard. I went 

with a pair of black stilettos then took out my silver clutch to match my 

dress. Oh my gosh it is already 20 minutes to 8pm and if I get late 

Smukelo will murder me. I rushed out of my bedroom and tried by all 

means to sneak out of the dining area only to have my hand grabbed by 

Nadine. You look stunning are you going on a date? Yes I am and please 

let go of my hand because I am already late I don’t like keeping people 

waiting because I hate making a grand entrance and having all eyes on 

me. She let go of my hand even though I saw the hurt on her eyes I 

quickly went out the door without any regrets. I drove down to the 

restaurant and after I found myself a parking spot my phone rang oh 

shucks it is Smukelo and I have about 5 minutes to join them. Hey sis 

please don’t shout at me I am heading towards the door from the 

parking and it seems like the restaurant is busy since its Friday. You are 

not late Llu I was checking up on you; see you just now and she hung up 

before I could say anything else. What kind of sister is this one by the 

way? Crazy one of course I spoke to myself. Oh my I forgot my jacket 

since this is a fine dining restaurant I’m here now and there is no going 

back. I went inside and it was quiet inside with only the table that was 

occupied by my sister and her husband. There was a big ribbon written 

FAREWELL OUR SASSY LLUVIA and colourful balloons. I went towards 

their table and before I could say anything my few colleagues came out 

of nowhere. Now I see why you were insisting that I come here 

Smukelo shrugged her shoulders and smiled. Llu you deserve a farewell 

more than this one for being so nice to everyone at your workplace and 

that is why they planned this small dinner for you. So you didn’t plan 

any of this? Who did then? Glad came towards me smiling and told me 

that she planned everything even though it was short notice but 

managed to make this evening a special one. I hugged her in defeat and 

tears of joy rolled down my cheeks because of the wonderful 



colleagues I had in them and they were more like family now. Willy 

came closer to me and whispered on my ear I will come to Limpopo 

every weekend to see you sweetheart. I’ll appreciate seeing a familiar 

and hospitable face every once in a while thank you once again for this 

party. Everyone shouted in unison speech! Speech! Speech! Okay okay I 

hate goodbyes but I guess I have to say something. First of all thank you 

so much for this grand party it really means a lot to me even though my 

twin sister had to insist that I come and join her here this evening 

before heading to Gauteng then later going to start working in 

Limpopo. You are all my Cape Town family and I might be leaving this 

place but will miss you all a lot because of your hospitality. You 

supported me when I started working at the hospital and you made me 

feel more welcome and you took my sarcasm and cheekiness in a 

positive way and helped me adapt hustle free in this place. Thank you 

so much and I mostly would like to thank my copy and her husband for 

looking out for me and supporting me throughout my time spent here. 

Thank you all I paused briefly then asked and where is the alcohol? 

They all laughed and applauded at the same time. Twin sis please don’t 

drink too much because you have a long drive tomorrow. Smukelo 

please don’t ruin this night that Glad organised for all of us to enjoy and 

say our proper goodbyes. We had our meals and drinks we had a few 

drinks and around 12am we had to go our separate ways at least my 

apartment was about 15 minutes away. I wasn’t too drunk just tipsy 

and thanks to Glad we managed to party until 12am even though the 

restaurant closes at 10pm. I’m sure she used her charming voice and 

smile to lure the manager into agreeing. We all headed outside and 

exchanged our goodbyes; it was now a bit breezy and cold. Hey Lluvia I 

know you hate the sight of me but here is a jacket to keep warm. 

Thanks Willy it is so kind of you and no I don’t hate you and I smiled. He 

put the jacket over my shoulders and winked. This guy is so 



mischievous hey. As he was walking towards his car I stopped him and 

asked him how he was going to get his jacket since I will be going home. 

Don’t worry yourself Llu I wasn’t kidding when I said I would be visiting 

you in Limpopo my butt chicks flushed and turned red. I smiled and 

waved bye to him. I drove home slowly so to avoid any accidents and 

reached my apartment. I went inside shivering a bit due the cold breeze 

from my car to the room even though I had the jacket I could still feel 

the coldness. I took off my stilettos so to not wake Nadine. I tiptoed 

towards my door and heard Nadine’s voice coming from nowhere and 

turned do you know what the Bible says I asked? She came to me with 

a clueless face due to the question I asked her and then I decided to 

enlighten her and said that the Bible says there is no sleep for the 

wicked. She frowned and told me that she couldn’t sleep without 

knowing if I was okay. Oh well I am okay you can go on to your 

bedroom and sleep. Holy crap Lluvia you are drunk why didn’t you call 

me to come get you? Mrs Johnnie Walker were you going to walk or call 

one of your sponsors to come with you? She just took a step back in 

defeat and told me that she could’ve called a cab. I know I was a bit 

harsh that is why I went close to her and kissed her moist lips. She 

kissed me back and she murmured through the kiss saying that my lips 

were juicy and that they tasted sweet. I smiled and took two steps back 

were you going to walk or call one of your sponsors to come with you? 

She just took a step back in defeat and told me that she could’ve called 

a cab. I know I was a bit harsh that is why I went close to her and kissed 

her moist lips. She kissed me back and she murmured through the kiss 

saying that my lips were juicy and that they tasted sweet. I smiled and 

took two steps back don’t take what just happened here too serious 

because…. She came and grabbed my ass before I could finish and 

kissed me as if the world was coming to an end as if she felt that I was 

leaving and never to return to Cape Town. Your man’s jacket is 



hindering me from what I want to do you she took off the jacket and 

threw it on the floor and took my hand and led me to her room. Oh yes 

I followed her and I am not going to blame it on the alcohol because I 

wanted every inch of her body from the deepest part of my heart. She 

opened her bedroom door and there was a big heart shape on her bed 

made from flower petals and a beautiful handmade card. Wow this is 

way too beautiful and heart-warming; I went towards the bed and took 

the card she made. I opened the card and it read ‘’Please forgive me for 

being a worse partner and for leaving your heart in shreds and I am 

sure you even shed tears I hope you find it in your heart to forgive me’’ 

I smiled and kissed her. She helped me out of my dress and I had my 

beautiful lilac one piece lingerie on she was in awe after seeing me in 

the lingerie. She kissed me passionately and whispered on my ear ‘’I 

want to take care of you in a way that you will always remember’’. My 

body had goose bumps at the thought of being taken care of. She 

pushed me and I fell on her bed she unbuttoned the bodysuit buttons 

by my honeypot and it quivered and squirmed with anticipation. She 

went down on me and kissed my p*ssy and fingered me I missed her 

mouth down there and everything was building up below my belly 

button I was too close and she stopped I cried in disappointment and 

she stood up and went to her chest drawer. She had a broad smile on 

her face; she took out a strap-on a lubricant butt plug and a big black 

dildo. My whole body went numb and I was all blushing she wore the 

strap-on and came to me and I got on my knees and suck the big dildo. 

She pushed me to lie down and moved me into a doggy position she 

asked me if I was ready and I nodded ready to feel the big thing inside 

me but to my surprise I felt my tight butt hole being stretched by the 

butt plug and it sent a very satisfying sensation and my body vibrated. 

Holy fuck please fuck my dripping p*ssy please babe I begged with 

frustration. She went on and tried inserting the imitation of a black cork 



but my pussy was tight and she forcefully pushed it and I felt a rush of 

fluid coming out she fucked me while touching me clit and I came once 

again in fact I squirted and my whole body felt revived. She took out 

the surprises that made my early hours of Saturday to be fulfilling and I 

turned to sleep on my back and she came and wiped my juices with her 

tongue of course and I asked her to come kiss me so I could taste my 

juices. The juices that were caused by her and she kissed me in a way 

that made my nipples harden again but I wasn’t going to be selfish I had 

to make her cum. I kissed her and helped her out of her silky pink night 

dress and she wore nothing inside her breasts as beautiful as the first 

time I saw them. Her nipples ready to be suckled on. I kissed her neck 

line and went to her breasts and she let out soft sighs and she led me in 

between her thighs it was already dripping wet I buried my head in 

there and her scent was that of strawberries and I ate her cunt that she 

was crying and I took out Mr toy Dickson and made her suck my cream 

off it and I kissed her lips then used my hand to direct the dildo in her 

ready p*ssy and I touched my self just by watching the rubber cork 

enter her and her lips grabbed all of it. I fucked her and turned her to 

doggy also but to suck her butt hole and used my fingers to fuck her 

anal hole. She was even moving her hips out of enjoyment and then she 

whispered ‘’I am Cumming’’. I fucked her both holes faster and her feet 

curled her p*ssy pulsating and her thighs vibrated. I stopped and took 

out the dildo for us to share her fruity scented juices. We both sucked 

the dildo and she kissed me and told me that she loves me so much and 

no one would ever take my spot in her heart I slept beside her and 

sighed. What went wrong Llu was I not good enough for you? I can go 

again just to see you reach your orgasm for the third time. Nah babe I 

am way too happy and this orgasm will last me a lifetime. I have to tell 

you something and you won’t like it. You are scaring me babe I thought 

you forgave me for cheating on you? I forgave you but after I head to 



Joburg today I won’t be coming back to Cape Town. Did you resign at 

work because of the pain I caused you? No Nadine I didn’t resign but 

due to the pain I agreed to be transferred to Limpopo. What??? Where 

does that leave us? What will happen to our relationship and if I didn’t 

wait up for you you weren’t going to tell me this? I’m sorry okay N I was 

hurting but I still love you. There’s nothing I can do now it is already too 

late. Chapter 14 I could see that Nadine was irate but there was nothing 

I could really do she decided to betray my trust and now she was mad 

at me for wanting to grow my career. How could you do this to me 

Lluvia you know that I love you with all my heart but then you decided 

to let go of my hand just because of one mistake that I did. Cut the 

pretence my love we both know that you claim to love me but you 

would fuck different men in the same roof where the person you love 

stays. I am the one in love with you and I would marry you any day 

before the day you betrayed me. Nadine you and I are over and you can 

happily do whatever you were doing with your rich dudes and ladies. 

She was now in tears but I had to go and pack my bags and prepare for 

my journey. I went to my room and started packing my bags; I 

remembered that I didn’t take Willy’s jacket in the dining room. I went 

to the dining room and picked up the jacket on the floor. Went back to 

my room and finished up then took a very long shower you’d swear 

that I was getting rid of Nadine’s scent on my skin. If it was simple to 

wash her off my heart I would but it wasn’t possible and at least I am 

living here with wonderful mementos and not the sad ones. I finished 

my shower after a good 45 minutes and went to lotion and to fix my 

hair. I wore my denim blue bum short a black vest and a denim blue 

jacket. I put on my Nike sneakers. I decided to tie my hair into a bun 

and to put my heart necklace. I was ready to leave Cape Town for good 

and leave the good and bad memories here. I took my huge bag to the 

car first and came back for the medium and the small duffle bag. Finally 



I had to take my handbag and leave the apartment keys with Nadine. I 

knocked on her door Nadine please open the door I want to bid you 

goodbye. Go away Lluvia I don’t ever wish to see you ever in my life. I 

know you hate my gut right now but please do me the honours to see 

your face just this once and I will disappear after that. She came to 

open the door and she has been crying ever since her eyes were so red. 

My heart sank deeper; I never wanted to ever hurt anyone let alone my 

first female lover. I am sorry okay sweetie but I have to go. Lluvia you 

strike me as a good hearted person with a heart of gold but here you 

are shattering my heart into pieces you failed to accept me with my 

flaws. You never made the time to ask me why I do what I am doing but 

you were too quick to judge me. Please Nadine I feel bad already don’t 

make me mess up my makeup. I have something for you so you can 

remember me with all the time you feel like seeing my face I handed 

her my most precious necklace that has my name engraved in it. Here 

please have it and don’t hesitate to call me anytime you feel like you 

need someone to talk to. She took the necklace and planted a kiss on 

my forehead and told me that she loves me and will always do. She has 

my heart and here I was about to go and start a new life without her. I 

might not get the chance to have a relationship like this one; she is the 

salt on my sishebo and my shoelace to my shoe. Here I was standing in 

front of her door frozen and not knowing what to do. Why don’t you 

elope with me and we would stay together with my kids in Limpopo? I 

saved up enough money to build us a mansion and I could help you get 

yourself a job. I would love to come with you but what you are asking 

me is a huge thing. Nadine don’t you want to spend the rest of your life 

with me because I am. I want to be with you for eternity it’s just that 

you have your parents and I am sure they won’t support our union. 

Don’t worry about me; I can handle them and what about your 

parents? I told you earlier on that you failed to ask me why I am 



surviving with the money I get from sleeping with men. My story needs 

time and you are now ready to go I don’t want to keep you from going 

or even ruin your makeup. I am lost but I have the time now I looked at 

the time on my phone and it was 8:30am. I have time and I can even 

leave in the evening just so I could hear you out. She agreed with my 

idea of talking about her life in the dining room. We sat on the couch 

and she told me that her parents died when she was 8 years and stayed 

with her aunt and the aunt’s husband but the husband always 

demanded sex from her. She was scared to tell her aunt about the 

husband as she was scared of the comments from her aunt. She was 

forced to leave her aunt’s house when after the aunt’s burial because 

the widower wanted to marry her at the age of 15. This is sad Nadine; I 

am so sorry that you faced so much cruelty and I never cared to 

understand you. As I was telling you that I had to leave that hell hole I 

left Pretoria with no money but by the Lord’s grace I was able to reach 

this place. It has been 13 years since I moved to this city and the first 2 

years I was under another escort lady’s wing she taught me about the 

business and that is why I can afford this apartment and the fancy 

things I own. God life is cruel in this world but did you get any chance of 

completing school or thinking of finishing up? I did finish school after I 

moved here I would go to school during the day and during most nights 

I would service clients in my sister’s apartment. I even went on to 

further my studies at a college as an accountant. Wow you don’t say 

that is impressive babe. You did well for yourself even in the hardships 

you faced. Now please let go of this business I know you have 13 years’ 

experience in the escorting field but now it’s time you entered a 

different field. She laughed and I must say I was happy to see her 

laughing. Can you please go take a shower because you are coming 

with me and will be starting a new life I don’t want anyone else but 

you. She smiled and kissed my soft perky lips I smiled through the kiss. 



Please go shower before I change my mind she laughed and thanked 

me then went to her room to take a shower. I was way too happy that I 

will get to spend the remaining days in this life with Nadine. I decided 

to call my mother to let her know that I will be driving home but I will 

be home the latest tomorrow. I asked her to give Luna the phone and I 

told her to prepare our room because I will be going home with a very 

important person in our lives. Nadine didn’t take long to finish and she 

wore the same clothes as mine and I was surprised to see her dressed 

like that because not even my twin sister wear the same clothes as me 

but I was happy though. How do I like babe? Nadine you are dressed up 

like me and so if you want an honest truth look at me and you will get 

your answer. I know I am dressed like you but maybe yours suits you 

best I shrugged my shoulders and I went to help her pack up her clothes 

even though she has plenty and they will probably not fit in 3 bags and I 

hardly have space in the car now. We packed 3 huge bags and one 

medium one and we took them to the car and we had to put the bags 

on the back seats. We kissed and hugged then took a few selfies for 

snapchat then we embarked on our long journey that we were not 

certain of the outcomes or the reaction from my parents but I had to do 

this I wasn’t going to hide it any longer. We would kiss every now and 

then and that is what made our journey to be a great one we would 

stop for some snacks and food. Chapter 15 We reached Gomora around 

10am due to the stops we were making throughout our journey. I was 

so nervous at what the outcome would be when I introduce Nadine as 

my lover. I parked my car underneath the marula tree as I haven’t built 

any garage or a formal car park. My twins came running towards the 

car and I am sure Luna told Bandzi about our important guest. We’re 

finally here babe; this is where I grew up. I’ve always wanted to have a 

home to go back to but hey I grew up in a very harsh situation. Shhh 

don’t worry yourself Nad; you are safe with me now. Hey momma 



you’re finally here. Hey kids I am here to see my beautiful kids. Am I 

also beautiful? I laughed nah Bandzi you know what I mean. I thought 

you were coming home with aunt Smukelo and we made a bet. Aunt 

Smukelo couldn’t make it but who won the bet Bandzi? Luna won mom 

and now I owe her R20.00. High five to you Luna we girls always win 

now let’s all go inside so I can formally introduce this gorgeous lady to 

all of you. We all went inside and my lungs were almost on my neck I 

am so scared about the outcome of today and if I don’t to the 

introductions Nad will be sad. Hello mom dad and lil bro. hello sister 

and did you bring along a wife for me? Hahaha you wish. Good morning 

our daughter we have missed you a lot because you have been 

occupied with your job that you hardly visited. I know dad and that is 

why I am here to see all of you and to make known this wonderful lady 

to you and so she gets to meet you. Oh but you never introduced your 

varsity friends to us what is different about this one? Dad I know but 

there is more to this than you think. You see I have been struggling to 

keep a man in my life up until I realized that I love girls and this lady 

here made me accept who I am. I fell in love with her and we have been 

together for some time now and so I deemed it fit that I make her 

known to you as my foster parents before you hear the news from 

someone else. I am aware that this will shock you but have you ever 

heard that I have a boyfriend or that someone wants to marry me? 

Actually we did honey your high school friend came visiting a month 

back and made his intentions known to us. The young man wants to 

marry you and so we won’t accept this madness but will go ahead and 

call the pastor and his wife to come pray for the both of you. How can 

two enchanting ladies want to be staying together? Who is the 

boyfriend between the two of you? Please don’t invite Satan into your 

lives. But mom I love Nadine and will get married to her whether you 

like it or not and Nadine is the boyfriend and I the girlfriend. Mom we 



as your kids are seriously supporting your union because we have never 

seen you glow this much and you have never been with anyone since 

we were born. Shut up you spoiled rats Sponsored we as your kids are 

seriously supporting your union because we have never seen you glow 

this much and you have never been with anyone since we were born. 

Shut up you spoiled rats there won’t be any member of this family that 

will bring shame to my household. Dad you want to speak about me 

bringing shame into this family have I already not done so by giving 

birth to this amazing souls that you call your grand-children. You say no 

one will bring shame to this family did what your brother did to me not 

bring any shame and what about the thing your brother did to his wife 

was it not shameful enough? You want to preach the verse to me but 

you were weak to see your brother behind bars after he raped me and 

you decided that the incident be kept under wraps. You don’t mention 

the word shame to me. Lluvia shut up just shut up I don’t want to hear 

any word from you right now. You will never get married to another 

woman while I am still breathing. I want more grandkids from you. You 

want grandkids from who dad I never had the courage to tell any of you 

the damage the rapist did to me I was crying now and Nadine was 

comforting me and wiping my tears the rapist deprived me of having 

any more kids because he messed up my womb when he forced himself 

on me. Now you see why I hate men I hate men because they are so 

cruel. They don’t care about the future of young girls and how their 

actions will do to innocent souls. Sweetie forgive your dad he is used to 

controlling everything and he doesn’t see that you are now grown and 

take your own decisions. Some other people out there would have kept 

their relationship a secret and also get married in secret but what you 

are doing Lluvia shows that you see us as your own family. Thank you 

mother for understanding and I knew you would not fail me. Nadine 

meet my parents my wonderful and charming lil brother and last but 



not least our cute kids. Hello family and I am sorry for causing havocs 

for you and your stunning daughter but I would like to assure you that I 

will never again break her heart because I had my fair share of 

heartache after hearing that she was leaving me. You’re welcome our 

daughter and we are happy to have another daughter in the family and 

thank you for accepting our broken daughter and trying to mend her 

brokenness. We found each other broken and now we are trying so 

hard to mend each other and to complete each other’s missing pieces. I 

have wonderful news for you. Is Smukelo pregnant? No daddy this is 

not about my twin it is about me. I am going to be a matron of the 

biggest hospital in Limpopo and Nadine and I are getting married in two 

months’ time. The kids will be moving in with us in Limpopo after this 

school year ends so they can go to the best school Nadine and I will 

choose for them. We will also buy a house for you in town so you can 

relocate and brother you will get to go to any varsity of your choice and 

we will pay. But sister why are you saying we? Hey you Nadine happens 

to be the lady after my heart and we will be married soon so I am 

practicing beforehand. We all laughed. Chapter 16 Our stay at home 

seemed like the shortest one but we had to go to Limpopo so we can 

visit the estates around the hospital I will be working in so to make 

plans of how I was going to pay my instalments. Yes this time I wanted 

to own a mansion and I was bent on not relocating anymore. We said 

our goodbyes to the family and they gave us their blessings and wished 

our union nothing but the best. I wasn’t going to let them disown me 

for the lifestyle I chose for myself. We drove to Limpopo. Sweetie were 

you serious about us getting married? I smiled; do you think I can joke 

about such news? I don’t know maybe you wanted your parents to 

budge. My parents treated me like crap sometimes but they wouldn’t 

force me to do anything I didn’t feel like doing. She came closer and 

kissed me but the damage she caused was too much in such a way that 



I returned the kiss and before I knew it I lost control and hit a tree. Yes 

we got into a car accident and all thanks to Nadine’s kiss. Lluvia Lluvia 

Lluvia are you okay? Please honey say something. Nadine is that you? I I 

think I’m okay but what happened? You couldn’t control the steering 

wheel due to the kiss and we hit this tree in front of us but thank God it 

wasn’t that bad. This is bad Sponsored I think I’m okay but what 

happened? You couldn’t control the steering wheel due to the kiss and 

we hit this tree in front of us but thank God it wasn’t that bad. This is 

bad now I have to call the insurance company and our trip will be 

delayed. Try to start it maybe it will start and we can get it fixed once 

we get to Limpopo. You are right and I don’t know what I would do if 

you were not here with me. Babe you would have had a safe trip if I 

wasn’t here because we were involved in this accident because of me 

and my silly kiss. Don’t blame yourself for anything pumpkin. I love you 

okay and let us try and stay positive and blaming one another won’t 

help us with anything. I love you much. The car managed to start and 

we continued our journey but this time we were as subtle as if 

someone died. I understand why though we had a narrow escape from 

death and now no one wants to cause any bad thing. Babe can we not 

stress your parents about the accident. Relax honey; they don’t have to 

know everything that happens to us especially this one because they 

would know that we caused it due to our naughtiness and the inability 

to stay away from each other for too long. Thank you for understanding 

me and not blaming me for what happened and once again thank you 

for inviting me to your house. They treated me like a queen. You are my 

queen and I am yours we love each other and I am sure they all saw 

that in our eyes. The kids love you so much and I am happy they 

understood our relationship with no questions. I wish to get a job 

sooner so I can spoil you rotten but I would always be a responsible and 

loving partner to you. I love you Lluvia. I love you Nadine and you are 



my life but hey we will be all romantic when we reach our mansion and 

I already found one beautiful place for us that suits our hunger for each 

other. Earlier you said we had to start by looking at a place. I don’t deny 

ever saying that but do you think I can make us roam the streets of an 

unknown province looking for a place technology is high nowadays 

sweetie. Look at you; I love everything about you and your dominant 

features. I always wanted to be a dominant lover but I didn’t have the 

guts to approach a lady and since you approached me I decided to 

submit myself to you. Oh well I understand you but I would want to see 

you dominating me and I submitting to you. That can be done lover and 

I told you the new mansion will blow your mind. Chapter 17 Our 

journey was great even with the near death experience. Limpopo is one 

beautiful province and the languages are so nice even with the Venda 

language that is seems so complex but I felt so welcomed just by the 

manner the residents behaved towards us. We reached Limpopo during 

the day and went to meet up with the estate agent to sort out all the 

paperwork and I should say the agent is one beautiful lady but I am fine 

with my Nadine. We drove to the house with the agent so we can see it 

and I am sure Nadine is going to like it after all she doesn’t have any say 

on this matter I am the employed one and she will have to love the 

mansion even if she doesn’t. The house looked so beautiful even before 

entering the yard; it had a garden so beautiful and best for a picnic. It 

had a place for kids to chill and enjoy playing and even had a swimming 

pool. Wow babe this place is breath-taking and after all you’ve got a 

nice taste in everything. We both laughed wait until we get inside the 

agent said. When we walked in the house it was more like a haven and 

had an inside garden and a Jacuzzi. It was a house that people never 

thought would ever exist but here we are having a garden situated in 

the basement and there’s a strong glass to walk on while we look at the 

flower in the garden. And the master bedroom is to die for kind of a 



bedroom with a heart shaped Jacuzzi and a huge walk-in closet. Jesus 

Christ I could just live here and never go outside. C’mon Nadine you 

know you would get tired of this house. The house has 4 en suite 

bedrooms plus the master room a basement garden a double garage a 

study room a living room a kitchen a linen/laundry room and a game 

room. I love the house with all my heart and I am staying here and can’t 

wait for the kids to see it. We finished with the paperwork and we went 

to see a local mechanic to fix the car. I still had 4 days to settle in before 

going to work and be a boss to some lousy nurses. I call them lousy 

because I know I am also lousy. The mechanic did a perfect job with the 

car that I had to bless her with a large gratuity sum. I was so happy to 

be having Nadine with me everywhere I go but then I needed some 

space to relax and I’m sure she needed space for herself. We had to go 

furniture shopping but that will be for the next day and we had to make 

a plan for the night. I went to have a swim in the swimming pool just to 

ease off some steam. I love Nadine but is she the right person to be 

with how do I trust her to stay faithful to me because they say ‘’once a 

cheater always a cheater’’. In fact Nadine lived on the scraps of other 

people and using her sexy body to feed. What if I someday lose my job 

Sponsored Nadine lived on the scraps of other people and using her 

sexy body to feed. What if I someday lose my job will she go back to her 

old habits? Let me enjoy my swimming and stop worrying myself about 

things I can’t really control. She is a grown up bitch and can take care of 

herself but I think if I continue to shower her with the love she never 

received even from her family then she will be loyal to me. I love her 

but I won’t stand in the way of her happiness if one day she wakes up 

and decide that she doesn’t love me anymore and want a person much 

better than me then I would have no choice but to let her but I doubt 

she could ever do that for me. I swam around the pool cooling off my 

body and I went outside to see the sun set while I sat on the pavement 



by the pool with only my panties after all I am on my yard and I was 

showing my petite breasts making the sun to kiss them. I heard 

footsteps and thought that must be Nadine as it’s just us two in the 

house but to my surprise a lady stood beside me holding a cooler bag I 

froze because I wasn’t expecting anyone to come and I don’t remember 

ordering anything as I wanted to go out for dinner with babe. My 

apologies mam Ms Nadine directed me here to deliver the pizza and 

told me to tell you that she would be coming with the drinks. She said 

all this while her eyes were fixed on my chest. Thank you young lady did 

my girlfriend pay you? Uhm what she said? Did the lady who sent you 

to me pay you? Oh uh yes she did pay and did tip me handsomely. 

That’s good please put the pizza on the steps and don’t be surprised we 

don’t have furniture as yet. She went towards the steps and I could see 

that she was blushing; she looked like a 16 year old girl who is trying to 

raise pocket money by working as a pizza delivery girl. She is beautiful 

though and I wonder why Nadine would send her to the pool instead of 

taking it inside. I was in my deep thoughts until I heard a voice saying 

‘’Nice boobs Ms Lluvia’’ I came back to life at once and saw the young 

girl standing beside me. Is there anything else I can help you with? No 

mam everything is set and it was nice seeing two pretty ladies in this 

neighbourhood. Okay dear goodbye. Goodness what was it with the 

young girl? I continued chilling by the swimming pool and it was almost 

dusk and I haven’t seen Nadine with the drinks. I took the pizza and 

went inside and put the pizza on the mounted cabinet. But to my 

surprise Nadine was nowhere to be seen and I ran around the house 

looking for her. When reached our bedroom I tried calling her but her 

phone rang by the window in our bedroom. I wonder where this lady is. 

I hope she isn’t busy with something I wouldn’t do. I was surprised but I 

decided to take a quick shower and I went to my bag which was already 

in the closet with the other luggage to look for sexy lingerie to 



celebrate our new house and still there was no sign of Nadine. Chapter 

18 I wonder where Nadine is in this new town or maybe she met 

someone she knew when she went out to get our drinks and there is 

nothing for me to worry about. I decided to walk around the house and 

look for her again but still I couldn’t find her. Oh well since I can’t find 

my lover I’ll just go ahead and start unpacking the clothes and arrange 

them in the closet and I will rest right after I am done with a few things. 

I started with both our shoes and neatly packed them and yeah we had 

a lot of shoes and Nadine’s shoes were all to die for and they seemed 

very expensive. I looked at the section with her shoes and I wondered if 

I would be able to afford all the fancy things she is used to. I have to 

pay the instalments for two houses yes I got my foster parents a four 

bedroom family house that isn’t that fancy but more spacious and in 

town. I also have to move the kids to Limpopo’s best boarding school 

and in few years’ time I would be paying for my lil brother’s varsity fees. 

What have I really gotten myself into? Would she understand all these 

things? I got lost in my own melancholies while inside the closet and I 

had my cell phone with me. I got woken up by my phone ringing. I 

answered it goodness gracious I have been moving around this huge 

house looking for you. She apologised and asked me where I was 

because now she was the one looking for me. My love I’m in our closet 

and where are you? I am here and she opened the closet door and 

hung up the phone. I stood up from the cold floor and I went to give 

her a tight hug. Whoa babes you seem so troubled what is bothering 

you when you already managed to get us this huge house and we 

already have kids. I forced out a smirk and I already had tears rolling 

down my cheeks but lucky for me I was still embracing her. My love I 

am worried about us I am scared of what might happen when I cannot 

afford you due to the debt that I have and the other expenses that I 

would incur as times goes by. Shhh sweetie I will find an innocent and 



dignified job I would then be able to cover some of the expenses. You 

are my forever and I wouldn’t want to lose you. I will try my level best 

to make sure that we both get into good terms because I saw that your 

father is not really happy about us and he was forced to accept us due 

to your mom and I am sure he is waiting for this union to go wrong so 

he could rub it on your face. I let go of her and I just noticed how 

beautiful she was. My Nadine has outdone herself tonight and she 

adorned herself with a very beautiful knee-length formal dress and she 

plaited her hair into two cornrows and topped it all with a pair of high 

heels. Wow babe you look exquisite in that dress were you out for 

dinner with a friend or are we going out to dinner? Sweetheart please 

change your lingerie and put on something more appealing because we 

have a housewarming party with our few neighbours. Nadine why 

didn’t you tell me? But you forgot to say sexy lingerie but either way I 

will change to something comfy and I won’t be able to fix my hair will I 

be embarrassing you if I tied a messy bun? Relax my queen; you look 

beautiful on any hairstyle Sponsored will I be embarrassing you if I tied 

a messy bun? Relax my queen; you look beautiful on any hairstyle just 

change and it was no longer going to be a surprise if I told you about 

my plans earlier on. I was so excited to meet our new neighbours and 

thanks to my woman I get to see them on our first day. I changed into a 

burgundy maxi boobtube dress and I tied a messy bun and just put on a 

lipstick and my beautiful stilettos. Oh my Lluvia you look so perfect in 

this dress and less I forget this is a pleasant surprise and so I will just go 

on and blindfold you. This is more serious than I thought but its fine you 

can blindfold me. She blindfolded me and it wasn’t that tight but I 

couldn’t see anything and that was the reason right. She held me on my 

waist and led us to the venue where I was going to be blown away. 

Since the house was huge I was almost tired when we reached the 

venue and she sighed and said she hopes I won’t be disappointed with 



her surprise. Don’t worry yourself Nadine I won’t be disappointed 

because I know you poured out your heart when you planned 

everything and you had me in mind. She slowly unfolded my eyes and I 

kept my eyes closed I was scared of what I was going to see there. Was 

it something I would love and did it have at least my favourite colours? I 

couldn’t believe what I saw when I opened my eyes. Nadine when did 

you get the time to set up our inside garden because this here would 

take me a few days to do? The garden was so nicely decorated it had a 

big ribbon written THANK YOU FOR THE WONDERFUL HOUSE AND 

FROM TODAY IT IS OUR HOME! She placed a beautiful fleece on the 

lawn to sit and decorated it with roses and there was wine and some 

plates I bet it was food and then there were pictures of the two of us 

hanging on a rope. It may sound like a small thing but it looked so 

beautiful and you would not agree with me that she did it in a few 

hours. My love I wanted to appreciate all your efforts and wanted to 

make you have a blast of a first night in this our house. I knew that you 

were stressed when you isolated yourself from me to go have a swim. I 

know you worry that I might one day leave you for a guy out there or 

get a lady that will replace you but you must know that I am in your life 

to stay and once I get myself a job you will see that your lover cares for 

your wellbeing. I don’t like seeing you all stressed out and so this is my 

thank you for taking that step to introduce me to your family even right 

after I cheated on you just so I could get money and yes I did get the 

money today. It is not change I may even start my own small business if 

I don’t manage to get a job and I know it might sadden you to hear that 

I got money from the woman who I slept with but still I had to take it 

and do something positive and make us happy. Please accept this gift 

regardless of how I got it. Upon seeing the gift I froze. Nadine do you 

want to kill me before my time? Chapter 19 Yes Nadine was down on 

one knee holding a small beautiful box with a silver ring that had a rose 



on it. I won’t lie the ring was so beautiful and she was able to choose 

the right ring for me. Fuck all this shit YES I will marry you Nadine there 

is no one I’d rather be with than you. She slipped the ring on my finger 

and it was the right fit. I stared at how beautiful it was and how it 

complemented my finger. Nadine stood up and kissed me on my 

forehead she wore a smile I have never seen before and told me she 

loves me dearly. We sat on the fleece with the aromatic smell of the 

flowers in the garden and the roses decorating the fleece. She opened 

the wine and poured it onto our glasses and opened the dishes she 

ordered a wonderful meal. We were having prawns and they were so 

mouthwatering. Nadine lifted her glass and made a toast. Here’s to the 

beginning of our legal bond and happiness to the years of challenging 

and happy moments. I am ready to spend all of my days with you and 

our beautiful twins. I will take care of you in every way possible. I also 

lifted my glass to make the toast thank you Nadine for managing to 

creep into my heart and stealing a spot in there you took me for 

granted for just a day but you showed me nothing but love and support 

you are my life and I am so happy to get to spend my days with you. We 

both smiled and said TO THE UNKNOWN JOURNEY AHEAD! Our words 

were true we didn’t know what lied ahead of this relationship but what 

we knew was that we were so deeply in love with each other. We had 

our meal took pictures and we cuddled until we both went off to 

lalaland. Before we knew it the birds in our outside garden were 

chirping and I am sure it was already morning. I planted a good morning 

kiss on her forehead and whispered good morning my beautiful fiancé. 

She opened her eyes and she looked so beautiful with that morning 

smile on her face and she kissed my lips and started stretching. Hahaha 

I bet you slept so well that you are glowing this morning while we slept 

on a fleece with no bed or a comforter. Llu wherever I sleep as long as I 

get to sleep beside you then I am content. We went to freshen up in 



the shower so we can go shopping and our shower turned into a 

romantic shower with all the kisses and all the fucking you could ever 

imagine. After the shower and intimacy Nadine decided we wear our 

joggers and go jogging then we can plunge into the Jacuzzi and then go 

for breakfast and furniture shopping. That is a great idea my love I love 

it. We did as she said and we went for a run we would exchange kisses 

every here and there and people would staring at us like we were crazy 

or something but we couldn’t care less we love each other and we are 

getting married in no time. On our way back we met a beautiful woman 

who happens to be our neighbour and she was also jogging. Hello ladies 

you look so beautiful together please pardon my manners I am called 

Mupendzi Marhanele and my house is two houses before yours. Hi Ms 

Marhanele we are happy to know you I am Lluvia and this is my fiancée 

Nadine. Wow you are engaged and oh actually I am Mrs Marhanele. 

Nice to meet you and Nadine ran faster and I waved at Mupendzi then 

followed Nadine’s lead. Upon reaching our gate we saw a familiar face 

standing there. Hello young lady I don’t remember any of us ordering a 

pizza. Good morning Ms Lluvia and Ms Nadine I saw it kind to buy you a 

pizza for breakfast before you go out furniture shopping. What a nice 

gesture it is Ms? Oh pardon my rudeness I am Idzi and I work at 

debonairs pizza. Thank you for the breakfast and your kindness. We 

would offer you something to drink but we don’t have anything. It is 

okay mam and wow your ring is so beautiful. Thank you my fiancé has a 

great taste doesn’t she? Yesterday I could have sworn you were sisters. 

No we are not and thanks once again for the pizza we beg to enter our 

compound so we could freshen up because we have a long day ahead. 

Good bye Lluvia and Nadine. Babe this young lady seems like trouble 

yesterday she murmured when talking to me and her eyes were fixed 

on my breasts. She has such a horrible aura and I don’t want anything 

happening to us. Lluvia just relax I’m sure she means well or maybe she 



is gay or maybe trying to experiment either way you have such a godly 

pair of breasts. Nadine! Just stop flattering me I have quarter the size of 

your boobies and you are saying mine are beautiful? Stop undermining 

your body you have a great body and everything in you is a temple. 

Okay can we just go to the Jacuzzi and blow some steam before going 

for breakfast at a town’s restaurant and then go to the furniture stores. 

Okay honey your wish is my command. We stayed in the Jacuzzi until 

Nadine popped out a weird question. Llu do you think the young girl 

has an obsession for you? I have no idea my love but why do you ask? I 

saw just how she was looking at you and another thing it was barely 

7am but she already had a pizza with her I doubt debonairs opens this 

early. My love that is why I said we will go for breakfast before our day 

starts. I don’t trust that Idzi girl even one bit. Her dark aura scares the 

shit out of me but she shouldn’t be the centre of our early morning 

conversations. Remind me to call my parents and my sister to share the 

great news with them. I will most definitely remind you. We went out 

of the Jacuzzi and dried our bodies with our towels in the closet and 

then looked for clothes to wear. We wore so simple and even put on 

kicks because this day was going to be a hell of a day. We went to the 

car and drove to Polokwane city to grab a quick breakfast and started 

our furniture quest. We shopped for furniture and also groceries and 

then three trucks were following us from Lewis and our boot and the 

backseat had a lot of shopping bags from the grocery stores. We 

reached our house and they delivered everything we needed and the 

trucks went off. We now had to arrange the furniture in a perfect way 

for the both of us and we managed to do it in about five good hours. I 

decided to post our last night selfies on Instagram with the caption 

‘’she proposed and I said yes’’. I continued fixing some stuff and then 

boom I had a lot of notifications and I went on to check them out but it 

wasn’t anything I expected. People were commenting nasty shit and I 



felt like my post was a mistake until I saw Nadine’s comment saying we 

won’t deny ourselves happiness due to what you will say about us. 

Chapter 20 Now I see why Nadine said to the unknown life ahead. I can 

see clearly now that not everyone is going to comprehend our love and 

the thing that bugs me is that people out there doesn’t really know how 

we feel about each other or where we are coming from. The comments 

are uncalled for but I love Nadine and I am not pretending and I am 

ready to conquer the world with her by my side. At least some people 

do understand. My cell phone rang and it was Smukelo. Hi there I have 

been meaning to call you and have been swamped by making the new 

place look perfect. Hey twin it is okay and I called you now. Why didn’t 

you tell me about you and your flat mate sooner? I wasn’t going to 

judge you as I am not judging the both of you now after seeing your 

pictures on insta. I wanted to tell you while I was still in Cape Town but 

then something bad happened and I couldn’t tell you about it. Okay my 

sweet Lluvia but do your foster parents know? Yeah they are aware and 

they gave us their blessings and even the kids are way too happy for me 

and Nadine. This is wonderful news and I should be coming to Limpopo 

to congratulate you and give you my blessings. That would be so nice 

sister and please send my regards to your husband and tell him to 

extend the greetings to my former colleagues. I sure will and I love you 

bye for now. Bye. At least I have family support what more would I 

want. I decided to check my instagram once again even though my 

heart was pounding. I saw all the comments but only one this time 

managed to catch my eye and it was from one Idzi girl. The comment 

was ‘’This is the best lesbian couple I have ever met and besides we 

women are a lot on this universe and so it’s okay to have some ladies 

dating and even marrying each other. Would you be happy if one of 

them fucks your husbands or boyfriends? I bet you wouldn’t and so just 

let them be’’. This was actually the best comment from someone other 



than the one from Nadine or me and I was so curious that I ended up 

trying to find out who this Idzi girl is and yeah just like I thought the 

comment was from the pizza young girl. Nadine! Please check my post 

on insta. I wanted her to read the comment because it gave me hope 

and made me realise that not everyone is going to judge us and not 

everyone would want to rape or murder us. Nadine came to meet me 

downstairs as I was still in the kitchen preparing a home cooked meal 

for us before I can go on and freshen up. She came and held my waist 

from behind and kissed me on the back of my ear and I felt horny in an 

instant. That Idzi girl seems like a wonderful psycho after all and now I 

saw that she is attracted to you in such a way that she even went on to 

search you on instagram. Come on Nadine do you think she has a crush 

on me; she is too young for me to fuck. Hahaha you silly maybe she just 

has a petite body and not that young after all don’t you think she envy 

us because men are judging her because of her body type? I think you 

are right babe and so what do we do for her or how do we really find 

out what is really her issue? Hold it right there Llu I love you so much to 

let you hang out with that obsessed girl and I know you love me too to 

stand me fucking another girl two months before we get married and 

so I have an idea. Why don’t you befriend Mupendzi because she seems 

like a working woman and I would befriend Idzi even though she is 

attracted to you and some day when you are off we invite them for a 

few drinks? That can work even though it might backfire but I would do 

as you say my love. I love you so much and I don’t want to ever lose 

you. And I love you Mrs Nadine Indiana to be. Mrs Indiana Uhm I love 

the sound of that but it is funny I always forget your last name. As soon 

as you become Mrs Indiana Khanyile you won’t forget your marriage 

name. You want me to carry both my last names. Of course you silly I 

am not that selfish. I know you are not babe and that is why I love you. I 

finished up my cooking and then we went straight to our Jacuzzi OMG 



babe our room looks so smashing with this round king bed and the love 

couch with the fancy dressing table. I was busy fixing the kitchen and 

the groceries and you managed to make this whole house to look 

dashing. Llu I just know how slowly you are and I am sure you do the 

same in your workplace the only things you know how to do faster and 

quicker is when you are talking because you talk in a high speed and 

people not used to you would hear one or two things and the other 

thing is making me reach orgasm. I laughed so hard Nadine please don’t 

get me started okay Nadine please don’t get me started okay I know 

you are fast when it comes to decorating stuff and you do a magnificent 

job why not go ahead and be an accountant and an event planner at 

the same time? Honey how am I supposed to manage a business and be 

an 8:30am to 3:30pm worker? My bad babe you know my brains are 

also slower. We both broke out a hard laughter. Our gate bell rang and 

we went downstairs to check who it was on the phone connected to 

the gate and it was Mupendzi. Nadine I think God is also helping us with 

our plan. Llu please you know God never created Eve and Abigail but 

Adam and Eve so please leave God out of this. I frowned and opened 

the gate for Mrs Marhanele. She came in and knocked on the door. It 

was a bit late around 7pm and we were surprised at her visit. Hello 

ladies I’m sure you must be wondering why I am here this late oh well I 

thought it would be nice to share my dinner with you guys. Oh that is so 

thoughtful of you but I already cooked. Yes she did cook but that 

doesn’t mean we won’t take the food Mupendzi. Thank you Nadine and 

I must complement your house it is one beautiful house you have here 

and I’ve been meaning to buy it but it was too expensive and now I get 

to see it with all this beautiful furniture and I can see it’s beyond 

beautiful. Thank you for the food and you can visit us any day if you 

like; we will always be delighted to have you in our humble home. 

Thank you Llu and I beg to take my leave now see you tomorrow when 



we go jogging in the morning. Yeah sure and tomorrow Lluvia here will 

be jogging alone and she will be happy to have some company. Oh do 

you have something to do in the morning? Yes I have some few errands 

to run and I have to go job hunting. That is nice and I know how hard it 

is to look for a job since we moved here with my husband the past 2 

years he has been struggling to secure a job. I see but my Nadine here 

is a natural and she can even secure a better paying job by tomorrow. I 

better run and it was nice chatting with nice people. Whatever that 

means cheers to it and bye. Nadine why would you accept her food if 

we are not going to eat it? Llu it seems you got cranky when Mupendzi 

walked in and you forgot our mission. Oh I am so sorry; she seems to be 

getting along with you. Just like Idzi seems to be getting along with you 

Llu it is okay you can befriend her even though she has a thing for you. I 

trust myself and you should too. It’s okay babe there is no need for you 

to devour me and I hope nothing bad will happen to either of us with 

these two women. Relax Nadine; nothing will ever happen to us. A ring 

from the gate again few minutes after Mupendzi left. I am sure she 

wants to tell us not to forget to wash her dishes after we are done 

eating. I answered the gate and it was Idzi we were so surprised but 

didn’t want to send her away and so we opened the gate for her. 

Chapter 21 The young girl seems odd and now I have reason to believe 

Nadine when she said Idzi is no young girl. She knocked on our back 

door and that was rather unusual and odd just like the girl. We went to 

open the door together because we were both curious. I opened the 

door and she stood there with a bouquet of gothic skull roses covering 

her face. I was so scared and I moved aside to let Nadine handle this 

situation. Hello Idzi it seems you love the gothic style and wonder why 

that is but my fiancé and I are not really into a style like that and so we 

won’t accept the roses. She took off with her flowers and I had to run 

and open the gate for her while Nadine runs after her to see if she 



leaves our compound. Nadine came back to the house while I stood 

frightened by the front door. Hey Llu don’t worry yourself she is gone 

but I am scared she would make a very harsh comeback. We both 

entered the house and made sure we locked all the doors in the house 

and went to lock ourselves in the bedroom. We were meant to relax in 

the Jacuzzi and then go have dinner but due to what happened no one 

had the appetite for food and Nadine preferred a shower instead of the 

Jacuzzi and so I was alone in the Jacuzzi. After freshening up we both 

went straight to bed and I had the worst nightmare of them all. I was in 

our inside garden with Idzi and we both wore an all-black attire. The 

make-up was odd and scary and I didn’t look like myself at all. I looked 

foreign and it seemed like I was enjoying the moment with Idzi and 

then Nadine came looking for me and I wasn’t interested in whatever 

she was saying or couldn’t hear any word from her. She stood there 

crying and I was there kissing Idzi and making love to her. Nadine tried 

to come closer to me but she was stabbed countless times by Idzi and I 

was smiling like a demon. I woke up screaming but my voice couldn’t 

come out I tried to scream but to no avail tears started falling down and 

Nadine woke up. Llu what is wrong why are you crying in the early 

hours of the morning? I had a nightmare but still I couldn’t hear my 

voice. Nadine held me to her chest and I continued crying and then I 

tried to ask her what have we done wrong? Llu we haven’t done 

anything wrong except loving each other and I know our love will 

conquer any demon that wants to destroy us. You are mine and no one 

would ever hurt you. I fell asleep again while on Nadine’s chest her 

heartbeat was like my lullaby and we were woken up by a ring on the 

gate. I’ll go get that honey please relax and I’ll fix us some breakfast. 

Nadine went on to mind the person on the gate and she took some 

time coming back to the bedroom and she came back after about 30 

minutes with our breakfast. Who was that on our gate babe? That was 



Mupendzi she came to pick you up to go jogging but I had to tell her 

that you were not feeling well and she said she would come back after 

knocking off to see the both of us. I wonder why she wants to see the 

both of us because it seems like these people are nice to us for a reason 

they want us dead or something. Don’t say that Llu Mupendzi seems 

like a nice person and I am sure she means well Sponsored Mupendzi 

seems like a nice person and I am sure she means well now let’s have 

our breakfast before it gets cold. We spent half of our day in bed and 

on our pyjamas we didn’t even care about a shower or anything I had 

two days to rest before I go to work and I was scared for Nadine. I 

couldn’t tell Nadine about the dream because she would freak out; I 

didn’t want my fiancé living in fear because of some horrible dream I 

had. What could have made you to cry in the early hours of the 

morning honey? It was just the nightmare that I had that made me feel 

like something was not right about this house or something else. I don’t 

know if it was really a dream or someone is using black magic on us 

after waking up I screamed on top of my voice but I couldn’t hear my 

voice it wasn’t audible and that is why I ended up shedding tears. It is 

okay honey their voodoo things will not work on us believe you me. It 

would never work; I can do the unimaginable to someone who dares 

us. Let us go on and freshen up so we can see what to prepare and go 

watch a movie or go chill by the swimming pool. We took a long hot 

shower and then went to sunbathe by the swimming pool. We didn’t 

even prep anything to eat but just sat there without saying anything 

and just enjoying the natural aroma and the breeze. We sat there for a 

good three hours without saying anything to each other just holding 

hands and sunbathing. We were taken back to life by the gate ringing 

and we used the remote as we had it with us just in case Mupendzi 

came and we didn’t think Idzi would come back after yesterday 

evening’s drama. A car drove in and it parked on the drive way near the 



garage and an unfamiliar baby boy came out first from the passenger 

seat and then Mupendzi came out of the car. They came towards us as 

we stood there surprised by the young boy. Hello ladies I stopped by 

my elder sister’s house and took her son to come spend the weekend 

with me and my husband. The boy was so cute and calm and I went to 

kneel before him and greeted him he was about 5 years of age and he 

whispered in my ear and said ‘’Your dream wasn’t really a dream you 

befriended the wrong woman and she is a succumbus and wants to 

have intercourse with you and then kill you’’. I was surprised by what 

the young boy said and I wanted to laugh but then I remembered that 

he mentioned the dream I had and I had to just pretend I didn’t hear 

him and invite them inside our dining room so I could prepare 

something for us to eat. I quickly went to the kitchen and made 

spaghetti and then I served us and we all ate in silence. What the boy 

said really got to me but I wasn’t so sure what to do with this situation 

but then I needed his help in order to fight this succumbus thing and I 

didn’t want to leave my kids all alone in this harsh world. Mupendzi 

what is your son’s name? My sister named him Alya. Oh that is such a 

nice name and what does it mean? Mupendzi shrugged her shoulders 

and the boy replied it means a gift from God. We all smiled and surely 

you are a gift from God. My fiancé and I needs your help in order to 

survive. Mupendzi gave me a surprised look but she said nothing. I am 

going to help you as long as you would listen to me and do everything 

as I tell you to. The succumbus old lady is on her way here and she 

doesn’t know that I have spiritual powers. She is aware that there are 

four people in this house right now and she still wants you Lluvia as her 

sexual partner until she gets tired of you and kills you. Her name is not 

really Idzi; she is called lady Mammon in her own world. Alya what are 

you talking about? Mupendzi please let your son help us because we 

are in grave danger. Nadine was so quiet this whole time. That explains 



why we felt a horrible aura whenever she was around. That was the 

words that Nadine said after being quiet for a while. Alya went on to 

tell us what we should expect once Idzi gets here because she is such a 

powerful demon and she can hypnotize anyone of us to go against us. 

This whole thing scared me and I wondered to myself why Nadine and I 

could face such an ill fate few days after we bought our new house and 

I also thanked God for bringing Alya to our aid. Chapter 22 If I can tell 

people about the situation I have at hand now they wouldn’t believe 

me as much as I wouldn’t believe anyone telling me that I would be 

faced with this situation during my first days in Limpopo. I sat there 

looking at how Nadine was quiet and just said a few words. She seemed 

like someone who was ready for blood because her eyes were dark red 

due to anger as she didn’t cry today and not even yesterday. Alya and 

her aunt were still here as we await lady Mammon the demon that saw 

how sexy I was the first day she laid her eyes on my breasts. I should 

somehow be proud of myself because I was even able to lure a demon. 

My sexiness led me to this kind of a dilemma my beautiful breasts drew 

the demon closer to me and she couldn’t wait to feed her lust on my 

juicy p*ssy. Oh my Gosh I am such a slut because just by thinking of my 

p*ssy I got horny and felt like excusing Nadine and I for a fuck and not 

lovemaking. I needed her to cup my breasts right here but it wasn’t 

going to happen as we were waiting for the good for nothing demon. If 

the demon feeds on me once she cannot kill me on the first attempt I’m 

sure and after all her petite body and her big boobs that she usually 

expose through her soft fabric tops are irresistible. I know I am a dirty 

bitch and I pretended not to notice anything about her and always ran 

away from the truth by saying that she was young for me to fuck but 

now that I remember Idzi’s nipples pointing straight at me through her 

soft fabric I felt like just having sex with her and make her look more 

sexier just by making her cum. Is it not tempting to fuck someone you 



already know that they will be feeding off their sexual desire with you? 

Hey Ms your mind is playing a dangerous game with you just stop those 

dirty thoughts of yours because in a minute’s time your intercom will 

ring and you will have to answer it. But whatever you are thinking 

might come in handy I am not sure of it though. I am sorry Alya but…A 

sound of the gate bell interrupted me. Nadine decided to go and attend 

to the intercom and oh well I excused myself to go and attend my 

yearning p*ssy I was too wet and ready for a mouth to take me to a 

place of ecstasy but there was no one available at this moment. I went 

to our bedroom and quickly slipped off my panties. They were so wet 

with my juices and I figured that it wasn’t going to be simple to go to 

battle while horny as I might end up fucking the enemy. I quickly sat on 

the love couch and spread my legs in such a wonderful view of my labia 

and it was already open and exposing everything beyond. If anyone 

walked in right now that person will be hungry for me in an instant. I 

thought of a fantasy were I was with Nadine and Idzi making out. My 

nipples were now so hard and ready to be touched but I didn’t have the 

luxury. I haven’t touched myself since I started dating Nadine as she 

always gave me the best lovemaking sessions. I reached for my clit and 

oh that felt so good. I rubbed it so hard that I felt my juices gush out of 

my pussy and damn right I squirted. I felt breathless and I had no 

energy at all I had to start by catching my breath before going out and 

facing the demon. I sat there for a minute and then took off the clothes 

I was wearing and just decided on a slutty dress without any panties or 

a bra. I felt so sexy than I ever felt and then I went downstairs and 

when I reached the dining table everyone’s eyes were on me. I went 

towards lady Mammon’s chair and I whispered on her ear asking her 

what she thought about my look. I saw her nipples harden and then I 

gave her a shoulder pat and went to sit on my chair. And to what do we 

owe this visit Idzi? I spoke with much confidence and I didn’t have any 



makeup on just my natural look. She was really hot and everyone could 

see it but she tried to hide it as best as she could because there was a 

child sitting with us. I am sorry Lluvia for coming to your house 

unannounced but I felt like I owed you an apology for the stunt I pulled 

last evening and I don’t know what I hoped to achieve. Jesus Christ this 

lady is a goddess and I would fuck her even for the whole month she 

wore a lingerie bodysuit and a lacy short with high heeled red glossy 

thigh high boots. Her lips were nicely shaped and she wore a loud 

make-up the eyeliner really redefined her eyes and the lipstick was 

bright red and juicy. Don’t ask me how juicy but here lips were the type 

you could just kiss right there and then. I am growing to like this 

succumbus of a woman she isn’t that harmful and we can strike out a 

deal with her. Lluvia I can see what you are thinking and I feel like you 

and I are on the same page but I am not so sure with your partner with 

her deadly look. Keep quiet you sluty girl don’t provoke Nadine because 

she can kill for me. Alya stood up from his chair and went to Idzi and 

then he held her hand pretending to be reading her palm oh well I am 

not so sure if he was really reading her palms. He murmured something 

and none of us heard what he said but before we knew it Idzi was an 

old lady. The make-up made her look like a witch or something she 

seemed so weak and her breasts were now saggy and not the round 

firm breasts that stole my attention. She was pale and looked like 

someone who was about to die or something. You little rat what did 

you do to me? I feel so weak and energy less please Lluvia help me. Ke 

kopa o nthuse wena boroko bo bobe ha ke batle ho shwa hona joale. Ke 

hloka ho o thabela pele mmele wa ka o ka hlasimoloha. Wow this is 

nice you can even speak Sesotho and you are one intelligent demon I 

bet. I can speak all the languages in this planet of yours. Okay what is it 

that you want from us and where do you come from? I come from the 

underworld and I survive by having intercourse with the people who 



has a surviving skill. I don’t like having sex with weak people be it men 

or women because they cannot really stand me and they die before 

making me even cum. And what made you to think that I have the 

survival skills? You are one feisty young lady and you have been 

through a lot of hardships and you were able to tackle them in good 

faith and head on. Nadine has also been through a lot and I am sure 

Mupendzi has also been through a lot but you chose to kill me? I didn’t 

really want to kill you but I wanted to be bonded with you and forever 

live with you in this world and in my own. Your body is so beautiful and 

no man in their right state of mind would resist having sex with you and 

so you were my best bet. I guess I look like a slut in your eyes huh? You 

know you are a slut and you just know how to compress it but the 

biggest slut is your Nadine and she would fuck a dog if she has to as 

long as the dog can pay her after that. Nadine tightened her jaws and 

was ready to punch the old hag but Alya stopped her and told her she is 

not worth the beating because she is already dead. As long as she 

doesn’t get intertwined with anyone she will expire and her existence 

will be no more. Lluvia how did it feel to bring yourself to an orgasm 

thinking of my tits and your Nadine’s p*ssy I bet you couldn’t fight the 

feeling of wanton. Just shut up your stinking wrinkled and unattractive 

mouth yes I eased myself with the thought of your younger self and 

then what? Your Nadine knows how to convert someone because you 

were ready to fuck your colleague but she came along and swept you 

off your feet but at least she loves you for who you are and not your 

money. Okay can you please go back to wherever you came from and 

feed on your fellow succubus mates instead of human beings. If you 

want me to disappear from here you have to help me sexually instead 

of letting me go like this because I would die. Alya held her hand again 

and spoke in tongues and she was gone. She disappeared into thin air 

and the young fella just took his aunt’s hand and said their goodbyes 



and off they went. I opened the gate for them and it is sad how Idzi was 

sent off to wherever unknown land she was sent to. I hope Nadine is 

not mad at me for masturbating with the fantasy of Idzi and her. I hope 

she won’t call off the wedding. Chapter 23 Nadine just looked at me 

with a triviality look and I knew she wanted to punish me for my dirty 

act but I wasn’t complaining because her punishment will not work with 

this sluty dress that I am wearing. I know she can’t resist me especially 

when she can just reach everything without a hustle. I am naked 

underneath the dress and I’m sure she is dying to get her hands on me 

and just enjoy having me. I am sorry sweetie for what happened earlier 

today I didn’t mean for it to happen but it just happened and I was 

horny in an instant I had to attend to my needs. Llu I am too 

disappointed at what you did but I don’t blame you for it. I know I 

haven’t been making you feel like a woman that you are. Basically it is 

my entire fault for not taking care of my fiancé and I am glad nothing 

happened. If anything could happen to you I wouldn’t forgive myself. 

No Nadine I just allowed my feelings to get the better of me and I 

shouldn’t have. I allowed my mind to play tricks with me I know I 

disappointed my one and only fiancé who left the life she was used to 

and just to be with me. We were still sitting on the dining table across 

each other and I kept on biting my lower lip her cheeks were already 

pinkish and I could see in her eyes that she was burning with desire. 

She tried so hard to stay in control but her feelings seemed to be taking 

over and she started licking her lips. I have an idea Llu. You know I 

always love your ideas because they are realistic and they work. How 

about we go buy some bedroom stuff tomorrow things that would 

make us start with the dominant and submissive thingy in our 

bedroom. My heart started racing and I realised I was into this thing 

with my heart body and soul. Of course honey that would work and we 

won’t need the contracts to agree to it right? We won’t need the 



contract but we would need to be trained when it comes to the limits. I 

am in Nadine with or without the limits I want to feel the pain mixed 

with pleasure and all inflicted to me by you. What if I want you to 

dominate me instead you have all it takes to be dominant and me 

submissive. Nad please I don’t want to dominate you but want you to 

dominate me and make me your puppy in bed. We were disturbed by 

my cell phone ringing. It is Willy the head doctor at the hospital I was 

working in at Cape Town. Don’t explain yourself my love go on and 

answer him. I answered the phone and put it on speaker I wanted 

Nadine to see that I value her feelings in this our union. Hello Doc 

what’sup? Hey Lluvia you little whore that prefers a p*ssy and not a 

dick. What the hell is wrong with you Willy I never loved you and that 

doesn’t mean you have to be bitter and be judgemental. I love who I 

love and if that make you feel unsettled then deal with it. I know you 

will come running to me crying that your so called fiancé has left you 

for a dick. Even if Nadine leaves me for a guy I wouldn’t come to you 

but would date another beautiful lady with a nice ass. He hung up the 

phone. Nxxa who does this dude think he is? Calm your nerves Lluvia I 

know we will face a lot of challenges in our union but I won’t run away 

from my marriage. Thank you sweetie it’s just that this guy thinks he 

has a say when it comes to my personal life and he doesn’t. Nadine 

came to me and helped me stand up she gave me a passionate kiss and 

I got lost in her kiss. Her tongue was exploring my mouth; she pushed 

me to sit on the dining table. We bought a 12 seat dining table and 

yeah it was too long. She forcefully spread my legs and I was ready to 

be muffed but to my surprise she decided otherwise. I am going to do 

the dishes in the kitchen. Nadine please punish me in any way but just 

don’t deny me the pleasure of having you in-between my thighs. I am 

not punishing you for anything and I forgave you for everything that 

happened I just remembered that we have dirty dishes in the kitchen 



and that’s all. I got off the table and ran to the bedroom and tears were 

forcing their way out. I blamed myself for everything that happened but 

why did I even masturbate at the thought of that demon and now the 

demon is gone but my household is on fire. Why did Nadine allow this 

Idzi lady into our lives? I almost died if not for the help of the little boy. 

How can I be so weak was the demon right when she said that I am a 

slut and Willy just called me a whore? God please help me keep this 

relationship with Nadine. I know you don’t want this kind of a union but 

we are madly in love with each other and I don’t ever wanna wake up 

without her by my side. She is everything I could ever wish for and she 

is a partner I want to die with. I need her and I don’t want anything to 

happen to her and I can’t stand seeing her bitter or mad because of me. 

I made a mistake by my fantasy or even touching myself and now I am 

sure she thinks about me touching myself over some demon while I 

knew that the demon was after my blood. I went to run hot water in 

the shower; I wanted to get rid of my sins and to cry in peace. I took off 

my dress and entered the shower and started showering and scrubbed 

my body I wanted to remove all the juices that came out as a result of 

my unfaithfulness. Nadine came to join me in the shower and I smiled 

at her and hugged her as if tonight was the last day I get to spend with 

her. Llu don’t feel bad for anything that happened I just hate myself for 

letting the demon into our lives and I want you to know that from today 

I won’t have any close friend. Nadine you are allowed to have friends 

this is a relationship not a prison and I wouldn’t want you living here 

like a prisoner. We can even go clubbing when I am off work and yes 

how about we go clubbing after taking a shower to release some of the 

tensions from setting up the house the car crash and the demon. We 

already went through a lot in a short space of time and we need to 

unwind a bit. I am sorry but I wouldn’t want to be close to people but I 

know just the right place to chill and I can even give you a satisfying 



massage. Nadine is it about saving money? No Llu I want to be 

surrounded by you your shadow your voice your heartbeat and not 

some bitches and niggas making noise and we might even bump 

ourselves into some niggas who ran away from jail or something. Yeah 

right stop there I understand you and you have a very valid point. Let’s 

turn this house into our fortress and this bedroom our forbidden room. 

Llu it can be forbidden from any stranger just not our kids they will 

come to this bedroom when they come to visit us. Why do I feel like the 

twins have stolen your heart? Who wouldn’t fall in love with them 

because they are way too cute and they make me fall so much in love 

with you. Stop lying to me Nadine I pouted my lips and then she kissed 

me on my forehead and told me that she doesn’t want anyone but me 

and me alone. We have to prepare for our wedding by the way and I 

can’t wait to be swept off my feet once again and by the same lady who 

owns my heart soul and body. Don’t worry yourself I will plan our 

wedding and it will be an intimate one with just family and some 

friends. Then our wedding will have less than 20 people because I don’t 

have friends and you also don’t. We have our God sent son Alya and 

Mupendzi with her husband even though it seems like she has an 

imaginary husband. Nadine! We both laughed you are right though. 

Chapter 24 Our shower was the most wonderful one as we got to 

communicate well and Nadine knows just how to make me feel whole 

and stress-free. Since she didn’t want us to go clubbing we went to the 

indoor garden and had a picnic that turned into a massage parlour and 

it felt like there is nothing that Nadine cannot do. She gave me a 

calming full body massage and I felt all my anxiety from years ago 

leaving my body all my troubles were gone just like that and I even 

forgot about what I have been through but then I had to think about 

work and how I would have to manage grownups. Lluvia I wonder why 

we have to face troubles every now and then and I sometimes wonder 



if it’s because what we are doing is unholy. Nadine everyone commits 

more than 10 sins in just a day knowing or unknowingly and what do 

we do if we find all the peace and happiness we require in our lives 

from the same gender as oneself. If you love someone so dearly you 

wouldn’t put them on the friend zone because every time you see them 

happy with another person you would be dying on the inside. We are 

all bound to face troubles in our love lives or friendships and it’s up to 

us to tackle them head on instead of running away from them because 

you can’t survive under your shadows for long. Wow Llu you just spoke 

like a motivational person and I thank God for you every day. You are a 

ray of sunshine in my life the sister I never had my second mother and 

most of all my best friend and I wouldn’t trade your spot in my life for 

anything in this universe. I love you with all your scars your flesh 

wounds your stitches and your broken self. Okay stop it; maybe you 

should save all the beautiful words for our intimate wedding with only 

10 guests Nadine. You wish my Lluvia you seem to forget that people in 

this modern age do not need an invitation; they show up and enjoy the 

food prepared on that event. Nadine not under my watch I don’t want 

any unknown person on my wedding day. Who knows it might be some 

witch attending the wedding just to cast some spell on our marriage I 

want forever with you and not some two months union and so I can’t 

risk it. I can even hire security guards to guard the gate and make sure 

only people with invitations come in. You are so dramatic my love; you 

do know that people can turn into flies just to accomplish their 

missions? Oh please that happened during Samora Machel’s reign not 

now. Even if they can turn into flies I can spray insect repellent on the 

entire yard. Now I can see you are not only just dramatic but delusional 

an insect repellent like seriously babe? You can call me dramatic or 

delusional but as long as I know that you love me regardless of my 

sickness then I am content. The night was spent making jokes and 



sharing our life stories we didn’t even realise that it was already the 

early hours of the morning and that is what assured me that love is 

really a beautiful thing. I came to understand that if someone loves you 

truly they would lay awake with you during odd hours just to talk about 

nonsense and sad stories. If someone can come and threaten me to 

leave Nadine Sponsored I would rather choose death instead of leaving 

her because she brightens my day and makes me a better human being 

in such a way that I forget about my brokenness. Yes I was broken more 

than once and she came along and effortlessly mended my broken 

pieces. Around 5am we went to our bedroom to sleep since we didn’t 

get any chance to sleep due to enjoying each other’s company and if 

someone can come to me and tell me that this is not love then I’ll have 

to disagree with the person. We had our beauty sleep of 8 hours; I 

woke up first and went to the kitchen to fix something for us to eat. I 

made the normal breakfast also called English breakfast even though it 

was now past 1pm. I took the breakfast to our bedroom so we can eat. I 

put the plates on the dressing table and kissed Nadine on her forehead 

wake up sleepy head. Babe you can’t continue sleeping hunger will kill 

you and I can’t afford to live without you. I tried any means possible to 

wake my fiancé up but she didn’t even lift a finger. Please Nadine; wake 

up what you are doing now is no longer funny. I shook her but she was 

unresponsive I panicked at an instant. Nadine please just don’t leave 

me alone in this life because I just met you and I still need to spend my 

days with you when we slept everything was fine just don’t… Tears 

started falling down I tried to be strong but I couldn’t help it she is my 

happiness. I checked her pulse and I thanked God for she showed signs 

of life I performed CPR on her but she was not waking up she seemed 

so peaceful but I was panicking as I wasn’t getting any response from 

her. I decided to call an ambulance to take her to Mecklenburg Hospital 

yes it is the hospital I will be working in tomorrow but only if my Nadine 



gets better from this unknown illness. I felt bad for calling the 

ambulance but I just wouldn’t carry her on my own I can carry her 

when she is wide awake but this one was a different story. I also don’t 

have Mupendzi’s cell phone number and besides she might have taken 

her sister’s son back home as it is Sunday and Alya has school 

tomorrow. Lucky for me the ambulance came to our place on time and 

they took her and put her on a stretcher and put her on the ambulance 

and I sat beside her just to make sure she sees me when she wakes up. 

We reached the hospital in no time and they took her to a ward while I 

helped the receptionist with the necessary details. I was losing my mind 

but I had to be strong for her because it’s just us two in Limpopo with 

no friends or family. I sat at the waiting area for hours with no news of 

what happened to my Nadine my fiancée. Around 7pm a doctor came 

looking for me as he saw me when he was helping the First Aid 

responders. Good evening Mam hello doctor how is she? She is out of 

danger for now… before he could finish I asked him what he meant by 

out of danger for now and he told me that she is stabilized even though 

she is still unconscious and they are running tests on her to see what is 

wrong with her. Doctor please do everything you can to save my fiancé; 

I just can’t lose her just not now. He assured me that he would do 

anything possible for her and that I should pray for her wellbeing and I 

must try to have faith that she will pull through. I used to go to church 

when I was growing up and I do pray sometimes but right now I just 

don’t know where to start I don’t have any strength in me to pray or 

beg God for a miracle. I sat there there were no more tears left for me 

to cry and I was remembering all the good times I had with Nadine. I 

kept on appreciating that I haven’t been this happy in my life I have an 

amazing soul in Nadine and she adores my kids. I tried standing up but I 

fell on the ground and blacked out the next thing I was admitted and 

the nurse who took care of me told me to never forget to eat no matter 



what happens. Chapter 25 I didn’t care what happened to me but I 

wanted to know how my Nadine was doing and nothing more. Nurse 

please let me go and see my fiancée as keeping me here will threaten 

my health. The nurse just stood there like some kind of a stupid idiot 

hey you nurse I asked you nicely at first but now I will cause a scene in 

this hospital if you want to act dumb with me. She immediately 

apologised and told me she will go and talk to the doctor who is dealing 

with my Nadine. You better hurry up because I have work tomorrow 

and it is my first day I wouldn’t want to be late as they say ‘’first 

impressions lasts.’’ Tomorrow you mean Tuesday or you mean 

Monday? There she goes again acting dumb I mean Monday. It seems 

you already missed your first day because it is Monday already and you 

are not discharged as of yet. Jesus! Willy will not forgive me for what I 

did what do I do? I am still in Mecklenburg Hospital right? Yes you are 

mam what is going on? Are you having amnesia? Why would you be 

moved to another hospital just because of hunger? Please shut up I can 

be cheeky as you are so don’t try me and come on leave my sight so I 

can think of a way of getting out of this mess. I haven’t checked my 

phone as yet and I knew I missed a lot of calls. I looked for my cell 

phone but couldn’t find it. Thank God you are one slow nurse and I 

know I said to let me think but where is my mobile? Oh here it is 

madam; we couldn’t let you sleep with it on the bed. And what are you 

still doing here go talk to the doctor so I can see my Nadine. She left the 

ward and I checked the phone I am dead meat. I had over 50 missed 

calls from Willy my foster parents Nadine Smukelo and a landline 

number. Willy left a voice mail saying if I don’t get to the hospital ASAP 

he was going to skin me alive and sadly the voice mail was sent about 

30 minutes ago. I had to think of something real quick and it had to be 

effective in this situation. I phoned Willy first as my job is what pays my 

bills and help me maintain the lifestyle I am living. He picked up as 



quickly as he could and he sounded furious his anger was justified but I 

had a life to save yesterday and to make matters worse I was also 

admitted. Willy please calm down I know I messed up but I am 

currently admitted in a hospital ward and in the same hospital I am 

supposed to start working at today. What? He sounded a bit concerned 

but what happened to you? I hope it was not the manipulative slut you 

call your fiancé that hurt you? No Willy I collapsed yesterday evening 

and I was rushed to hospital. I just woke up few minutes ago since I was 

sedated and I realized few minutes back that I was already late for 

work. It’s okay Lluvia I understand your situation and I know how you 

love your job. I will call the hospital and let them know you are 

hospitalized in the same hospital and will resume work on Wednesday. 

Thank you Willy but why not tomorrow? You still have to rest a bit so 

you can start with work well rested and with all the energy in the world 

let me go ahead and talk to them and please look after yourself. He 

hang up the phone before I could say anything but I was happy that he 

wasn’t harsh and offered to help me and now I had to know what 

happened to Nadine. I phoned Nadine just to find out how she was 

because I missed her calls around 5am. Nadine my love how are you 

feeling? Are you not in pain? Did you get anything to eat? Are the 

nurses treating you okay? Lluvia calm yourself how are you feeling? Are 

you not in pain? Did you get anything to eat? Are the nurses treating 

you okay? Lluvia calm yourself how am I supposed to answer all your 

questions at once? I am feeling better even though I don’t know what 

the doctor will say as he told me the results would be ready after 12 

noon and I am anxious. I haven’t gotten sick to such an extent in my life 

and I am scared are you in your new office? No honey I didn’t go home 

since you got admitted I wanted to make sure you were okay and I 

phoned Willy so he can inform my new superiors that I would start 

work on Wednesday due to a family situation. I don’t know what I did 



to deserve such a beautiful soul as a life partner thank you for doing 

this but where are you now? I asked the doctor about you when I woke 

up but he said he last saw you after they admitted me. The doctor was 

right I went to the hospital church to pray to God to keep you alive and 

grant you good health then I just cried myself to sleep. I just can’t 

imagine this life without you. I love you Lluvia and I need to see you. I 

love you even more my Nadine I will come see you right after I called 

my parents and my sister because they called me this morning and I 

don’t know why but it seems urgent as they normally don’t check up on 

me. I will see you then bye. I felt bad for not telling Nadine that I 

collapsed due to hunger that led to my blood sugar level to drop 

drastically. I couldn’t tell her the truth as that could make her mystery 

health condition worse. I was hesitant on calling my parents but then I 

had to get back to them as I had a bad feeling about their calls. I 

decided on calling mother instead of my father because he can be very 

harsh and rude. Mother what is going on for you to call me because you 

never do. When were you planning on telling us about your 

engagement? Can’t I at least get a hello my daughter how are you doing 

and how is the new hospital? Lluvia I am not going to ask you again. I 

forgot okay it’s not a big deal though because you already know that 

Nadine and I are planning to get married. I know you are planning on 

getting married but do you know what your sexual orientation is doing 

to us as your family. That is unfair mother why would you say that 

because I thought you gave us your blessings? Lluvia listen to me all 

parents’ wants to see their children successful getting married and 

starting their own family and that is why I supported your sexuality but 

now I regret doing so. I know something must have happened there at 

home did father beat you up due to my sexuality because he didn’t 

really bless my relationship with Nadine. I wish your father beat me 

because that would be far better than being banned from church for 



not raising our daughter well. I let out a heavy sigh but who told the 

church? It’s obvious you didn’t see today’s newspaper. What do the 

newspapers have to do with you being stopped completely from going 

to church? My mother had always been so mean to me but I could hear 

that today she was concerned as a mother and there was something 

going on that she was scared to say fearing the damage it will cause 

towards me. Lluvia I love you as my own blood and I would support you 

any day I know you might think that I hate you just as my grandchildren 

think but I don’t. I just wanted you to grow up knowing that the world 

would be harsh to you at some point and it is up to you how you handle 

the situations. You and Nadine are in the front page of today’s 

newspaper and the things written there are nasty. They insulted the 

whole family and also mentioned things that I’m sure you don’t really 

know about your Nadine. I am really sorry but that is why your father 

and I kept on calling you. I am currently at work and would Google what 

they wrote about us and sue the journalist who had the guts to write 

about me without my consent. Please do call later and check on the 

kids because I’m sure they will also come back with bad news from 

school. Thank you mom for being concerned and don’t worry I will clear 

all our names. I couldn’t call Smukelo anymore because the phone call 

with my mother really got the better of me. I had to be discharged and 

had to clear my name before this thing ruins my career. Lluvia just don’t 

panic because you have done nothing wrong you just loved Nadine and 

that seems to be the only crime you committed. Sorry madam are you 

on the phone? I jumped from the hospital bed alarmed please knock 

next time. You can’t just walk in on people like that you startled me. My 

apologies I heard you mumbling and I wasn’t sure whether you were on 

the phone or not. My bad I was thinking out loud I guess. Did you talk 

to the doctor? Yes and you are discharged. You can go see your fiancé 

in peace but I’m not sure if it will be peaceful with both your faces all 



over the newspapers. I know right and thank you for the heads up. The 

nurse smiled and told me that Nadine and I make a great couple. Thank 

you for the accolade nurse. Chapter 26 I am not going to let this whole 

situation get into my nerves because I know society will always talk and 

I shouldn’t care about them but accept who I am and be happy. My 

happiness matters and I don’t care what other people are going to say 

because I will never give them the power of controlling my life. I went 

to see Nadine in her ward and to get to know what the tests picked up. 

Hey baby how are you feeling? I’m so much better now because I am 

looking at the most beautiful lady in the entire universe. Oh well the 

newspapers doesn’t seem to think that they see us as delusional people 

for being a couple. What are you on about Llu? Mother called and she 

told me that the church banned them for not raising their daughter 

well. I’m a bit lost could you clarify what you are trying to tell me. 

Nadine one journalist had the nerve to write an article about our 

relationship and the church back home happened to have read the 

newspaper and they reckoned it was best to just expel my family from 

church. What a wow I wonder who bought the stupid journalist 

because they never write a piece unless someone told them to focus on 

someone. I have no enemies Nadine unless it is someone I unknowingly 

wronged and that person didn’t see it fit to let me know. Calm your 

nerve Lluvia the culprit will be dealt with and I hope this won’t paint a 

bad picture on your new job. Don’t worry about me; I know my rights 

and responsibilities in the workplace. Being gay is never a crime but 

everyone has their own thoughts and feelings regarding this kind of 

sexuality. I would hate to cost you your family because I don’t have 

anything to lose as I have no one who cares about me and my welfare. 

Don’t say that Nadine you have me as your family. I know I do but I 

mean your family is facing church judgement due to me I caused it and I 

made you love me; now it doesn’t affect you only but there are other 



people involved in this. I care for my family just as I care for you and I 

never want to hear you talk in that manner because next time I will just 

slap your mouth to make you stop talking nonsense. Either way what 

did the doctor say about your illness? He might be on his way because 

the nurse told me he was going to come with the results in no time. I 

sat with Nadine waiting for the doctor to come tell us what was going 

on with her. It wasn’t me sitting there I was eager to know what is it 

exactly that is written on the newspapers about me and what is it that 

was written about Nadine that my mother felt I didn’t know about her. 

The doctor came in and he had Nadine’s file on his hand and his face 

seemed as if something was really bad with Nadine but I didn’t want to 

jump into supposition without allowing the doctor say what it was that 

was found in the lab. Hello ladies the doctor greeted with worry but 

tried to smile. Hi doctor can you please let us know what it is that 

Nadine is going through and what will be required to treat it. Calm 

down mam Nadine doesn’t have any scary disease. Thank goodness 

does that mean she will be discharged today or latest tomorrow? I’ve 

already filled her discharge papers as there is no use keeping her here; 

she just had a cardiac syncope. Did you say cardiac? That shit has to do 

with the heart and I know it is not good at all. Calm down Nadine 

suffered from an abnormal heartbeat and that is why she fell 

unconscious in her sleep. Maybe she had a scary dream that affected 

her heart even though she was dreaming or she just had too much on 

her plate and fell into depression. Thank you doctor Sponsored Nadine 

suffered from an abnormal heartbeat and that is why she fell 

unconscious in her sleep. Maybe she had a scary dream that affected 

her heart even though she was dreaming or she just had too much on 

her plate and fell into depression. Thank you doctor I am glad you were 

able to trace the sickness and what are the chances of her experiencing 

it again? Don’t worry yourself mam I can see that you care so much for 



her but be glad that it wasn’t a heart attack. Get ready and sign the 

papers then you are free to go. She got ready and signed the papers 

then we phoned an ubber service as I did not come with the car. 

Fortunately enough the car came after 20 minutes and it took us home; 

nobody spoke all the way to the house. We got to our gate thanked the 

driver for being early and for safely driving us home we then got off the 

car. I opened the gate and we got in Nadine was still silent and I knew I 

had to break the ice even though I wasn’t going to ask her what went 

wrong for her to have undergone such health condition. Our yard still 

looks good even though we haven’t cleaned it since we moved in. She 

kept quiet as if I wasn’t talking to her and I understood why she was 

either feeling bad about what happened to my parent or the fact that 

something I don’t know could have been written on the newspaper. I 

too was worried about the newspapers but I didn’t want Nadine to see 

me sad and bothered I had to be strong for the both of us. We went 

inside the house and Nadine went straight to the dining room. Babes 

why not go upstairs and I will come run you a hot shower and fix us 

food so you can eat and rest. Lluvia please come sit next to me I have 

something to discuss with you. This sounds so serious what could be 

bothering you and depriving you of your sleep? Please Llu come sit 

because what I am about to tell you would make you hate me. Relax 

Nadine; nothing would ever make me hate you. I went and sat next to 

her and smiled so she could be comfortable. Honey listen I lied to you 

about my family and since I heard about the newspaper saga I decided 

to tell you the whole truth before you read everything on the 

newspaper. She held back tears and I could see through her that 

whatever she was about to say was something that broke her all these 

years and I just held her hand so she could have the courage to pour 

out her heart. You see I am a daughter of a very rich coloured man and 

my mother is from Switzerland. I am the only daughter of my parents 



and they loved me very much until I refused to marry the son of my 

father’s business partner and that happened to be the last straw. Oh 

well they were forced to disown me because I didn’t do what they 

wanted me to do they wanted me to be an engineer but I went for 

accounting. The fact that I refused to marry the guy made my father to 

send me packing even though my mother didn’t want me to go but you 

know how powerful business men are they use the power they have in 

their businesses even in their houses. Please forgive me for not telling 

you the truth the first time I was scared that you would leave me and 

so I came up with a story that made you feel sorry for me. I didn’t stop 

smiling nor paying attention to her because I wanted her to see that I 

am taking her story in a serious manner. I heard you sweetie and I am 

not sad towards you but I do have a question for you though why did 

you refuse to marry the guy? Was he ugly or what? Oh well I didn’t 

really have a serious question for her and I had to use my wittiness on 

her so she can loosen up. It worked she did laugh and it was a genuine 

laughter. I knew you were crazy but not to this magnitude. No babe he 

wasn’t ugly in fact he was the most handsome guy I had ever seen but I 

wasn’t into him and wasn’t going to spend the rest of my life in 

wretchedness. That makes sense and what else do you have to tell me 

before I do my own digging? She cleared her throat; I was a drug addict 

for 3 years right after I was sent packing with nothing by my dad. I was 

stressed and I was ready to end my life. I sunk myself in alcohol and 

drugs so I can escape from my anguish and I ended up meeting the 

sister who taught me how to hustle using my body and since then I 

never stopped. Chapter 27 I felt really bad about this whole situation 

and how she suffered in the hands of the people she trusted with her 

life. I wasn’t going to judge her but I immediately remembered the 

article on the newspapers I had to go and buy the paper at the nearest 

gas station. Nadine I would like to continue talking about this but I have 



to go buy the newspaper so we can read it together. I thought of that 

too but you can go ahead and I will prepare a meal for us. I will come 

back and cook; just go and take a long hot shower and then relax. I love 

cooking Llu please don’t stop me from clearing my head because if I just 

shower and sluggish around I will go whacky. Fine then you can go 

ahead and cook but don’t cook anything that will take time because 

you still have to rest. Babes are you going to go out wearing those 

pyjamas? I smiled are you trying to tell me that my pj’s are fetid or 

what? Please Llu don’t make it sound like that I wanted to know 

because you wore those pj’s Saturday night and surely you didn’t get 

the time to change into something comfy when you took me to 

hospital. I will change after I had my shower and that will be when I 

come back from the gas station. I kissed Nadine on the forehead and 

told her that I loved her. I went upstairs to get the car keys and went 

back downstairs with the plates of yesterday’s late breakfast. Honey 

where are those plates coming from? Don’t tell me they were in our 

bedroom since yesterday afternoon? I nodded my head yup and my 

late breakfast will go into waste even though I made it out of affection. 

Off you go and I will make sure I prepare a meal that will make you feel 

better after your lovely late breakfast went to waste. I drove off to the 

Engen quick shop and luckily I got the paper even though it was the last 

one. I don’t mean to pry but are you not the lady on the newspaper? 

Uhm I think it is my nana on the paper; she died of heart attack 15 

years ago. Please forgive me for asking you a rash question the 

newspaper will be R12.50. I gave the lady a twenty and told her to keep 

the change maybe it will make her to mind her own business for a 

couple of hours. I went to the car and hurled the newspaper on the 

passenger seat and drove off to the house. What a nerve that stupid girl 

had to ask if it was I on the newspaper did she have to ask such an 

obvious question. Sweetie! Is that you? Seriously are you going to also 



act as dumb as the cashier at the petrol station? Whoa there don’t bite 

my head off. I know it was an inane question to ask but please calm 

your nerves. I’m sorry darling; someone asked me a very senseless 

question anyone has ever asked me. I tossed the newspaper on the 

dining table and went upstairs to take a shower. I know I was a bit 

harsh towards the cashier but did she really have to ask me that 

question. I ran a hot shower and disappeared in there for a while 

Sponsored don’t bite my head off. I know it was an inane question to 

ask but please calm your nerves. I’m sorry darling; someone asked me a 

very senseless question anyone has ever asked me. I tossed the 

newspaper on the dining table and went upstairs to take a shower. I 

know I was a bit harsh towards the cashier but did she really have to 

ask me that question. I ran a hot shower and disappeared in there for a 

while a part of me didn’t want to read the debris written there but 

another part of me wanted to know what exactly the journalist wrote. 

Nadine must be worried about me because I never take a long shower 

not unless I’m with her. I stepped out of the shower naked because I 

forgot the bath towel in the closet. My nostrils picked up a blissful smell 

of food and I couldn’t see my dirty pj’s anywhere as I left them outside 

the bathroom door. Don’t be flabbergasted babe you are not staying 

alone remember? You look so gorgeous my dear and please come let 

me wipe your wet body and give you a quick massage. I have picked up 

a nighty for you and the food is already set on the fleece right there she 

pointed towards where she set up our dinner. I allowed her wipe me off 

and applied lotion on my skin then helped me with my most beautiful 

and expensive Roxy silky night dress and its matching gown. She even 

took out a pair of my Roxy slippers she treated me like a queen as she 

always does but today she outshone herself. We went to sit on the 

fleece and she reached out for the ice bucket which had a bottle of 

non-alcoholic champagne and I pondered why non-alcoholic but I guess 



she wants us to be abstemious when we read the article about us. We 

had our feast and she prepared chicken livers as starters roasted 

chicken with rice and mushroom curry then for dessert she opted for 

chocolate ice-cream. The food was luscious honey and thank you for 

treating me so nice today even though I am the one who was supposed 

to give you a welcome home meal. She just smiled and said nothing; 

she stood up and cleared the dishes. I had to help her; she is not my 

minder or my maid after all. We took the dishes down the stairs to the 

kitchen and I helped her wash the dishes and then we went to the 

dining table so we can read the piece specifically written about us. Babe 

please read the article; I am not in the mood of reading it because I get 

emotional too quick. Nadine nodded and held my hand and led me to 

the divan I’m sure she wanted us to be comfortable while she reads it. I 

need you to promise me that you will be reading inaudibly after me just 

to make sure I don’t skip anything. I promise I will do that she sat next 

to me and gave me a frail smile. I beamed back at her and I wasn’t 

scared of what was written there but I was scared that my night may 

not be a pacific one or that I won’t be able to hold back tears. She 

straightened the newspaper and we saw a picture that I recently posted 

on instagram. Nadine cleared her gullet and said here goes the story of 

our lives it reads: The pretending couple they are both broken but let’s 

not forget the fact that Nadine Indiana is a gold-digger that wants to 

suck Lluvia Khanyile’s income from her nursing job. She proposed to her 

because of the promotion that Lluvia (also known as Llu) secured in 

Limpopo. They are currently staying at a house that Lluvia has bought 

with her life savings. Let’s not forget that Nadine is the precious 

daughter of an affluent corporate man but she was repudiated for not 

wanting to wed the most handsome bachelor in her hometown. Yes the 

guy is still single and we think he still awaits his bride. Lluvia on the 

other hand is an acquitted girl who got rapped at a tender age by the 



brother of her stand-in father and the guy was left to wander the 

street. Thanks to her stars though because the guy died few years ago. 

She is now left with the reminder of her incident but she seems to love 

her doppelgangers more than anything. Nadine was once admitted in a 

psychiatric ward because of her psychopathic conduct after she 

indulged into drugs and alcohol. Nadine rested a bit and sighed but 

then she went on and finished the remaining parts of the article. 

Nadine gored one of her clients after the client refused to pay her for 

the service she rendered as a prostitute. I can imagine how her parents 

felt when they heard of what their daughter did even though they seem 

to have accepted that she is no longer part of their lives. I wonder what 

the community and the church are thinking about their nuptial as Lluvia 

was brought up in a devout manner and she has faith in the Lord even 

though now she is taking another course which I think brought shame 

to her folks and the church. I hope we will be invited to their wedding 

to see all the drama that will unfold on that day. That was the end of 

the article Llu and I’m sorry I didn’t tell you about my psycho moments. 

We all got to do what we got to do to survive and I’m just so broken 

that the journalist would put out my rape situation in the public and I 

wonder who it is that told the writer about this because only few 

people know about this. We were interrupted by a phone call from an 

unknown number on Nadine’s phone. She timidly picked it up and 

greeted the person on the other side. Howdy princess. Chapter 28 

Nadine’s face got pale and she looked into my eyes with fear and worry 

written all over her face. Mother how have you been and where did 

you get my contact details? I have my ways honey and I missed you so 

much but you know how your father is. Yeah I know him mom and to 

what do I owe this phone call? I searched for your social media 

accounts to no avail until I came across the profile of your fiancé and I 

hired a PI to find out everything for me about her right after I saw her 



post where you proposed to her. I had to go to the papers so your dad 

could see how grown our daughter is and how she turned into the 

matured lady she is due to the guardian angel in her life. Mom! You 

went to that length and tarnished the innocent lady’s life due to 

wanting your husband to see me? Have you no shame? When did you 

become such a desperado? You know you have just showed me how 

much you have grown into becoming more like dad. Please do me the 

decorousness and never ever call me again just forget you have a 

daughter and as from today you cease to be my mother and me your 

daughter. Nadine hung up the phone; she was agitated as I have never 

seen her before. Can you imagine the effrontery my mother had to 

follow us just for her egocentric benefits? I know babe that this was 

erroneous of her but can you blame her? It is difficult being a mother 

and especially a mother with no opinion at all. Your father is the harsh 

one and your mother doesn’t breathe or sneeze unless your dad tells 

her to. I am glad she grew a backbone and decided to act fast so she 

can talk to you or even see you after so many years. Do forgive her and 

don’t blame her for anything. Llu you don’t understand how demeaning 

this is. She took out both our dirty linen into the public and how are 

your subordinates going to look at you at work and is she going to fix 

the mutilation she caused your family? She might not make up for 

anything but don’t forget that a caring mother would go to any length 

to make sure that she locates her children even if it means killing 

someone. Nadine don’t worry about me and my work because I am 

stronger than you think and I am going to take care of it as the adult 

that I am. Don’t forget that I was named Lluvia for a reason and that 

reason is that I survived a heavy storm after my birth mother did away 

with me. I am stronger than anything that life can toss at my face. 

Forgive your mother and don’t hold her accountable for anything really. 

I was mad after reading the newspaper but the phone call from 



Nadine’s mother made me remember just how much I love my 

children. It gave me a wakeup call that I would do anything humanly 

possible to make sure my kids are safe and sound. I don’t blame Nadine 

for being mad but the least she could do to her mom would be to 

forgive her for the damage she caused us. She was trying to make her 

family reconcile even though she took a step that caused too much 

damage than good but we can’t blame her for that. I admire Nadine’s 

mother for not even yelling at her child for her choice of lifestyle and 

not judging her for everything she had to go through to survive but 

instead she saw greatness and mellowness on her daughter. Thank you 

Llu for trying to make me understand why my mother did what she did 

but really this thing is not good at all. Our kids might end up facing 

harsh situations due to what my mother did. You may not be respected 

at your new job and your whole family might be forced to never again 

step foot at the church. Nadine just stop thinking about the negative 

stuff this situation carries both good and bad because by the look of 

things your mother did us a wonderful favour. Our relationship was still 

a private thing that wasn’t known by a lot of people and I did post our 

picture on instagram but that doesn’t mean a lot of people knows 

about it as my account is private and I don’t have anyone who knows 

me around home on my insta account. Your mother has given us 

sanctification in disguise and now a lot of people know about us 

Sponsored don’t worry about the dirty stuff written on the paper 

because people will soon forget them once we get married. I wonder 

how you managed to see a positive thing out of all this Llu and I love 

you so much and as for my mother I am so going to deal with her. First 

things first I would appreciate you starting off work tomorrow instead 

of Wednesday so you can acquaint yourself with the office and 

everything and then I am going to deal with the wedding plans then all 

you will have to do is just show up and make sure you are dressed up in 



a way that portrays your beauty and class. But why would you say that 

Nadine I still have to take care of you tomorrow. I am a grown ass classy 

lady and the doctor didn’t say I have turned into a potato or that I am 

dying right? Of cause you are not a potato God forbid that happens to 

you. Great then we are now on the same page we can go rest because 

tomorrow you have your first day at work as the matron of one of the 

big hospitals in South Africa. Nadine didn’t leave me any choice but to 

do what she says but I know there is a reason behind her doings. She 

can be capricious at times but I could see through her now she might be 

planning something mischievous and I can’t wait to see what that is. I 

did as she said and went straight to bed. I was happy that I get to go to 

work and not be confined in this four corners of our yard. I was also 

worried about Nadine as she would be bored the whole day but since 

she said she is a full grown lady I will have to let her be. I slept in peace 

after knowing that my soon-to-be mother in law was the one 

responsible for the newspaper saga and that she meant well even 

though she caused some damages. Chapter 29 I woke up feeling brand 

new and felt like I can conquer anything that comes my direction today 

and as I turned to check up on my Nadine she wasn’t there but the 

shower was running and there was a divine smell of food which I think 

might be from the kitchen. I got off the bed and neatly made it so I can 

check if Nadine was in the shower because I had to get ready for work. 

After making the bed I went to the shower and got a note on the basin 

written ‘’good morning sleepy head I know you had a peaceful sleep. 

Please take your shower and I already organised something for you to 

wear in the closet.’’ I smiled and in the back of my head I was fervent to 

know what she took out for me and what other surprises I am in for this 

morning. I went on and took my shower then went to dry my hair and 

lotion my body. I went into the closet and found the wonderful outfit 

that my Nadine took out for me on the closet chair. She wanted me to 



look elegant and yet sexy on my first day. She aimed at making my 

subordinates respect me and worship the ground I walk on. I wore my 

sexy one piece black lingerie and a black pencil knee length skirt with 

black stilettos. To top it all off Nadine took out my pure white three-

quarter blazer and a Louis Vuitton black handbag. I looked so stylish 

and I was going to turn heads at work today. After all I am still a young 

lady who is not even thirty yet. I walked out of the closet feeling like a 

brand emissary of some sort or even an influencer. Whoa there my 

queen you are missing something to go with your ring. Nadine what can 

I be missing now? She didn’t answer me and went to the drawer where 

we keep our ornaments and took out a silver wrist watch a pair of 

diamond studs and a silver necklace. Here you are and I am going to 

help you put it on to finish your touch and also tie your hair into a bun 

and not letting it fall on your shoulders as the hair might cover your 

face and we don’t want that. Nadine helped me with my final traces 

and led me to the kitchen to have breakfast and then she accompanied 

me to the car and gave me a kiss. She wished me a lovely day at work 

and I wished her a great day of sitting at home and resting. I drove off 

to work playing Kehlani’s song titled Honey. I reached the hospital in no 

time and I looked for a parking spot but couldn’t find one until I saw 

one written reserved matron parking. I let out a sigh with a witty smile 

and went to park my car. I looked myself in the mirror and I saw a 

container on the backseat yeah sure my Nadine packed lunch for me. I 

wondered what I would do without her in my life for she remembers 

what I don’t really remember to do and she is a fashion star which I am 

not. I just take out anything I reach in the closet and go without even 

thinking about it too hard. I got out the car and went to the main 

reception so they can direct me to the maternity area. The lady at the 

reception froze and greeted me using my name. I wasn’t surprised 

because I knew I was a celeb due to yesterday’s paper and I was sure 



that she knew why I was here first thing in the morning. I greeted her 

back with a smile and asked her where I was supposed to go and she 

directed me to my new office and told me where I was going to find the 

maternity ward nurses. I thanked her and turned then started walking. I 

took about four steps and heard the receptionist saying ‘’you look 

stunning in that outfit miss Khanyile.’’ I faced her direction and smiled 

then went on to my department. Everyone welcomed me with so much 

love and they all seemed nice to work with and they were professional 

throughout the day and the lady who was the acting matron handed 

everything over to me in a professional manner. I’m sure I will settle in 

nicely in this hospital and I couldn’t wait to spend many years in this 

hospital. My position is a distinguishable one because I deal much with 

paper work and I was told about some whinges that I might get where 

nurses gets blamed for slackness but I told myself I was going to deal 

with some other things as they come. I would go see the patients giving 

birth and even help the nurses with the delivery processes. I was so 

happy to be working here really. I made sure I was in the good books of 

the nurses so they can work happily and they would be able to offer 

first class services. I knocked off at work and decided to go get Nadine 

something nice to thank her for being a wonderful asset in my life. I 

was going to surprise her with the most beautiful gift of all times even 

though I knew she would like anything as long as it’s from me her 

queen. I drove back home in a happy mood. I drove into the yard and it 

was so quiet as if Nadine was sleeping all along and I parked the car in 

the garage then made my way to the bedroom to shower and change. I 

got surprised at a sight of a fine vintage suit on the bed and there was a 

note with it. The note said ‘’please go on and shower and change into 

the suit so I can see just how beautiful you are in a pant suit. I had to do 

what she said because if I don’t I will never hear the end of it. I 

showered and after I was done went to put on the suit and went into 



the closet to put back the handbag I went to work with. The closet table 

had a note and I wonder what Nadine is up to because of all the notes 

and acts of love since morning I thought to myself. I read the note and 

it said ‘’don’t forget to put on your plum lipstick and you can leave on 

the jewellery I picked out for you in the morning.’’ I smiled and went to 

the dressing table and wore my plum lipstick as instructed. I was ready 

now but didn’t take out shoes oh shucks am I now starting to get used 

to the idea of Nadine choosing an outfit for me? One day I will step 

outside without shoes or a bra and even panties. This lady better let me 

do stuff on my own and just tell me what’s the occasion so I can pick 

out an outfit myself. I went back to the closet and looked at the shoes 

section as I was about to take a pair of wedged shoes I saw a note next 

to a vintage pair of shoes. Nadine you got to be kidding me am I 

supposed to look like a 1940s rich lady or what? She knows I am not 

into the vintage stuff and still bought these silly shoes I am fine with the 

suit but the shoes. I’m so going to deal with her crazy ass. I took the 

shoes along with the note and on this note she apologised and 

mentioned that she knows I am not a fan of vintage style but the outfit 

goes well with the occasion that I am about to attend at our outside 

garden. I wore the shoes with a puckered brow on my face Sponsored I 

am fine with the suit but the shoes. I’m so going to deal with her crazy 

ass. I took the shoes along with the note and on this note she 

apologised and mentioned that she knows I am not a fan of vintage 

style but the outfit goes well with the occasion that I am about to 

attend at our outside garden. I wore the shoes with a puckered brow 

on my face took the little gift I bought for my babe and then went 

downstairs to the main exit. I went to the garden ready to murder 

Nadine up until I saw what was happening there. The garden was nicely 

decorated and there was a canopy and people sitting on the well 

decorated chairs. In front there was a pastor Nadine Smukelo her 



husband Bandzi and Luna. I stood there surprised to my core and I felt 

tears of joy escaping my eyes and my dad came behind me and asked a 

very stupid question which was ‘’are you ready princess Lluvia?’’ Damn 

I was ready for this surprise which I am not sure what it really was but I 

was ready for it as long as Nadine was there. Dad I was born ready for 

anything even though I am not aware of what is really going on here 

but since my Nadine organised it I am ready for it. Let’s go princess so 

you can hear why you are here. Dad where is mom and my brother? 

They are here as well among the guests. My dad held my hand and a 

wedding song started as my dad took me down the aisle. I looked 

straight to Nadine while walking and she wore a very beautiful smile 

and a suit the same as mine. My dad left me with Nadine and went to 

sit right next to mom and my brother. Mupendzi and Alya were also 

here and other faces which I didn’t know. The female pastor read 1 

Peter 4:8 which read; above all love each other deeply because love 

covers over a multitude of sins. She then asked who was not happy 

about the marriage but luckily no one stood up from our guests and 

then she looked over to Nadine and told her to continue with her vows 

as she mentioned that we have our own vows. My heart started 

beating fast as I wasn’t aware that the wedding which was supposed to 

be in two months was happening today. Nadine held my hand and 

looked straight into my eyes with hope and faith that our union will be 

a blessed one. She cleared her throat and smiled at me then started 

with her vows. Lluvia you are the best person to ever happen to me. 

You saw the broken me and decided to mend me with your love and 

affection. You took me in and supported me through everything 

teaching me the values of life and the importance of forgiveness. I am 

forever indebted to you and I promise to love you and respect you for 

the rest of my life. I will worship the ground you walk on and wash your 

feet like the queen mother you are to our children. I know we will never 



have kids together as we are both gratified with the beautiful pair we 

have in Lubandzi and Luna. You are my sunshine and my empress. I love 

you to boundlessness. I was in tears due to her vows even though I am 

used to hearing her sweet words every now and then but I couldn’t 

help but shed tears of joy. It was now my turn to say my vows to her 

and I looked at the time on my watch and saw the time and smiled. 

Everyone was surprised including my Nadine but I wasn’t planning on 

disappointing her and I started with my vows. I was glad I got Nadine 

the gift I got her as it might go well with the rings. Chapter 30 I was 

staggered as to why I had to wear a 1940s outfit but now I understand 

and I know a lot of you were surprised when I was looking at the time. 

They all nodded Oh well I wanted to know the meticulous time I said 

my pledges so I can forever cherish the day minute and second my 

wedding took place. I wasn’t prepared for my vows and so I am going to 

say what is on my mind. It’s exactly 6:00pm and I am trussing the knot 

with the most beautiful human being in this universe. Nadine you are 

not just a companion to me but you are my confidant and the sister I 

never had. You are the light that illuminates my soul and you know just 

how to make me exultant. You are the best designer perfect lover and a 

perfect soul I will incessantly treasure the day you swallowed your 

pride and told me how you felt about me. I will cherish the times we 

spent together the woes which made us fall too deep with each other 

and the near demise experiences. I am blessed to have you in my life 

and I thank the Almighty for sending an awe-inspiring soul into my 

world. My love for you will never change even when our love gets 

tested because you changed my acuities of what love is and showed me 

a different kind of love a love so pure and an unbreakable bond. I love 

you to infinitude. The pastor asked for the rings and the twins gave the 

rings to the pastor and she prayed for them and then handed one 

beautiful diamond ring to Nadine. Lluvia please take this ring in faith 



and love as my legitimately wedded first lady until bereavement do us 

apart. I smiled and nodded for her to slip the ring on my finger and then 

a ring was handed to me by the pastor so I can put it on Nadine’s finger. 

I went ahead and took the diamond ring and reached for the present in 

my pocket and smiled. Do take this ring as my lifespan cohort 

Sponsored my ally and sister until God decides to take one of us to Him. 

She said yes and I slid the ring on her finger and then opened the small 

box from my pocket and took out a diamond bracelet and helped her 

wear it. We smiled and the pastor said to us you are now officially 

wedded and may kiss each other. We both laughed and then kissed 

each other. We took pictures with the family under the spotlights and 

then took some alone. We had our dinner and some guests went to 

sleep over at Mupendzi’s house and my parents the kids and two 

unfamiliar faces stayed behind. My parents congratulated us and the 

two strangers also did the same. I went to show my parents the guest 

room and the kids each to their respective rooms but then I saw a sign 

on Luna’s room written ‘’The Indiana couple.’’ I decided to take Luna to 

Bandzi’s room and I went downstairs to be met by the strange 

twosome’s eyes. They were smiling and they didn’t look at me in a 

daunting way. Nadine called me to join them on the dining table so I 

can formally meet her parents. I went to sit next to Nadine and she 

introduced me to my in-laws. I was happy to finally meet them and they 

told me how happy they were that their daughter has found the love of 

her life and they told us that they were going to fund our honeymoon 

whenever we decide on having one. We both thanked them and 

Nadine’s mom expressed regret for the inconvenience she caused us by 

the article a she executed and I told her she had nothing to worry 

about. I should say though that Nadine’s dad seems so supercilious and 

self-absorbed he was smiling at me but his smile was taciturn and he 

had the look of ‘’I will break every bone in you if you break my 



daughter’s heart.’’ I wasn’t planning on breaking her heart but the look 

on her father’s face told me to never try anything funny with Nadine’s 

heart and emotions. I got so frightened that I excused myself to go and 

rest as I have work tomorrow morning. I kissed Nadine on her forehead 

and went to say good night to my parents and to tuck-in the kids. I was 

so happy that I am finally married to the love of my life even though we 

are still going to be judged when we face people out there. I fell asleep 

without Nadine on my side through the first night of our wedding but I 

wasn’t cantankerous. I woke up to go to the bathroom and Nadine was 

still not on the bed. I checked the time and it was 3am. I got worried 

that I didn’t feel the need of going to the bathroom anymore. I went 

downstairs hoping to find her in the dinner hall but she was not there I 

checked the kitchen and she wasn’t there then I thought of going to 

check for her in her parents room and didn’t feel like knocking upon 

reaching there. I went to the inside garden as I know just how much she 

loves hanging out there and yes I found her there. She was with her 

parents and they were still up. I couldn’t help but eavesdrop as they left 

the door somewhat open. I heard the father saying that he doesn’t 

approve of our marriage and will make our lives a living hell if Nadine 

doesn’t leave my house with them when they leave. I got flustered to 

the thought of that and I cried and just went to the bedroom and 

forced myself to sleep again. I didn’t want to think much about it if 

Nadine decides to leave this union she will and I’m sure the father will 

not hold her at gun-point for her to leave me. I finally slept and I woke 

up around 6am and prepared for work Nadine was still not in our bed 

or in the room but I pretended as if everything was okay. I finished with 

everything and went to say goodbye to my parents and the kids. I 

remembered that Smukelo and her husband went to Mupendzi’s house 

and I didn’t even get a chance of talking to her and hoped to see her 

after work so we could catch up. I didn’t bother looking for Nadine 



because I was scared and shattered at the exact same time. I didn’t 

want to lose her but if her parents want her to leave me then I will have 

no choice than to move on with my life. I went to work confounded but 

I had to wear a smile because they are not supposed to know when 

there is trouble in paradise. I got through the day and since I was too 

busy I didn’t even remember what was happening at home and my 

phone was in the office all along. I went to tidy up the office before I 

knocked off even though today I decided to knock off at 6:30pm to 

avoid Nadine and her parents and that’s if they are still in my house. I 

drove home not in the mood for seeing anyone but I had to go home. I 

reached home and Nadine was pacing up and down the yard. I 

wondered what was happening but went to park the car without going 

to question her. I went to the dining room and everyone was there 

including Smukelo and her husband. I hailed them and went to kiss my 

babies then went to my room. I didn’t want my parents or the kids to 

notice that my marriage has problems few hours after we hosted the 

wedding. Nadine came to the room right after I entered and she 

hugged me and told me how worried she was that I wasn’t home a 

couple hours back and that she was calling me the whole day and 

leaving messages that I wasn’t replying to. I couldn’t let her know that I 

was peeping in the early hours of the morning when she and her 

parents were deciding the fate of our marriage. Chapter 31 I could see 

worry all over Nadine’s face but I didn’t want to push it. If something is 

worrying her then she will have to grow the balls and discuss whatever 

it is with me. I have never loved anyone as I love Nadine and I know 

that being separated from her will cause so much pain for me but I 

wasn’t going to force someone to stay in my life against their wish. 

Nadine clung to me for so long and I could feel dampness on my 

shoulder down to my spine. I bet she was crying and I hardly saw her 

cry but I knew a quarter of what was going on. She then let go of me 



and turned her back on me then wiped her tears I saw all that but I 

wasn’t going to comfort someone who is not willing to share what was 

causing her woe. I went on and took off my clothes so I could go take a 

plunge into the Jacuzzi after I decided to take on long hours at work. I 

went to the Jacuzzi and buried my body into the cold water which sent 

sensations all over my body. I was calm and tried hard not to think of 

anything but my happy mementos with Nadine and the first time I met 

her. I know it is rude not to ask my spouse whether she is okay or not 

but I couldn’t ask knowing what I knew at that time. I stayed there for 

about an hour and a half before going out to wear my pj’s and going 

downstairs to meet everyone and that’s if they were still there and 

possibly get to know what is going on the minds of Nadine’s parents. I 

dragged myself downstairs to the dining hall and my family looked at 

me with worry. I am sure they are wondering why I am distant from 

everyone. I went straight to the kitchen to make my water infused with 

lemon ginger and honey. I loved the drink it made me feel at ease and if 

I have a lot on my plate I just make a cucumber melon and lime with a 

dash of cinnamon smoothie. I couldn’t make the smoothie now as it 

was late and there were guests in the house. I didn’t mean for them to 

see that I am bothered by something and that something is out of my 

control. It took me some time to go sit with everyone on the dining 

table even though all their eyes were piercing but I wasn’t going to 

escape from them the house may be big but it will always be too small 

for me to find a hiding spot. Look who decided to join us the lovely 

daughter-in-law of ours said Mrs Indiana. I faked a smile and asked 

Luna what she had today in order to avoid the adults in the dining hall. 

Luna just looked at me as if I was a crazy person then said mom when 

were you planning on telling us that you decided to marry Mama 

Nadine for her trustfund? I opened my mouth widely just to show how 

surprised I was towards what Luna just asked me. Things had to be 



straightened; I wasn’t going to let the wealthy family see me as a gold 

digger that I am obviously not. Baby girl mom works hard for her 

money Sponsored mom works hard for her money she doesn’t need 

anyone’s trust-fund to survive and can take care of her own bills. This is 

just a lie that someone wants you my angel to believe but I can assure 

you that your mommy earns enough to afford this house and the new 

house you all leave in back home. Luna smiled at me and told me that 

she never believed what the Indiana’s said about me. Well I wasn’t 

surprised at all because I already knew they were bent on making my 

life a living hell and I wasn’t going to grant them the time. What 

chutzpah they had to talk bad about me in my absence. I wonder what 

Nadine said about all this but I am sure she has missed her family for 

long that she wasn’t going to stand up for me. Twin sis I know a lot of 

people will think you are in this marriage for the money or the fame but 

I know you better. We didn’t get the chance to grow up together but I 

am well aware that you would never choose money over your 

happiness. You are one brave lady and for a lady your age you have set 

a wonderful example for your age mates and the kids who look up to 

you. The bravery you have and the broken pieces you had to mend all 

by yourself made you the best sis I could ever have asked for. Smukelo 

these people who let their daughter go out there and face heavy rains 

all by herself and ended up being seen as a cheap skate in the public 

thinks that they own Nadine. I went through a lot in the hands of 

Nadine and I was ready to build a warm home with her and the kids but 

it seems the parents are not approving of this marriage and wants their 

daughter to marry the same guy that led them to send Nadine packing. 

Nadine’s father looked at me with shame maybe he thought I wasn’t 

going to make everyone aware of the fact that he doesn’t deserve to be 

called a father to anyone. My partner’s parents think that money can 

buy them honour and respect but that is not true. My family had to go 



through a harsh situation due to what my mother-in-law did. I don’t 

blame her though she wanted to reconcile with her daughter. Her 

doings are already costing my union with Nadine and I regret advising 

Nadine to forgive her parents. Nadine’s mom raised her eyebrows and 

looked at me in disbelief. My family found it hard to give me and 

Nadine blessings but they thought of my happiness. The twins knew 

that I had to be happy and they supported this union before even the 

elders did. Luna and Bandzi means everything to me and I am going to 

tell all of you this night that I am not going to beg Nadine to never leave 

me. Nadine please bear in mind that with me you are not in some kind 

of a prison you can always choose to walk out freely with no questions 

asked. As long as you know that you will never come back to me 

begging me to forgive you then I am fine. She looked at me holding 

back tears and tried to smile but her tears escaped her eyes and I 

wasn’t going to go to her and wipe her tears. I am not the one who is 

causing her agony and I won’t be the one to comfort her for a pain I 

never caused. Those who like seeing her in tears can go ahead and 

pacify her. Lluvia please don’t say anything more because you are 

unknowingly breaking my heart. I don’t want to continue living without 

you you took me out of the dungeon and saved me from myself. I 

invited my parents so they could see just how happy I am without them 

but they came along and ruined everything I have worked hard to have. 

As you have said right now that you regret asking me to forgive my 

mother and I regret listening to you when it comes to not suing the 

journalist for the crap that he or she wrote on the newspaper with the 

commands of my mother. My mother has changed and I wonder what 

my dad did to her for her not to see that what they are doing right now 

is not right. They don’t know right from wrong and all they care about is 

the wealth they possess. Nadine said all this with tears flowing down 

her cheek bones; she was broken and didn’t know what she was 



supposed to do. I feel sorry for you Nadine for having such egocentric 

people as parents. I am glad that I was raised by a couple who loves 

God more than money. I am happy that they don’t let material things 

get in the way of their parenting. I so wish your parents never worship 

materials as much as they do. Chapter 32 Being the centre of attention 

is not what I like and not speaking my mind is not my biggest trait. I like 

pouring out my heart and let people hurt me regardless as people will 

never change their behaviour if they don’t want to. I continued with my 

blurb telling them just how Nadine made me accept my sexual 

orientation and made me realise that people will always have 

something to say no matter how much good you have done. If society 

thinks what you are doing is wrong then they must rectify it in their 

lives and not tell you what is wrong for you. Babe what did you prepare 

for dinner tonight I am starving? Nadine just ignored me as if I wasn’t 

talking to her. I guess love doesn’t leave here no more and I don’t 

blame anyone for it but put myself accountable for this whole mess. I 

allowed Nadine to play me for a fool and now that her wealthy parents 

are here I am now seen as a worthless person. Smukelo held my hand 

and told me that my food is on the microwave which my mother 

cooked with love. I smiled at Smukelo and stood up to get the food so I 

can eat then go to bed. This Indiana family will not come from nowhere 

and cause me pain. I am not gonna shed any tear due to their 

behaviour; they can go far away with their daughter for all I care. I 

warmed up my food and decided to eat in the kitchen and then washed 

the plate. I thought to myself why would Nadine not even cook today? 

Are her parents wining her over? Is she ready to walk out on me for 

wealth? I know there was only one person to answer my questions but 

that one person is already drifting away from me. I went to the dining 

room and took Bandzi and Luna to their room because sitting here 

exchanging hurtful words wasn’t good for my health. I didn’t want 



Nadine’s parents to end up insulting me even more knowing that 

Nadine wouldn’t stand up for me. I wondered what her parents could 

have said to her for her to just change into a mess that she is right now. 

Bandzi why are you so quiet this much? Mom I don’t like seeing you 

hurt and not coping. You are our mother and for me to see my queen 

mother suffering in the hands of your so called in-laws kills me. I love 

Mama Nadine but I don’t like how she let her parents consume her to 

the extent of not standing up for you when her parents attacked you. 

Don’t worry my boy Sponsored why are you so quiet this much? Mom I 

don’t like seeing you hurt and not coping. You are our mother and for 

me to see my queen mother suffering in the hands of your so called in-

laws kills me. I love Mama Nadine but I don’t like how she let her 

parents consume her to the extent of not standing up for you when her 

parents attacked you. Don’t worry my boy my in-laws are just 

controlled by money and I know that they also planted a materialistic 

seed in Nadine. She also cherishes money than any person and I 

thought I was going to be able to change her into a magnificent person 

but then I realised that you can’t change a person that doesn’t want to 

be changed. I have suffered as a child and faced brutality in my 

adulthood and this is nothing. It is just a walk in the park because I 

know what I want to deal with and what I refuse to tolerate. The only 

people I would always have by my side are my family members and no 

matter what I go through all of you will want the best for me. You are 

right mother we wants what’s best for you and I wonder why Mama 

Nadine’s parents didn’t stay as far as they could from you because they 

are messing up a good thing. I know you and Mama Nadine has a good 

thing going and I want what is best for the both of you. Mom I want you 

to promise us that you are going to fix this situation as we know that 

you are capable. I promise I am going to fix this marriage only if Nadine 

is ready to fix it with me. I am going to fight for it even if it means using 



my last breath and drops of blood. Bandzi is such a sweetheart and I 

know he wants the best for me and I hope I am going to be able to 

make things right with my Nadine. Her happiness means a lot to me 

than the money her family promised her. What is the use of money 

when you can’t enjoy it because you are missing someone? I know the 

parents wants to marry her off to the bachelor she refused to marry 

some years back. They want to use Nadine as a weapon to win a 

business deal and Nadine seems keener to help them. They oust her 

like someone who meant nothing in their house but now they want to 

act as if they care for her welfare. Mom what is it that you are thinking 

about? Nothing princess I just feel sleepy and will go on to my room 

and rest. Goodnight mom they both said and kissed me on my cheeks. I 

felt very special and alive. The kids are trying hard to see me smile and 

laugh. I left the kids’ room to my bedroom so I can escape the troubles I 

am going through now. The room was so different without Nadine and 

the atmosphere was cold and hopeless. I had to get used to being alone 

until Nadine decides which team she is playing for. I tucked myself in 

the duvets which also felt super cold than normal but I had no choice 

than to sleep. The thoughts of Nadine where on the back of my head 

they were too strong in this room as it is the same room that we made 

love and we named it our fortress. I forced myself to sleep as there was 

no use waiting for Nadine to come to bed as there is a 50/50 chance of 

her coming to sleep in the room or not coming at all. Sleeping will now 

become my escaping place and work will become the place where I find 

my happiness. People say that happiness begins with you but how can 

you be happy when your life is upside down? My sleep was not a 

normal one but I am glad that my alarm was on and it was able to wake 

me up. It was my second night without the lady who was supposed to 

bring about happiness in my life and promised to be my safe haven. The 

safe haven she pledged to offer me turned into a dark hell which I 



never signed up for. I so wish we had never gotten married but here I 

am with a wedding band that was given to me by the person who 

stopped caring overnight. This morning I wasn’t feeling myself at all but 

I had to take a shower. A cold shower was what I needed so it can 

remind me that I am now exposed to a harsh atmosphere and the 

worst part of it is that it is coming from someone I care about the most. 

After I was done with my shower I went on to put on a make-up that 

was too bold as a reflection of me picking myself up. The eyeliner was 

noticeable and the lipstick was screaming. I put on my burgundy boob-

tube dress and a black blazer with burgundy high heels and my Chanel 

handbag. I felt in charge of my life and I wasn’t going to let this 

situation take me down. I didn’t want to go down with Nadine and so I 

chose to be happy I chose to love myself more than I love her and it 

was working because I owned my look. Chapter 33 A sign of courage is 

not losing yourself no matter what you go through. The situation at 

hand is not enough for me to shed tears and break down. Nadine found 

me happy and she will exit my life leaving me as happy as I can be with 

myself. If this union was not broken I was going to say we are going to 

conquer the world together but then I have to assure myself that I am 

going to conquer the world alone. I stepped out of the bedroom with so 

much bravery anchored in sang-froid fully aware of who I was and what 

I stood for. I didn’t care whether anyone saw me or not but I was 

dressed to kill and the make-up made me look like a model. I headed 

out the house and I guess everyone was still sleeping they would see 

me right after work if they were still around. I forgot to even ask the 

kids when they are leaving as they are missing school to witness the 

wedding that led to the drifting apart of me and Nadine. It was going to 

take time for me to forgive Nadine even if she comes to apologies for 

her recent behaviour. I went to the car and drove to work upon 

reaching work I went to the coffee shop to get coffee before I start the 



day. I decided to sit there and finish the cup of coffee and then ordered 

another one for the office. The maternity department is always busy as 

ladies gives birth every freaking day but that was what made my job 

noteworthy. I got to see new-born babies brought into this world and 

would walk with my head held high knowing that we women are the 

strongest. Some women would do as my mother did to me they would 

give birth to beautiful babies and leave them in the hospital. I wished I 

could offer counselling to young pregnant women out there about the 

beauty of seeing your baby grow into a wonderful person. Raising a kid 

alone is challenging but I cannot imagine how it is to live your life fully 

knowing that you abandoned your own child just because of material 

things. I worked like a crazy person today and that helped a lot. Work 

gave me peace and happiness; it was what I wanted to do with my 

whole heart. My colleagues were complementing me much today and 

said I should always put on my make-up this way. It felt good to be 

complemented even though I get it every day and no longer know 

whether to thank the complements or just smile. Going back home 

started being a challenge as I hated the tension and it was noxious for 

my health but where would I go to if not my house? I drove home 

listening to Babo’s song thixo mkhululi I know who I am and He did it 

again by Sinach. These three songs heal my soul and assures me that 

God always see me through anything I face in this life. I would even sing 

along just to uplift my spirit. I reached home late again but today it was 

different because I wasn’t going to hide behind my thumb I was ready 

to continue being happy. I went inside the house and there was no sign 

of anyone. The house was so empty and a part of me felt lost but the 

strong part of me was ready for anything. I went to check the kitchen 

and saw that everything was intact and then went to check the kids. 

Upon reaching the room I saw my kids lay peacefully on the bed but 

something was off. I went close to check on them up close the kids had 



last night’s pj’s on and tried waking them up but they didn’t wake up. I 

ran to my parent’s room and they were sleeping too everything didn’t 

make sense. I paced up and down thinking about the situation and I 

thought of going to check whether my in-laws were in their room. My 

guess was true; there was no sign of them or anything that belonged to 

them. I went to check my bedroom and Nadine was not there and 

neither were her clothes in the closet. I quickly phoned Smukelo and I 

am glad she picked up in an instant. What’s up twin? Smukelo is my 

brother close to you? Yes he is what is going on? Don’t raise any alarm 

because he will be worried please tell Mupendzi to come with you to 

the house this minute. I hung up the phone and phoned the ambulance 

to come get my family. I knew that Nadine and her family had a hand in 

all this but I didn’t want to worry about that now. I had to take my 

family’s well-being into consideration and even if I worry about the 

Indiana family Sponsored it wouldn’t help me with anything as they are 

well connected. Smukelo and Mupendzi came as fast as they could and 

I explained them what may have transpired while I was at work. They 

questioned the situation and the fact that Nadine didn’t want anything 

to do with her parents and so did the parents not want anything that 

had to do with their daughter. Two ambulances came and took my 

family to the hospital; I was broken because I had a wonderful day only 

for an evil family to ruin it for me. I asked Smukelo and Mupendzi to 

take my car and follow the ambulances to the hospital. I couldn’t go 

there and see my family motionless. I turned off the lights in the entire 

house and sat on the steps crying. I wondered what is it that I have 

done to deserve such an ill-fate. I cried so bad that I thought of taking 

my life right there and then because I have caused nothing but pain for 

my family just by loving Nadine. I walked in the dark to the kids’ 

bedroom I could smell their scent even though they were not there I lay 

on their bed crying and I fell asleep. I woke up only God knows at what 



time as my cell phone was out of my reach it must have been in my 

handbag somewhere around the house. I went to turn on the lights in 

the kids’ room and went to the bathroom to wash my face and pee. I 

decided to go to the main switch and turned on the lights as there was 

no use crying and sitting in the dark. I went to my parents’ room to 

check my handbag and luckily I got it there but my cell phone wasn’t 

there. I wondered where I might have kept it and remembered that I 

last phoned the ambulance while I was in my parents’ room but where 

did I put it. I heard it ringing but didn’t hear where it was ringing from. I 

went to the dining and I found it there the person who was calling me 

already hung up and I checked the time. It was exactly 4:30am and I 

had a cluster of missed calls. I checked them and they were from 

Smukelo Mupendzi My brother Smukelo’s husband and 2 unsaved 

numbers. I phoned Smukelo first so she could update me on my family’s 

condition. Luckily she told me good news my family was awake and 

they were drugged with some sleeping substance and not something 

too dangerous. I phoned my brother and told him what happened. I 

didn’t call the unsaved numbers as they left me messages and the 

messages were the same. These people or this person wanted me to 

forget about Nadine and told me that my marriage to her was null and 

void as there was no marriage certificate as yet due to not having a 

chance of going to the Home Affairs offices. That was a relief because I 

get to remain single and not married to a person who walked out on 

me and left my family in a disturbing state. I didn’t delete the messages 

and I went to take my shower and prepared for work I had to use an 

uber service today as my car was with Smukelo and that is why I was 

prepping early. Seeing my babies before starting work was what I 

needed to do. Nadine really messed up and I wonder what made her 

agree to do what they did to my family but I am not going to hold 

grudges against them I will allow the Lord to fight my battles. I finished 



up with everything and phoned the uber driver who picked me and 

Nadine up at the hospital the other day. I waited for it outside my gate 

and it came in no time and took me to work. I went to see my family 

then went to work as if I was okay. Chapter 34 My cell phone rang 

around 1pm and the person was lucky as I was also in the office. It was 

a private call and I wasn’t the type to pick up a private call and this 

phone call was not going to be any different. The person didn’t give up 

calling until I went on the call settings and blocked private calls. The call 

was a nuisance and I wasn’t going to put my cell phone on silence due 

to a coward person. I continued with my work until a call from a 

landline came through I answered it and it was from a Daily Sun 

journalist so she said. She wanted to ask me if I was happy for Nadine 

that she has fixed a date for her wedding with her soul mate. My heart 

beat faster than normal but I managed to calm myself and told her that 

I am happy for Nadine as she deserves a better and loving life partner. 

The lady continued asking me whether I was invited to the wedding and 

I told her the truth. I wasn’t invited and I didn’t know about the 

wedding and neither was I concerned about it. She thanked me for my 

time and hung up I stood up and went to shut the office door and 

locked it and I cried my lungs out for a good 30 minutes and then 

braced myself. I had to cry at some point to get over the pain but I 

didn’t want to lose myself. I wiped my make-up as it was already 

messed up and I unlocked the office and went to the washroom to 

wash my face and apply the make-up again. Today I decided to knock-

off at 3pm so I can go check up on the family again before going home. I 

didn’t bother telling them about Nadine’s marriage as it wasn’t 

important. I spent roughly two hours with them and they were to be 

discharged the next day I knew they were heading home right after 

they get discharged. I was broken that I will be left alone in a big house 

but then it was my house and I wasn’t going to abandon it. I would stay 



there and continue working my ass off so I could be able to meet my 

kids’ needs. I drove home with Smukelo and Mupendzi as they didn’t go 

home since yesterday evening. Everyone was quiet until Mupendzi 

sighed so hard from the back sit. I focussed on driving and Smukelo 

asked her what was going on for her to sigh that badly. She told her she 

was just tired but that wasn’t why she sighed she handed Smukelo her 

phone. You gotta be kidding me she said. Lluvia now I know why Nadine 

left you. Smukelo just shut up I don’t wanna hear anything about 

Nadine in my presence but Llu… I don’t wanna hear it just let me be 

okay. She handed Mupendzi her phone back and shrugged her 

shoulders. The truth is that I knew whatever it was wasn’t good for me 

to see as I was still grieving for Nadine. I know she isn’t dead but since 

she left me that meant then she was as good as dead. I went to drop 

them off at Mupendzi’s place and went to my place to shower and eat 

cereals then sleep. As I was about to tuck myself in I remembered that I 

have an indoor garden then decided to go there to get a peace of mind. 

I dragged myself out the bed and went to the indoor garden but to my 

surprise I got Nadine’s belongings including her cell phone there. This 

was rather odd how can Nadine go without her cell phone? Can it be 

that her parents drugged her also or what happened? I wasn’t going to 

get answers anywhere but then I decided to take her cell phone which 

was on top of the huge traveling bag. The cell phone was off and I tried 

turning it on but it wasn’t turning on. I took it to the bedroom and 

charged it then went back to the garden to search her bags. Her bags 

had everything she owned except her pair of hello kitty pj’s. Yeah 

Sponsored how can Nadine go without her cell phone? Can it be that 

her parents drugged her also or what happened? I wasn’t going to get 

answers anywhere but then I decided to take her cell phone which was 

on top of the huge traveling bag. The cell phone was off and I tried 

turning it on but it wasn’t turning on. I took it to the bedroom and 



charged it then went back to the garden to search her bags. Her bags 

had everything she owned except her pair of hello kitty pj’s. Yeah I 

knew all of her clothes from under wear to jewellery and shoes. This 

raised too many questions which I wasn’t able to answer. I took out her 

favourite white tee; I smelled it and it still had the fragrance of her 

cologne. I cried asking myself why she would decide to torture me this 

way. Why she left all her stuff in my house? She left me without any 

goodbye and still wanted me to remember her. How cruel can she be to 

want to see me in tears just by remembering her? I took the tee with 

me to the bedroom and her phone was now at 10%. I turned it on and 

well I knew her password and she knew mine we never concealed 

anything from each other. I checked under messages and there was 

nothing the call logs were wiped out the phone seemed to have been 

wiped out of everything on it. Thanks to advanced technology because I 

was able to log onto her Samsung cloud to see what was it that made 

her to just decide to walk away. I saw some pictures of us and the 

pictures of kids and a few love songs that she loved listening to. One 

audio file stole my attention and it took 15mb of space and seemed like 

a recorded thingy. I prayed that she wasn’t recording any silly sounds 

we made when we were pleasing each other. The thought of that 

turned me on but I had to stay focus if I plan on getting answers I 

gathered the guts to listen to it and it was a conversation between her 

and her parents. The recording was about Nadine and me. The father 

threatened to slaughter my family if Nadine didn’t agree to marry the 

guy they chose for her. The father sounded furious and Nadine wanted 

to know why they were forcing her to marry a guy she never loved and 

forsake the person who loves her unconditionally. The mother told her 

that the wedding had to go on so they can execute their plan of ousting 

the guy’s father from the company. They planned on using her for their 

selfish gain. I froze but then I knew just how wicked Nadine’s father was 



just by looking at him and the words that came out of his mouth. I sat 

there thinking of how money rules people out there for them to end up 

marrying off their kids just to gain more wealth. If this is what it takes 

to be rich and famous then I don’t want any of it. I am happy with my 

family and what I have earned through my hard work. I can’t imagine 

doing something this evil to my kids. So Nadine didn’t want any of this? 

But if she didn’t she would have discussed it with me. This whole thing 

was planned and I am not gonna make myself stupid at a police station 

or at the wedding. I had to execute a plan fast though and if this wasn’t 

planned then I will have my Nadine back. I wasn’t going to fly down to 

KwaZulu-Natal to attend the wedding as Nadine’s parents might kill me. 

I didn’t have anything in mind really but I knew I didn’t want it on 

television or trending on social media. It had to come out when the 

wedding was going on I am well aware that the journalists will be there 

and other significant people. I cracked my head until I got a wonderful 

plan but the plan needed me to at least be in contact with the DJ who 

will be in charge of the entertainment that day. I took my cell phone 

and searched for Nadine Indiana’s wedding on the internet. Uhm this is 

super the wedding will be held in 2 days’ time and everyone in 

KwaZulu-Natal was looking forward to it. I logged on my instagram 

account and searched for the hash tag Nadine Indiana’s wedding. Boom 

a DJ who was hired for the wedding posted just how blessed he felt 

after receiving a call asking him if he could DJ at Nadine Indiana’s 

wedding. It was too easy though but I hope I am not going to fall into a 

trap; it was worth a shot after all. I had to save Nadine from this 

marriage and from her avaricious parents. What kind of parents are 

they? I praised my foster parents for not being materialistic and I drift 

off to sleep as I had work in the morning. Chapter 35 Waking up 

knowing that the person you love with your heart is not by you side is 

disheartening but I had to get on with life and make sure that I live a 



happy life. I had to execute my plan today and had to pay the DJ if need 

be. If he listens to it and understand how miserable I am; I am one 

hundred per cent sure that he will do this for me. I took my shower and 

got ready for work and I was going to DM him when I reach the 

hospital. I drove to work thinking of a plan B if the guy refuses to help 

me. I guess I will have to gamble with my money as I know he might 

take my money and not do what is required of him. Why do I have to 

do this thing because if Nadine cared she would have tried to call me 

when she reached her hometown? I know her parents are evil but I 

doubt they would lock her up like a slave. My drive to work seemed like 

a long one due to all the thoughts which were flooding my mind. If only 

I could let this thing be because if I do something and it doesn’t work 

out Nadine’s parents can sue me for deformation of character. I 

decided to just sit back and enjoy the show; Nadine would have to deal 

with everything herself as she once told me that she is a grown ass lady. 

I smiled remembering her at least without her presence I can still smile 

at the thought of her. I saw that she wasn’t fine and I never bothered to 

ask her what was going on because of pride. Yes I was too proud to ask 

her if only I had asked her maybe none of this would have happened. I 

sighed at the thought of blaming myself for everything it was not my 

fault that she left me and it is still not my fault that she will be marrying 

someone else even though she used to profess her love for me. I don’t 

doubt Nadine’s love for me but then if she goes on with the upcoming 

wedding then I will have no other choice but to live my life without her 

and forget about her. It is never easy to forget things as I still remember 

the day I was raped as if it was yesterday. Some days will be better and 

some days would be hell itself. Now I had to live my life with regrets 

and putting blame on myself that if only I had tried to communicate 

with Nadine my relationship with her would still be existing. Can you 

truly escape from your shadows? I bet you can’t you just learn to 



embrace them and look back to them with pride that you managed to 

survive the worst in your life. I reached work and went to see my 

family. They were happy to see me and they were also ready to travel 

back home immediately after the doctor discharges them. My parents 

wanted me to take some time off work so I could clear my head but 

what use is it when you know it will take forever for you to get through 

the heartbreak. Lluvia so you see why I wasn’t blessing your union with 

that imbecile of a girl? I knew she was bad news when I laid my eyes on 

her. Father please not now; are you not supposed to be helping me get 

through this situation? It is true though my child I am not feeling sorry 

for you because you decided to date a lady and see now where it 

landed you. We men find it hard to stand you women; with all your 

drama moods and even your attitudes and then you thought you were 

going to survive with a girl who would sleep with anything as long as it 

had money. Okay dad you know what? I am not going to sit here and 

listen to you crucify me and making fun of my heartache. I stood up and 

went to say goodbye to the kids and mom then went to the office. My 

father is right though I knew that Nadine loved money more than 

anything and I was ready to commit to her. She was always going to 

disappoint me one way or the other. I thank her parents for doing me 

the favour of taking her with them. There is no use trying to find 

closure in a situation like this because I will forever be a prisoner of the 

heartache and would never be happy. I did my job and even forgot 

about Nadine for those hours spent in the office. It has been some days 

since I started working here and I only took a proper lunch once. I had 

to take one today at a restaurant Sponsored after all I put on many 

hours to my work and not even jot them down because I love my job 

and come pay day a fat pay will be deposited into my bank account. I 

took my handbag and my car keys and drove to a nearby Greek 

restaurant; I wanted to taste the Greek delicacies and something 



different from what I have been eating. I was glad that it wasn’t too 

busy and I got my food on time and enjoyed my meal. I was almost 

finished when a phone call from a new number disturbed me. I 

answered it and guess what it was Nadine. I asked her what she forgot 

because I don’t think I owe her anything. She was whispering and said 

she is trying to execute her pay back plan towards her parents and she 

apologised for not telling me about the plan because she knew I wasn’t 

going to approve of it. I wanted to believe her but I couldn’t what kind 

of a human being is she? I asked her to never call my line again as she 

decided to cut ties with me and my family and left me to pick up the 

pieces alone. Nxxa what nerve she has to call me and tell me about her 

stupid plan and expect me to believe her. Even if I find it in my heart to 

forgive her I’m positive my family will never forgive her. She is acting 

exactly like her parents she didn’t care about my feelings and the 

damage she caused me and my family. I honestly feel like she could 

have dealt with this situation in a different manner but causing me pain 

while saying she loves me doesn’t make sense. She allowed greed to 

consume her while trying to pay revenge for the pain her family caused 

her and she lost me in the process. I don’t want to spend my life with 

someone who can go to this length trying to get back at people. I guess 

the psychiatric hospital didn’t do their job properly. This lady is 

delusional and needs help because she can kill a person someday. I 

finished up eating I loved food and I was going to pay good money after 

eating at the restaurant and wasn’t going to allow Nadine ruin my 

appetite. I asked the waiter to give me my bill and I settled it then went 

back to work even though I had about an hour or so to knock off. I 

finished up working and drove home I sometimes cause myself 

heartaches as I went home listening to The Veronicas’ song on your 

side and the song reminded me of my loving Nadine and not the 

monster she has become. I reached home and there was an envelope 



on my doorstep I curiously took it even though I was a bit scared. I 

opened it while standing outside my door and voila a wedding invite to 

Nadine and Tristan’s wedding. The fuck I don’t believe what I am 

seeing? This is Doctor Willy from Cape Town; I have been taken for a 

fool I guess Willy’s other name is Tristan because it is him on the 

picture. So Willy is also from a rich family it is a small world indeed. This 

makes a good newspaper headline; the doctor who transferred me to 

Limpopo is going to be sharing a bed with Nadine. Wonders shall never 

cease. Chapter 36 I stood there laughing like a crazy person wondering 

who sent the invite; could it have been Willy or the psycho Nadine? I 

was baffled by this wedding and didn’t want to miss it for the world but 

I have to be at work on the day of the wedding and my job is important 

to me. I had to phone the number that Nadine called me from a couple 

hours earlier. The phone rang and she answered in an odd manner I 

guess she was with her husband to be or the parents. She asked me if I 

was done with the wedding cake because they have less than 12 hours 

to do the final touches. Damn Nadine you are heartless how can you 

invite me to your wedding? Yes you can put a dash of lemon on the 

cake to make it taste heavenly. I hung up the phone so Nadine is the 

one who sent the invite to my house and who opened the gate for the 

mail man? I searched for answers and I concluded that maybe Nadine 

sent the invite along with the gate remote to someone she knows 

around here. Did the mail man jump my brick barricade? God forbid 

who can agree to that silly suggestion? I got scared that if someone can 

get in my compound while I’m not around then that person can even 

enter my house. I got a call from Mupendzi while I was still thinking of 

who could have put the mail on my doorstep. Thank goddess the invite 

was sent to Mupendzi and she came after my family left as Smukelo 

had the gate remote so she could come and hang with the family while 

I was at work. I told Mupendzi just how scared I was thinking there may 



be a criminal in my house. I opened the entrance door and got in; I 

smiled and said to myself. You get to be alone and enjoy your own 

company beautiful lady. There was nothing serious that I had to do and 

so I decided to go upstairs and shower wear my nighty and then come 

to the dining to watch a movie on Netflix with a bottle of red wine on 

the table. I did just that and enjoyed myself I took some pictures and 

posted a few of them on instagram with the caption start today and 

enjoy your own company. I have never felt at peace for so long 

Sponsored I had to worry about Nadine and the kids at some point or 

even work but tonight was about myself and I wasn’t going to let 

anyone spoil my me time. I watched Spanglish and Overboard then 

decided on watching a Spanish telenovela titled sin senos si hay 

paraiso. I watched it until after 11pm and went to the bedroom to sleep 

feeling happy that I had time to myself with no worry at all. I woke up 

with a headache and I’m sure it was because of the bottle of wine I took 

last night yeah right I finished the whole 750ml bottle of wine alone. I 

went to shower and went to the kitchen to make myself a cup of coffee 

to ease the headache. I sipped on the coffee while on instagram and I 

had a lot of comments on the pictures I posted last night. Willy also 

commented and he said he was still waiting for my phone call on when 

to come visit me and see my new house. He mentioned that he was 

ready to offer me a shoulder to cry on and that he could fly to Limpopo 

this morning. I was more than surprised that I went to look for the 

invite and yes my eyes were not failing me it was a picture of Willy and 

Nadine standing side-by-side. But how can that be? I decided to video 

call Willy and ask him to give Glad his phone so I could great her. Willy 

did give Glad the phone and I wasn’t sure what was happening. Does 

Willy have an identical twin brother named Tristan or is the picture 

photo-shopped? The video call with Willy confused me even more and I 

couldn’t call Nadine again because she can ask me about a wedding 



dress instead of answering my questions. I decided to just let it be as 

there was no use finding out what was going on in Nadine’s life 

anymore and I had to live my life to the fullest without her holding my 

hand. I don’t need her guiding me anymore and I am going to find a 

worthy person to date and this time I will not rush into anything. I went 

to work and the receptionist greeted me with a mischievous smile. I 

greeted her back and she handed me a bouquet of yellow tulips. What 

did I do to deserve beautiful flowers this morning? You have proven to 

be the best matron in just a week and so I thought of buying you these 

tulips to make you happy. I thanked her and I should say that I wasn’t 

expecting it but I appreciated her act of kindness. I went to my office to 

start my day. Today work got a bit hectic; a nurse ignored a pregnant 

lady who felt that the child was close to seeing the world. She gave 

birth standing up and lucky for me I got there in time and helped the 

lady and it was a miracle that the baby girl didn’t reach the floor when 

the lady pushed. The nurse will have to answer for what she did and 

possibly be suspended as what she did was uncalled for and unethical. I 

just hope the lady poor lady will not say anything about what happened 

to the newspapers as that will be bad for my department. The beautiful 

lady thanked me for saving her child and I could see how happy she was 

to finally meet her child. I went back to the office and was pissed due to 

what the nurse did. The nurse knocked on my door and I indicated 

using my hand that she can come in. She apologised for her actions and 

told me that she also apologised to the lady who almost lost her baby. I 

phoned the nurse who was the acting matron before I took over. She 

came and I asked her a few questions about the negligent nurse and 

she told me that the nurse has never been incompetent since she 

started working here 5 years ago. I excused the former acting matron 

and asked the nurse what was wrong with her. She told me that she 

recently buried her parents and 2 of her siblings who died of food 



poisoning. I checked her name badge and her name was Tendani I felt 

so sad and I told her that I was going to grant her a paid one month 

leave to grieve for her family. She begged me not to fire her and I told 

her I wasn’t firing her but I wanted her to take some time off work and 

she will be paid for it. Tendani seemed like a wonderful lady and what 

she told me was heart-breaking and I couldn’t imagine losing any 

member of my family. I told her to go and get her stuff and go home for 

she was already a mess and I wasn’t going to let her go back to work in 

such a state. 5 years later Nadine and I never got back together and she 

was happily married with the guy who looked more like Willy and I 

discovered that they were not even related. My kids were now staying 

with me and they were attending a private school as I didn’t want to 

send them to a boarding school and be left in the house alone. I have 

been single all along and I enjoyed spending time with the kids. One 

Saturday morning I decided to take the twins to the cinema to watch a 

new teen movie that came out the day before. I dropped them at the 

cinema and went to shop for clothes. I went to Miladys to get myself a 

new dress and possibly shoes. I wasn’t planning on being in a 

relationship no more. Nadine was my first and my last; yes I never 

dated anyone before Nadine and didn’t date anyone after Nadine. I 

looked around the shop but didn’t see anything interesting and walked 

out of the shop. As I was entering Foschini a lady looking exactly like 

Nadine walked towards my direction. I froze and she passed right next 

to me and her handbag bumped mine and my handbag fell on the 

ground. I tried to pick it up and the lady also tried to pick it up but then 

she bumped my head. She stood up and I picked my handbag up and 

then she said; Lluvia….. I said Nadine…… Then I hastilywalked out of the 

shop and went to the cinema to watch the movie with the kids. ----------
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